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Former Tiger Joe Jackson
Faces Gun, Drug Charges

Central Celebration

Joe Jackson, who played four years for
the University of Memphis basketball team
after being a standout player for White
Station High School, was booked into the
Shelby County Jail on Wednesday, Aug. 16,
on gun and drug charges.
Jackson, according to multiple media
reports, was charged with felony possession of a firearm and felony possession
of a controlled substance with intent to
manufacture and sell. He also faces misdemeanor charges.
Memphis police reportedly pulled Jackson over making an improper left turn. A
search of his vehicle uncovered two guns,
$4,500 in cash and about 100 pills in a backpack; the pills were believed to be ecstasy.
Jackson, 25, most recently played in
the NBA Summer League for the Phoenix
Suns. He also has played overseas. A point
guard with the Tigers under coach Josh
Pastner, Jackson appeared in four NCAA
Tournaments.
– Don Wade

King’s Daughter Among
Freedom Award Recipients
Peggy Bodine, center, reminisced with classmates at the Trezevant retirement center on Wednesday, Aug. 16. It just so
happens that more than 40 residents at Trezevant are Central High School graduates, so the facility held a reunion celebration for them complete with a performance by the current Central High School band.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
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The daughter of Martin Luther King
Jr., the co-founder of the Southern Poverty
Law Center and a groundbreaking South
African jazz trumpeter and composer are
the recipients of the National Civil Rights
Museum’s annual Freedom Awards.
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NCRM president Terri Lee Freeman announced the recipients Thursday, Aug. 17,
in advance of the Oct. 19 awards ceremony
and student forum.
The honorees are:
• Rev. Bernice A. King, CEO of The
King Center in Atlanta, a resource center
and nonprofit dedicated to nonviolent
social change. The center was founded in
1968 by her mother – Dr. Martin Luther
King’s widow, Coretta Scott King – in the
aftermath of her husband’s assassination
in Memphis that year.
• Morris Dees, a civil rights attorney
who co-founded the Southern Poverty
Law Center in 1971 with attorney Joseph
J. Levin Jr. and civil rights activist Julian
Bond. The Montgomery, Alabama-based
not-for-profit agency was created to fight
discrimination, intolerance and hate
through education and litigation.
• Hugh Masekela, a South African
composer, band leader and trumpeter who
was an outspoken and influential critic of
apartheid policies. Apartheid and political
unrest caused Masekela to leave South Africa in 1960 and spend some 30 years away.
Freeman said the Freedom Awards also
will include a tribute to the Memphis sanitation workers who went on strike in 1968.
Because of upcoming renovations to
the Memphis Cook Convention Center,
the awards ceremony moves this year to
The Orpheum Theatre Oct. 19 at 7:30 p.m.,
with a red carpet reception and pre-awards
gala at the neighboring Halloran Centre
starting at 5 p.m.
– Bill Dries

Rotary Club Moves Weekly
Lunch to Clayborn Temple
The Memphis Rotary Club is moving
its weekly luncheon meetings to Clayborn
Temple starting next month after being
held for several years at the University Club.
The service organization, chartered in
1914, announced its decision Wednesday,
Aug. 16, after a debate and vote by the
club’s board.
“Our move is meant to help bring attention to the historical importance that
Clayborn Temple played in the civil rights
movement as our city approaches the 50th
anniversary of the sanitation workers’ strike
in April,” club president Arthur Oliver said
in a written statement.
The church was a strategic center
for coordination of the 1968 strike and a
staging area for the start of daily marches
during the strike to City Hall by sanitation
workers.
Located south of FedExForum, Clayborn Temple had been vacant for almost
25 years when Neighborhood Preservation Inc. bought it in late 2015, with Frank
Smith and Rob Thompson working to fully
renovate the building and find permanent
uses for it beyond Sunday services of The
Downtown Church.
The Memphis Rotary Club has held
periodic luncheons in the church sanctuary
since a partial restoration and stabilization
made the building safe enough to start
hosting events last October.
The club routinely draws 100 to 130
people at its weekly luncheons, which
feature speakers about various civic issues
and causes.
– Bill Dries

Rep. Cohen to Introduce
Impeachment Articles
U.S. Rep. Steve Cohen of Memphis said
Thursday, Aug. 17, he intends to introduce
articles of impeachment against President
Donald Trump, based on Trump’s comments about recent violence and marches
by white nationalists in Charlottesville,
Virginia.
“President Trump has failed the presidential test of moral leadership,” Cohen
said in a written statement. “No moral
president would ever shy away from outright condemning hate, intolerance and
bigotry. No moral president would ever
question the values of Americans protesting in opposition of such actions, one of
whom was murdered by one of the white
nationalists.”
Cohen said Trump’s recent remarks on
the violence and the specific role of white
nationalist groups in the events in Charlottesville make it “morally and legally incumbent upon me, based on my oath of office,
to introduce articles of impeachment.”
– Bill Dries

Airport Authority Approves
Construction Contracts
Construction contracts totaling nearly
$50 million as part of Memphis International Airport’s $214 million concourse
remodeling were approved Thursday, Aug.
17, by the Memphis and Shelby County
Airport Authority.
Among them were Chris Woods Construction Co.’s $25.6 million contract to
build a CONRAC maintenance facility,
Chris-Hill Construction Co.’s $22.7 million
to construct two airport taxiway bridges,
and A&B Construction Co.’s $1.56 million
contract for restroom and apron-level improvements on Concourse A.
Additionally, Jacobsen/Daniels Associates was awarded a contract, not to
exceed $4.68 million, to continue work on
the airport’s master plan, which includes
sustainability upgrades to the master plan,
updated forecast and growth projections,
and establishing the airport’s developmental priorities.
– Patrick Lantrip

St. Jude Files $2.3M
Building Permit
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
has filed a $2.3 million building permit
application with construction enforcement
officials for interior renovations at 595
Danny Thomas Place.
Rusty Foster, principal with Evans Taylor Foster Childress Architects, and Rodney
Hubbard with MEDFAC Engineering were
tapped to handle the design work.
Earlier this month, St. Jude filed a
$2.6 million building permit application
for interior renovations on its 545 Danny
Thomas Blvd. facility. Additionally, the
hospital filed a $1.1 million building permit
application in July to install a new nuclear
magnetic resonance, or NMR, laboratory.

business as High Point Memphis LLC, has
purchased an undeveloped tract of land
adjacent to Christian Brothers High School
from Boyle Investment Co., doing business
as BIC HH Partnership, for $1.9 million.
Matthew Hayden signed the deed as
treasurer on behalf of Boyle.
Earlier this month, High Point submitted plans to develop a 31,600-square-foot
rock climbing facility that backs up to
CBHS’ baseball field near Humphreys
Boulevard and Walnut Grove Road.
The application will be reviewed by the
Land Use Control Board on Sept. 14.
– Patrick Lantrip

FedEx Names New EVP,
General Counsel
FedEx Corp. has announced that Mark
R. Allen will assume the roles of executive
vice president, general counsel, and secretary effective Oct. 1.
Prior to the promotion, Allen, 61, served
as the senior vice president and legal &
international general counsel at FedEx
Corp.’s subsidiary, FedEx Express.
Since joining FedEx in 1982, he has
spent time with the company in Hong
Kong, Toronto and Brussels prior to his
return to Memphis. While based in Europe,
Allen was responsible for all international
legal, regulatory, and security matters, and
will now take over for Christine P. Richards,
who announced her retirement last month.
FedEx Corp. chairman and CEO Fred

Smith said in a written statement that
Allen’s leadership, business skills and
international experience made him the
ideal choice to lead the company’s legal,
regulatory, governmental affairs and security groups.
With Allen’s addition, the company’s
Strategic Management Committee includes six executives who have spent substantial portions of their careers working
in FedEx’s international regions, Smith
added.
– Patrick Lantrip

Tigers’ Ferguson Named To
Manning Award Watch List
University of Memphis senior quarterback Riley Ferguson was one of 30 quarterbacks named to the Manning Award watch
list. Ferguson is also a candidate on the
Johnny Unitas Golden Arm watch list, the
Davey O’Brien watch list and the Maxwell
Award watch list.
Preparing for his second season at
Memphis, Ferguson is coming off a season
that saw him pass for 3,698 yards and a
school-record 32 touchdowns in 2016. He
ranked second in the American Athletic
Conference with 284.5 yards passing per
game and a 152.7 passer efficiency rating.
His 3,698 passing yards rank second only
to 2016 NFL First Round draft pick Paxton
Lynch in the Memphis record book.
A native of Matthews, North Carolina,
Ferguson was 280-of-443 passing last sea-

We’ll
work
it out.
We believe for every business dispute there is an equitable solution that
can be found outside of the courtroom. Call us and we’ll get right to work.

– Patrick Lantrip

Developers Close on Land
For Rock Climbing Wall
Chattanooga-based High Point Rock
Climbing and Fitness Memphis, doing
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Juiced About Crosstown

caboose red.
The bell was restored at no cost by
David McPhail, owner of 901 Customs, a
specialty automotive shop in Collierville.
While almost all of the parts are original,
McPhail and his team made a new clapper
that uses a hitch trailer ball at the base to
replicate the weight and length of the original, thus giving it the same sound.
Once restored, it took three people, a
dolly and a truck to deliver the bell to the
museum, where it underwent more work,
including rewiring of the bell’s headlamp.
Once the locomotive restoration is
complete, the bell will be affixed to it.
– Bill Dries

Rhodes Names Wiggington
Dean of Students

Rebekah Tashie, co-owner of I Love Juice Bar Crosstown, welcomed customers on the first day of business Monday, Aug.
(Memphis News/Patrick Lantrip)
14, in the West Atrium of Crosstown Concourse. 

son, posting seven 300-plus yard passing
performances and becoming the third
quarterback in school history to pass for
over 400 yards in a game. His 400-yard
game came in the regular-season finale
win over Houston, where he finished with
406 passing yards.
After one season, Ferguson’s name is
already on several Memphis career charts.
He enters 2017 sixth in completions, eighth
in attempts, seventh in yards, fourth in
touchdowns and fourth in 300-yard passing games.
The Manning Award was created by the
Allstate Sugar Bowl in honor of the football
accomplishments of Archie, Peyton and Eli
Manning.
The Manning Award is the only quarterback award that includes the candidates’
bowl performances in its balloting, which
includes a panel of national media and
each of the Mannings.
Midseason additions to the Watch List
will be announced on Oct. 12. The list of
10 finalists will be released Nov. 30, and
the winner will be announced in the week
following the College Football Playoff National Championship.
– Don Wade

Collierville Frisco
Locomotive Bell Restored
A 265-pound bell that was on Collierville’s Frisco 1351 locomotive has been
restored and will be part of an exhibit that
opened this week on the city’s railroad history at the Morton Museum of Collierville
History, 195 Main St.
The bell’s restoration is part of a larger
project that includes refurbishing the entire locomotive and repainting the train’s

Russell Wigginton is the new vice
president of student life and dean of students at Rhodes College. Rhodes president
Marjorie Hass announced Wiggington’s
appointment Tuesday, Aug. 15, effective
immediately.
Wigginton has been a faculty member
and senior administrator at the Midtown
liberal arts college for 21 years and is a 1988
alumnus. He comes to the dean’s position from being vice president of external
programs.
Wigginton’s duties in the newly created
position include overseeing campus culture
in student and residential life, athletics and
recreation, career services and counseling,
disability services and academic support
services. Wiggington’s responsibilities will
also include the Rhodes Learning Corridor,
which is the school’s partnership with surrounding neighborhoods.
“Students thrive when the residential
part of their lives are healthy,” Wigginton
said in a written statement. “The classroom
is the hub for their Rhodes experience,
but they spend a lot of time outside of the
classroom. The relationships they build
informally and formally come together in
life-changing ways and contribute to their
intellectual, cultural and civic vibrancy as
adults.”
– Bill Dries

Southaven Planning
Industrial Job Fair
The DeSoto County Economic Development Council, Colonial Hills Church,
and Trinity Church have come together
to host the Southaven Industrial Job Fair.
The event will be held Sept. 14 from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 7701 U.S. 51 North in
Southaven.
The economic development council
reports as many as 15 local industrial employers will be on hand looking to make
same-day hires, including Helen of Troy,
Nidec Motors, Future Electronics, Scansource, Geodis, Synnex, WAI Global, Associated Wholesale Grocers, W.W. Grainger
and Neovia Logistics, among others.
– Patrick Lantrip

Memphis Film Prize
Announces Winners
The winner of the second annual Memphis Film Prize, who took home the competition’s top award of $10,000 cash, was
“We Go On,” directed by Matteo Servente.
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The Memphis Film Prize, which combines elements of a film contest and
festival, invites filmmakers from all over
the world to create and present a five- to
15-minute short film with only one rule – it
must be shot in Shelby County. In addition
to the Memphis Grand Prize of $10,000, the
top three films are automatically selected to
screen at the Indie Memphis Film Festival
in November.
Filmmakers began shooting their films
in February and submitted them in June,
when a rough cut was due to contest organizers. From the eligible submissions,
10 filmmakers were chosen to participate
in the Memphis Film Prize Festival and,
through a jury vote and a public vote,
competed for a $10,000 cash prize. The additional Memphis Film Prize films that will
play at Indie Memphis will be “Favorites,”
directed by Tracy Facelli, and “The Game,”
directed by Robb Rokk.

Memphis Lands National
Cyclocross Race
USA Cycling has chosen Memphis to
be a part of its national Cyclocross racing
series for the 2017-18 season.
On Saturday, Sept. 30 and Sunday, Oct.
1, Shelby Farms Park will host the Tri-Star
CX race, part of the American Cyclocross
Calendar.
The event will draw competitive cyclists
from across the nation to try their wheels
on a new pro-level course.
“The popularity of year-round competitive cycling is growing nationally,” says
Tri-Star CX’s race director Jonathan Pence
said in a release. “We’re not just excited to
be a part of a USAC nationally-sanctioned
race, we’re excited for what we think will
bring exposure to the sport locally and

attract more competitive cycling races to
Memphis.”
Created in France, Cyclocross began as
a way to give cyclists an alternative training
option in the colder months.
Cyclists race many laps around a short,
multi-dimensional course featuring pavement, wooded trails, grass, steep hills and
obstacles.
“It’s a pretty physically demanding
sport that requires a lot of speed, navigation
and a course that accommodates it – think
like American Ninja Warrior on bicycles,”
says David Clark, captain of Ninetywest
Racing, a local team helping to host the
race.
Shelby Farms Park has been known to
the Memphis biking community for how
accommodating it has been to the sport.

“That’s why we’re thrilled to announce
that our partners at Shelby Farms Park have
agreed to allow this pro-course built specifically for this event,” Pence says.
Some 100-125 riders, both local and
from across the country, are expected to
be a part of the event.
When USA Cycling’s National Cyclocross Championship went to Bend, Oregon,
in 2009, Bend saw a direct economic impact
of $1.44 million generated by the race, according to the release.
Local food trucks and sponsor tents
will be among the other attractions at the
Memphis race.
Admission is free for spectators. Races
will begin on Saturday and Sunday at 8:30
a.m. and last until 4:30 p.m.
– Daily News staff

– Andy Meek

U of M Ranks High
For Charitable Support
The University of Memphis is ranked in
the top quarter of higher education institutions for total charitable support, according to the Council for Aid to Education, an
independent organization specializing in
educational assessments.
Each year, CAE gathers data about
charitable support through the Voluntary
Support of Education survey, an authoritative national source of data on charitable
giving to higher education and private K-12
institutions. The U of M is ranked 225 out of
971 higher-education institutions, both private and public, in the most recent survey.
“The generosity of alumni and friends
not only directly benefits our students,
but it helps the U of M fulfill our vision of
becoming one of the nation’s top metropolitan research universities by providing
much needed support across our campuses,” University of Memphis president
M. David Rudd said in a statement.
– Daily News staff

Curb Market Hires Two to
Shape Food Experience
The Curb Market has hired Andrew Edwards as executive chef to oversee the full
kitchen and deli and Brad McCarley to run
the in-house butcher shop and charcuterie
program.
Edwards joins The Curb Market from
Porcellino’s Craft Butcher, where he served
as boucher and charcutier. He previously worked at New Orleans institutions
Herbsaint and Cochon and at fine-dining
restaurants in Vail and Beaver Creek, Colorado. Edwards will also host a farm-to-fork
Chef’s Table Dinner once a month where a
maximum of 12 guests can reserve a seat.
McCarley, meanwhile, will direct the
craft butcher shop, which offers a wide
selection of hand-cut, aged steaks, roasts,
homemade sausages, house-cured bacon,
hams, and the only locally grown and cured
charcuterie in the area. Customers can also
call ahead and place special orders.
The Curb Market, which is owned by
The Daily News owner Peter Schutt, is located on the ground floor of the Crosstown
Concourse.
– Andy Meek

GO CONFIDENTLY.
Bass, Berry & Sims guides clients as they explore
new real estate territory. Whether you’re acquiring,
selling, financing, or developing property, our multi-disciplinary
commercial real estate team sets its sights on your goals,
leveraging experience and technical acumen to achieve results.
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The Downtown Parking Authority has
given its approval to the 481-space parking
garage connected to the $73 million Wonder
Bread redevelopment, paving the way for
developers PGK Properties to seek final approval from the Memphis City Council and
Shelby County Commission.
The parking authority, an affiliate board
of the Downtown Memphis Commission,
approved the Medical District-area garage
at its Wednesday, Aug. 16, meeting.
Last week, the developers received a
20-year payment-in-lieu-of-taxes incentive
from the Center City Revenue Finance Corp.,
another DMC affiliate board, to help offset
the construction costs of the mixed-use development, which will include 286 apartment
units and 150,000 square feet of office and
retail space in addition to the garage.
PGK Properties, the ownership group
that includes Development Services Group,
Worthington Hyde Partners and SWH Partners, is seeking a public-private partnership
with the DMC for the garage.
“What excites us about the Edge District
is that it’s a connecting neighborhood,”
Ethan Knight, director of project management for Development Services Group,
told the parking authority. “This area really
is key for the future growth of Downtown
Memphis.”
According to a DPA staff report, construction on the garage would be financed using
up to $6 million from the PILOT Extension
Fund, while the developers would put up just
under $3 million.
“The PILOT Extension Fund is a finite
resource, but if we look at our cash flow and
commitments right now, we can certainly OK
this project without hurting us or hindering
us in any way,” DMC interim president Jennifer Oswalt said.
Now that the deal is has been approved
by the DPA, it must be vetted by the city

council, county commission, and both
mayors.
At that point, the city and the developers
would enter a 45-year agreement to operate
the garage as a public parking facility. Under
the agreement, the CCRFC would own the
garage and lease it to the DPA, which in turn
would enter into a capital lease with PGK
Properties.
This method provides the developers
with the option to purchase the garage from
the CCRFC in the future.
“DMC staff agrees with the applicant that
a new public parking garage in the neighborhood is needed to help unlock the development potential of vacant and underutilized
buildings in the Edge District,” the report
reads in part.
Earlier Wednesday, the DMC-affiliated
Center City Development Corp. approved a
partnership with The South End Improvement Alliance to reactivate the underpass on
G.E. Patterson Avenue near the new Central
Station redevelopment.
To help achieve this, the DMC and SEA
plan on pressure-washing the underpass
and patching the cracks along retaining
wall, adding pedestrian-oriented lighting
above the sidewalk, painting a public art
mural on the northern wall, and installing
high-quality signage to reinforce the neighborhood’s identity.
The project is expected to carry a $74,721
price tag, with the SEA putting up $27,274
and the CCDC covering the remaining
amount.
Additionally, Central Station developer
Henry Turley Co. has agreed to contribute
developmental services for the project,
which will include an analysis of the existing conditions, project scoping and design,
project management, outreach, and securing
all required approvals.
Previously, the SEA and DMC partnered
on a similar project to install public art murals and enhanced pedestrian lighting at two
other South End underpasses that carried a
$120,282 price tag.
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Effects of Financial Crisis That Stunned
The Nation, Markets Still Linger Today
ANDY MEEK
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

Ten years removed from the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression,
the banking industry has transformed
itself and wealth managers say investors
remain leery.
Among other things, First Tennessee
Bank jettisoned its national mortgage
operation in the wake of the crisis. It refocused its attention and efforts around
being a strong regional bank, as opposed
to one with aggressive national ambitions. It trimmed headcount, boosted
investment in technology and began to
specialize, creating new industry-specific
teams in verticals like health care and
music-industry banking.
That latter change, which started
ramping up in earnest in 2016, has helped
the bank be smarter about the lendingrelated risks it takes, said First Tennessee Bank president and chief operating
officer David Popwell.
“If you went back and looked at the
banking industry and our company 10
years ago, people tended to be very focused on size,” Popwell said.
When signs of the financial crisis,
often called the Great Recession, started
showing up in 2007, First Horizon had
begun the year with almost $38 billion
in assets. As of the second quarter of this
year, First Horizon is a roughly $29 billion
financial institution.

“

What's different for us is
there is little euphoria,
where we have to caution
against piling into the
markets.”
–John Phillips, Chief investment officer, Red Door
Wealth Management

“Today when we talk about size, we
talk about the ability to have economies
of scale and invest in technology, not
size for size’s sake,” Popwell said. “When
we talk about what are our fundamental
drivers in how we look at running the
business, we’re about driving return on
equity. Not just growth for growth’s sake
and not just size for size’s sake.

Banks like First Tennessee have made fundamental operational changes since the housing bubble burst and a serious financial
crisis gripped the nation a decade ago. 
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

“From a focus standpoint, we’ve also
created the specialty lines of business
where we have very senior, very tenured
people who are running what they refer
to in the industry as verticals, where it
gives us the opportunity to take risk more
intelligently.”
That included last year launching
the bank’s first music industry banking
group. From Nashville, a team set out to
make a play for music industry businesses
and professionals – wooing everything
from publishers to management firms,
labels, artists, songwriters, attorneys and
others in the business.
Another change in the aftermath of
the financial crisis, Popwell said, is that
First Tennessee and the banking industry
itself have gotten much better at working
to understand customers’ businesses and
at forecasting near-term cash flow.
There’s more rigor in how the bank
manages and maintains its loan portfolios, he adds, and the bank is better at
using data and analytics tools to understand risk.
Marty Kelman, a principal with investment firm Kelman-Lazarov, said he
thinks customers may still, even today,
have some lingering shell-shock over
what they went through financially in
2007-2008 – be it the performance of their
financial portfolios to big swings in their

home values and lots of other variations
on the theme of immediate, unpleasant
change.
The playbook that firms like KelmanLazarov tried to stick to was helping clients take a holistic view of their finances,
irrespective of the ups and downs of the
moment.
John Phillips, chief investment officer at Red Door Wealth Management
in Memphis, agrees that the emotions
of the financial crisis still linger among
many consumers.
“People haven’t forgotten … the effect
it had on them and their family,” Phillips said. “Most have participated in the
10-year long rally, but there’s still a lot
of doubt in the market. People have one
eye on their accounts and one eye on the
nearest exit in case of a market wobble.
“What's different for us is there is
little euphoria, where we have to caution against piling into the markets.
Currently, we have to educate clients on
not having an itchy-trigger finger – of
emotional selling – and warning against
stampeding to the narrow exit with the
rest of the herd.”
Other things are different for consumers 10 years on. Most asset values have,
Phillips said, seen big increases. Most
consumers have deleveraged and gotten
their financial house in order, and lend-

ing also got tighter in the wake of the
housing market bust.
His firm still has concerns that wages
have not come back strongly and that
the younger generation is coming out
of school strapped with increasing debt
and chasing “limited jobs with no pay.”
That’s as baby boomers are also retiring
and spending less.
“Investor sentiment remains subdued even after the market’s massive
recovery,” said David Waddell, president, CEO and chief investment strategist with Waddell & Associates. “Today,
34 percent of individual investors are
bullish, compared with an historical
average of 39 percent. This, with the
economy, earnings and index levels at
all-time highs. Yes, politics is a downer, but I see this trepidation as more
of a Great Recession ‘won't get fooled
again’ manifestation.
“On the positive side, I believe investors, and the industry, have become more
financial-planning centric,” Waddell said.
“The narrative has shifted from ‘What are
my returns?’ to ‘Can I reach my goals?’ In
this way, the crisis improved household
fiscal discipline and forced investment
advisers to provide services rather than
sell products. Consumers of investment
services are definitely benefitting from
this industry maturation.”
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Feeling Like Home: A Year Later, Visitors
Warm to Expanded Shelby Farms Park

The expanded lake and new amenities make Shelby Farms Park a must-see for out-of-town visitors to Memphis, but locals are beginning to find their stride there as well.

(Memphis News File/Andrew J. Breig)

DON WADE
dwade@memphisdailynews.com

During the construction phase, Shelby
Farms Park executive director Jen Andrews
would often look out her office window and
imagine what the new Heart of the Park
project would look like when it was done.

For more local and
national news visit
www.memphisdailynews.com

It has been almost a year since completion and often she’ll see a group of runners
turning miles together or people walking
their dogs. But she saw all those things
before, too. Now, on the so-called front
porch of the new Visitor’s Center, a group
of mothers might gather with their babies
in strollers.
“They’ll sing lullabies,” Andrews said.
“Very soothing. I like that.”
Another day, she looked out from her
office window and saw an impromptu class:
“A woman teaching her friend how to walk
on high heels across the front porch. It was
like looking out on a runway.”
So no limits to how the park might be
used. That, of course, was the idea all along.
The $52 million Heart of the Park project retained what people enjoyed about the
old park, but improved existing features
and added new amenities. The lake grew in
size and the old single 1.6-mile path around
it is now two separate 2.3-mile paths – one
for walkers and runners and another for
bicyclists.
There’s a new water playground for
kids, an event stage and picnic area, plus
a signature restaurant, the Kitchen Bistro,
with indoor and outdoor seating that affords sunset views over the lake.
“No one else has something like we do
sitting in the center of our city,” said Natalie
Wilson, senior manager of visitor experience at the park. “It’s unique.”
Memphis has developed a good reputation among international travelers, many

of whom are drawn here to explore the
rich music history. Many of those people
arrive in town with children in tow, Wilson
says, and the city has done a good job of
pointing tourists to the reimagined Shelby
Farms Park.
In fact, since Heart of the Park was
finished, boat and bike rentals and even
the gift shop have proven “overwhelmingly popular,” said retain manager Dirk
Kitterlin.
“The fact the lake expanded from 55
to 80 acres has helped,” he said. “And it’s
helped that the event stage and the Kitchen
Bistro are right on the lake.”
Said Wilson: “We can be a common
space for everyone.”
To that point, the Visitor’s Center also
offers the Kitchenette, a grab-and-go snack
place as a much cheaper alternative to the
full-service restaurant.
Andrews believes that the park is also
drawing many new local visitors, but adds,
“It’s hard to count people in the park because we don’t have a gate where we charge
people to come in. And they’re not coming
out to be surveyed, they’re coming out to
play and have fun.”
Bike rentals, Kitterlin says, have proved
popular as a way to access the Greenline but
also as means to explore the park, including
off-road on a mountain bike via the Tour
De Wolf trail.
As always, Memphis had a brutal hot
spell this summer and members of the Visitor Experience team used bikes and electric

go-carts to reach guests with water.
“Hydration patrols,” Wilson said. “People loved that. We’re a different operation
than we once were. We’re a grander operation. We’re focusing on creature comforts
and the details.”
Recently, the park also offered an
evening screening of the animated movie,
“The Secret Life of Pets.” Hundreds turned
out and the audience included more than
families with young children.
“It was a date night,” Wilson said.
“Some people just wanted to see a movie
in the park at night.”
It’s all part of that panoramic vision for
the park.
“You want it to be flexible enough it
doesn’t feel like you’re telling people what
to do,” Andrews said, adding that it’s not
uncommon to hear people say that the park
“doesn’t feel like Memphis.”
That kind of comment, Andrews adds,
always leaves her with mixed feelings:
“They mean it as a compliment, I think.”
Still, the long-term goal is to move
beyond that – to a point that a massive,
successful project such as this feels exactly
like Memphis.
“I’ve been at this 11 years,” Andrews
said. “And Memphis feels very different
about itself than it did a decade ago. Things
are changing. The more vibrant projects we
have, and well-designed space in the public
realm, the better our city’s self-esteem is
going to be.”
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Crosstown High Awarded $2.5 Million
Development Grant from XQ Institute

A $2.5 million XQ Institute grant will help organizers develop Crosstown High School
before it opens in this space in Crosstown Concourse in 2018. (Memphis News File/Andrew J. Breig)

BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

A year from opening, organizers of
Crosstown High School have secured a
$2.5 million, five-year grant from a national
education reform group focused specifically on high schools.
“It puts us in a much greater financial
position,” said Chris Terrill, Crosstown
High executive director. “But more important than the financial revenue is the
connection we make to the XQ network
of people.”
The Crosstown High charter school
group applied a year ago for a $5 million
grant from XQ Institute. It wasn’t awarded
one of the grants, but maintained contact
with XQ.
The $2.5 million grant decision was not
another round of competitive grants. It was
the result of continued discussions.
Even without the initial grant, Crosstown organizers, including a key partnership with Christian Brothers University,
said last year they would move ahead with
the school.
With the grant announced Wednesday,
Aug. 16, Crosstown High becomes part of a
cohort of XQ schools.
XQ is a 2-year-old national effort aimed
at creating “super schools” that “rethink
and design the next American high school,”
according to the group’s website.
Founded by former U.S. Education
Assistant Secretary Russlyn Ali and Laurene Powell Jobs, the widow of computer
pioneer Steve Jobs, the group has pledged
$115 million to back teams exploring new
models for high schools.
“It allows us to spend some money on
professional development that we wouldn’t
otherwise have,” Terrill said of the funding
for Crosstown High. “It also allows us to, in
our first-floor space, start sharing our ideas

and concepts that we are developing and
network – not just Crosstown – to some of
the great schools across the country, but
also other Memphis schools and make that
connection with them.”
Crosstown High will be located in
Crosstown Concourse, the $180 million redevelopment of the Sears Crosstown building that formally opens Saturday, Aug. 19.
The school of 500 students is to start
next August with a ninth grade and then
add grades in future school years.
Crosstown High will use project-based
learning that meets Tennessee’s standards
for student achievement in a unique way.
“We will develop an essential question. … It could be a school-wide essential
question. It could be by grade level,” Terrill
said. “That essential question is something
that we believe ties into students’ daily
lives but also gives them the structure and
background that they need to do well,
whether that be state assessments or ACT
or whatever.”
An example of an “essential question”
that guides the curriculum for a semester
or beyond could be “Who am I?”
“And from that question all of our curriculum would be driven by that question,”
Terrill said. “For example, in biology, who
am I is very specific and means something
completely different than who am I in history or who am I in literature. We work the
state standards into that essential question
to meet those standards to prepare students, but do so in a much more relevant,
connected way to students.”
Every class at Crosstown High will be
taught by teams, with headings of “humanities” and “math and science” as well
as a 90-minute “project period” that would
involve projects done with the partners at
Crosstown Concourse, including Methodist Healthcare, St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital and retail businesses.
Terrill was hired by the Crosstown

High board in January. He has started four
schools and led seven in a career as an
educator that includes Pine Lake Preparatory in Mooresville, North Carolina; Oasis
Middle School and High School in Cape
Coral, Florida; and Hill City Middle and
Elementary School in Hill City, Kansas.
Gestalt Community Schools, a Memphis-based charter organization, was a
founding partner of the Crosstown Concourse effort, but dropped its effort for a
Crosstown school to devote its attention
to the Power Academy Center charter
schools in Hickory Hill that were its first
efforts locally. Gestalt also got involved in
the state-run Achievement School District
and pulled out of the Klondike and Humes
ASD schools in North Memphis at the end
of the 2016-2017 school year, citing low
enrollment.
Shelby County Schools then considered a partnership for a one-of-a-kind
open-enrollment school at Crosstown that
was envisioned as neither a conventional
school nor an independent charter school.
But the talks ultimately didn’t produce an

agreement.
SCS board members had concerns
about whether the new school would draw
students away from Central and East High
schools in particular, although Crosstown
High organizers said they would seek to
avoid that.
The Crosstown group ultimately went
with the charter school option. The SCS
board approved the charter application.
How students will be recruited is still
a work in progress, but 125 ninth-graders
are expected in its first academic year in
2018-2019.
“In tying into any particular middle
schools and establishing a feeder pattern,
we don’t believe that we’ll get the diversity
we are looking for,” Terrill said. “Initially,
we are trying to reach out to as many
people across the entire city as we can and
develop a diverse student body. Eventually
down the road, we might look at a couple
of schools potentially that would feed into
Crosstown High. But initially that’s not
the case. It is not the way our charter was
originally set up by the state.”
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Elvis Vigil Features Changes, Including
Admission Fee for the First Time
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

Elvis Week was already going to be
different this year with Graceland’s recent $137 million expansion and a new
landscape across the boulevard from the
Whitehaven mansion.
The candlelight vigil Tuesday, Aug. 15
– the high point of Elvis Week – was much
different, and not all of the thousands of
Elvis fans thought it was for the better.
The source of the discontent was
a $28.75 admission charge to go up
the hill to pay respects at Elvis
Presley’s grave on the 40th anniversary
of this death.
“In order to keep everyone safe and
ensure an enjoyable and meaningful
event for all, we have worked closely with
local, state and federal security authorities
to establish new procedures that have
been widely used across the U.S.,” Elvis

Presley Enterprises said in a written statement Tuesday afternoon.
Graceland employees, security guards
and even reporters were berated by some
fans.
“This isn’t right. You are going to hear
about this,” one fan said angrily before
abruptly walking off into the crowd, presumably back to her place in line.
“Why are you charging when you
didn’t mention it here?” a man asked a
security guard, jabbing at a brochure for
the 40th anniversary.
Others took the charge in stride, including a large contingent of Australian
Elvis fans who took the fee and August
heat with universally good cheer. There
were mixed reactions from a group of German fans outfitted in red T-shirts reading
“Elvis Matters” on the front.
Not everybody at the vigil goes to the
gravesite. But those who paid to received
a blue wrist band and were within a cordoned off area between the rock walls
of Graceland and the median strip on
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Fans gather on Elvis Presley Boulevard during the candlelight vigil on Tuesday, Aug.
16. Thousands of fans from all over the world flock to Memphis every year for Elvis
Week to honor the late musician. 
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
Elvis Presley Boulevard. And the line was
organized differently Tuesday than it has
been in the past.
Private security guards wanded visitors with metal detectors at three access
points and also looked in purses, fanny
packs and backpacks.
Unlike last year, there was no attempt by Memphis Police and Graceland
security, which was often off-duty police
officers, to differentiate between Elvis
fans and Black Lives Matter protesters and
keep the protesters out – which prompted
a still-pending federal lawsuit.
There were no protests Tuesday night.
Bulldozers placed large orange traffic
barriers at the north and south checkpoints. The third checkpoint was the
access road into Elvis Presley’s Memphis,
the $45 million entertainment complex
across Elvis Presley Boulevard from the
mansion.
The complex is further back from the
boulevard than the original Graceland
Plaza, and the absence of the plaza was
noticed by those who haven’t been to
Whitehaven in the past year.
“Man, that takes some getting used
to,” a man said, gesturing to the greenspace as he and his wife waited for nightfall
and the glow of candles.
Up the walkway into Elvis Presley’s
Memphis was a new frontier for Elvis
Week that is likely to have a lasting impact
on what, for the last 40 years, has basically been a gathering in the middle of a
state highway with Elvis impersonators
– or tribute artists – performing in tents
throughout Elvis Week.
Further back on Lonely Street, in a
tent by Heartbreak Hotel, Dean Z – the
2013 champion of the Ultimate Elvis
Tribute Artist Contest sanctioned by
Graceland – was entertaining people

packed into a large tent, with more people
standing outside trying to look over the
tarps around it.
“I’ve been here five minutes and I’m
pitting out,” Z said of the heat.
“I apologize to the front row if I sling
sweat on you,” he added before a version
of “Polk Salad Annie.”
Tuesday marked the 25th year that Z
has performed outside Graceland during
Elvis Week. He recalled his mother, whom
he referred to as Mama Z, bringing him to
Memphis for Elvis Week, which normally
falls on his birth date.
Some in the crowd were regulars and
Z referred to them as his “tent family.”
“Tent audiences are still the wildest
audiences,” he said.
Further outside the tent two boys in
white jumpsuits who couldn’t have been
more than 10 years old watched a friend
of about the same age try out a few Elvis
moves in blue jeans and a T-shirt before
joining him.
Graceland expected 30,000 to 50,000
for the vigil. And by the time those in line
started going up the hill, the boulevard
was full from curb to curb and most of the
way down the stone wall.
Presley’s ex-wife, Priscilla Presley,
deemed the week of activities “the largest
anniversary we’ve ever had.”
Some of Elvis’ songs are now remixes,
usually with a bigger beat for an artist who
numerous biographers have said always
fought against the tendency to bring his
vocals up and his backing band down
when his records were mixed.
A remixed version of “Burning Love”
has a much more prominent thump, followed by the unaltered “Hound Dog.”
Elvis associate Jerry Schilling told the
crowd, “Enjoy the joy that Elvis brought
us. Listen to his songs.”
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Crosstown Concourse’s Opening Day
Begins Test of Big-Picture Goals
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

A relatively recent urban legend, as
urban legends go, is that the large elevated
tract of land along Bellevue Boulevard by
the interstate wall is some kind of Indian
mound.
It’s not. It is an area elevated in anticipation of the route federal officials in
the 1960s had planned for Interstate 40 to
take through Crosstown and then through
Midtown. Those plans were stopped in a
landmark U.S. Supreme Court case.
The legend speaks to the rediscovery
of Crosstown by a generation with no
firsthand memories of the original Curb
Market, Tech High School, the Crosstown
movie theater or Sears Crosstown.
The Sears Crosstown building, a 1.5
million-square-foot horizon-defining
monolith whose first segment was built
in 1927 as a Sears, Roebuck & Co. store
and distribution center, formally opens as
Crosstown Concourse Saturday, Aug. 19.
The opening, which features a full slate
of arts performances and installations in
the concourse building and the plaza on
its southern side, comes with a much different business plan than retail sales and
catalog-order fulfillment.
Sears shut down its Crosstown retail
operation in 1983; the distribution center
closed 10 years after that, leaving the building completely vacant.
After $200 million of physical work,
Crosstown Concourse is what the project’s
stakeholders – including Crosstown Arts
co-founders Todd Richardson and Chris
Miner – frequently have described as a
“vertical urban village”: a mixed-use development with apartments, offices, schools,
retail shops, medical and health facilities,
and space for the arts.
The founding partners, in addition
to Crosstown Arts, include Methodist Le
Bonheur Healthcare; St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital and its fundraising
arm, ALSAC; Memphis Teacher Residency;
Rhodes College; Christian Brothers University; and Church Health – the tip of the
spear in a group of 20 partners overall.
That’s not counting the 30 different
sources of a financing puzzle that was just
as crucial as the physical overhaul of the
building.
“Let’s be honest, even among the believers there were still a few who thought
the idea was a little crazy,” said Richardson, a University of Memphis art history
professor who began the idea as a “what
if” conversation with video artist Miner in
a seriously sidetracked discussion about
an arts residency program in Mississippi.
“I didn’t know what I didn’t know,”
Richardson said earlier this month during
one of countless tours he’s given of the
concourse in various stages during the

Crosstown Concourse holds its grand opening Saturday, Aug. 19, after eight years of planning and construction that have
transformed the massive Sears Crosstown building into a mixed-use development. Crosstown Arts co-founder Todd Richardson
wants the redevelopment to spur revitalization in the surrounding area.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

eight-year effort. “That comes with a lot of
risk. But I don’t know that there was a day
that I thought it couldn’t happen.”
That doesn’t mean Richardson thought
it would happen easily – the perils of taking
in the physical dimensions of a building
that is composed of 7 million bricks with
60 percent of its exterior being windows.
Historic preservation tax credits were
involved in the financing, and qualifying
for the tax credits required meticulous
preservation or reconstruction of the early
20th-century window types in the former
distribution center area of the building.
An early plan called for renovating
the separate parking garage added in the
1960s, with the Autumn Street side of the
garage being a green wall of vegetation. The
creative plan was nixed by the standards of
the tax credits.
The loading dock area on the north
side is a patio now for the retail row behind
the barn-like doors once necessary for the
freight that came in and out. Some are
renovated originals. Others are replicas.
Inside is Mama Gaia, a vegan restaurant
and food retailer whose founder, Philipp
von Holtzendorff-Fehling, is part businessman/part food evangelist.
“It’s all fresh. It’s all organic. Yet it’s
fast,” he says of the concept before moving
to the evangelism part in a city known for
barbecue.
“You can only say so many things at
one time,” he explains. “So we try to do it in

stages, really, and we try to educate people
as we can, and we have to get better at it.”
That means Holtzendorff-Fehling can
tell you about everything served or bought
in his place of business in as much detail as
you want. But he often lets the food speak
first and then explains what ingredients
are or aren’t in the items a customer likes.
He also tells customers trying the food
that they will feel better.
“The people that eat us, they get it –
they get it immediately,” he said. “That’s

EMPHASIS
ISSUES

something that hasn’t been here before.”
Richardson likes the food evangelism
and seeing the concourse’s tenants patronizing each other. And since the beginning,
he has said the goal of the building, which
is 94 percent leased this month, is to carry
that momentum beyond the property lines
into the surrounding area.
“Success is 10 years from now the
Crosstown neighborhood is revitalized
and the building is still active and vibrant,”
he said.
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POLITICS

U.S. Rep. Steve Cohen Defines the Gap
Between Trump and Republicans

STEVE COHEN

BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

There is a distinction to be made between the Republican majorities in the
U.S. House and Senate and President
Donald Trump, says U.S. Rep. Steve
Cohen, one of Trump’s most vocal and
virulent critics.
“Sociopaths don’t have philosophies.
It’s about themselves, aggrandizement
and attention. This man wants attention,”
Cohen said on the WKNO/Channel 10
program “Behind The Headlines.” “He’s
not a normal human being. It’s a scary
time in America to have this man as president. And more and more Republicans are
realizing it.”
That, according to Cohen, includes
Republicans in the Capitol.
“The Republican Congress people
and the Democratic Congress people see
things much more in common than the
Trump presidency,” he said. “The Trump
administration is really aberrant to the en-

tire rest of the legislative political world.”
When Congress returns from the August recess next month, Cohen sees the
big issue as whether to raise the federal
government’s debt ceiling.
“(Republican House Speaker) Paul
Ryan is going to have to reach out to
Democrats to get Democratic votes and
some Republican votes to approve a clean
debt ceiling,” he said.
Cohen also said Republicans and
Democrats can work together on tax reform – an issue that Republican U.S. Rep.
David Kustoff of Germantown has said is
his priority after the recess.
Kustoff favors a simpler tax code that
reduces corporate taxes.
Cohen’s focus is on personal income
taxes and where the income line is for who
gets a tax cut.
“It all needs to be geared toward the
middle class in a major way – people
earning $200,000 a year, $250,000 at the
most – and less,” he said. “There’s a big
difference in incomes in New York and
San Francisco, Los Angeles and Memphis.

So I look at $100,000 as being a reasonable
breaking point.”
At least part of the debate will be about
the effect any proposed tax cut, no matter
where it falls on the income scale, would
or could have on the national economy.
“If you put the money in the middle
class’s hands they will spend it and that
helps the economy,” Cohen said. “If you
put it across the board, which Trump basically has, it’s virtually going to go to the
people who have the big bucks – the upper
1 percent. That money won’t stimulate the
economy and won’t be helpful. But that’s
his constituency.”
The program, hosted by Eric Barnes,
publisher of The Daily News, can be seen
on The Daily News Video page, video.
memphisdailynews.com.
Cohen, who represents a district that
Democratic presidential nominee Hillary
Clinton carried with 61 percent of the vote
last November even as Tennessee went to
Trump, said he understands why Trump
was elected.
“He was elected because there were a
lot of people that were angry at Washington, which is somewhat understandable.
... It resonated and people thought Hillary
Clinton and the Democrats were spending
too much time concerned about, let’s say
the software of the American political system,” Cohen said, defining that as “making it more just, extending voting rights,
expanding civil rights, not only racial but
also sexual orientation and gender, and
trying to make America a more tolerant
and inclusive country.”
“And they were more concerned about,
I think, everyday dollars and cents and
what’s going in my pocketbook. Trump
appealed to them,” Cohen said.
But Cohen argues Trump hasn’t done
what those voters expect and he added that
Trump’s election was far from a mandate.
“Maybe I should have started with
the fact that Hillary Clinton got the most
votes. So we’re not talking about any great

dynamic shift,” he said. “She got the most
votes. She lost the Electoral College, which
I think has lost its purpose.”
Cohen defined the Electoral College’s
purpose as being to see “that a narcissistic
sociopath without qualifications would
not become president.”
Criticism of the president in the House
has fallen largely along party lines. Kustoff
said earlier this month at the Memphis
Rotary Club that he doesn’t think his
constituents are interested in the question of whether the Russian government
influenced the 2016 presidential election
or Trump’s ties to Russia.
Tennessee’s two Republican U.S. Senators, Lamar Alexander and Bob Corker,
have been critical of Trump on some
points, notably Corker. But they haven’t
been as vocal as other Senate Republicans.
“Senators run every six years. House
members run every two years,” Cohen
said in explaining the difference between
the two chambers.
He also invoked a political axiom attributed to several political leaders over
the last 50 years, at least including former
U.S. Sen. Albert Gore Sr. of Tennessee and
President Lyndon Johnson.
“Senators have healthier self-images.
A senator looks in the mirror and he sees
a president,” Cohen said. “A House member might think he sees a senator. But he
doesn’t see a president necessarily.”
Cohen also expressed confidence in
the reorganization of the Shelby County
Democratic Party earlier this month as a
start toward 2018 elections for countywide
positions after two disastrous countywide
election cycles for Democrats in 2010
and 2014.
“The previous executive committee
was dysfunctional,” Cohen said. “The
Democrats have got the numbers in this
county. We haven’t had the candidates to
get the numbers out there to elect Democrats to countywide office. … They can
do no worse.”
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County May Consider New Parking
Garage for Shortage of CJC Spaces
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

Shelby County Jury Commission officials have points they always make
with citizens on jury duty in Downtown
Memphis. And it includes an apology for
the parking situation around the Criminal
Justice Center and the Judge D’Army Bailey
Courthouse, where those called to be on
juries will work for a week at a time.
A jury official apologized for the parking
earlier this month as she greeted a room of
more than 400 prospective jurors, including
one who was called out of the orientation
session to move his car. He had parked in
one of the reserved spaces for government
workers that are also in short supply.
But any long-term solution to the parking crunch is likely to be on the next Shelby
County mayor elected in 2018.
County chief administrative officer
Harvey Kennedy told Shelby County commissioners last week a parking garage is being discussed. But it isn’t part of the county
capital budget for the fiscal year that began
July 1 and isn’t part of the next fiscal year’s
capital budget.
Kennedy said he and county public
works director Tom Needham have talked
about a possible site.
“And I probably shouldn’t say this
publicly, because it will drive the price up,
but over at Second and Exchange, there’s
a surface lot that would do us all very well
for a high-rise garage that we’ll put in the
capital plans,” he said.
That could be the large surface parking
lot south of St. Mary’s Catholic Church or a
smaller surface parking lot on the southeast
corner of Second and Exchange.
Capital plans for local government are
usually five-year blueprints that can extend
from one administration to another. The
plans are not binding on future mayors or
commissions beyond the first fiscal year,
and consist mainly of construction projects
done in stages over several fiscal years.
The discussions took place as the commission approved on Monday, Aug. 14, a
pair of one-year contracts totaling $226,250
for 519 parking spaces near the Criminal
Justice Center for the Shelby County Sheriff’s Office. The funds come out of the SCSO
budget.
“It’s always a battle,” Sheriff’s Office
administrator Maurice Denbow told commissioners last week in committee.
“We’ve got at any time 1,000 employees
working in the Downtown area,” he said,
most being deputy jailers.
Commissioner Reginald Milton pushed
for a long-range solution.
“This problem will exist 10 years from
now,” he said. “Every spot we take it makes
it more difficult for the average citizens
who are coming down here to find parking
as well.”
The larger of the two contracts approved Monday is for $146,680 to Best Park

Tn LLC for 379 spaces on three
surface parking lots near the
CJC. The $77,600 contract with
Secure Parking USA is for 140
parking places on two surface
parking lots.
Three of the lots are between Exchange and Poplar,
one is on Adams Avenue just
south of the Magevney House,
and the fifth is at 273 Washington Ave.
Denbow said the larger of
the two contracts comes to an
average cost per parking space
of $54 a month, which is about
the cost of weekly parking in
those lots for civilians. The
smaller contract came in at $50
per space per month.
“I think at some point to
get parking for all of the county

Parking has been tight for busy Downtown locations like the
jail and courts. A garage may be the solution. (Memphis News/Bill Dries)
employees that are Downtown,
we’re just going to have to build
one,” Kennedy said of a parking
garage. “And it will be mighty
expensive.”

Kennedy has talked with the
Downtown Parking Authority of
the Downtown Memphis Commission and has been looking at
some parking opening up in the

Washington Street garage when
the Memphis Police Department headquarters moves out
of 201 Poplar to the former state
office building at 170 N. Main
St. The new police headquarters has underground parking
beneath the Civic Center Plaza.
In other action on a short
agenda Monday, commissioners approved a $500,000 county
general fund balance grant to
Porter-Leath for Early Head
Start pre-kindergarten funding.
The short agenda of 16
items, 11 of them on the consent agenda, drew nine of the 13
commissioners, with the meeting delayed a few minutes as
the body didn’t have a quorum
of seven members at the 3 p.m.
starting time.

M E M P H I S I N M AY

MIM Posts Surplus for 2017 Festival,
Czech Republic 2018 Featured Country
BILL DRIES
& K. DENISE JENNINGS

At the end of her year-long tenure as chairwoman of the board of
the Memphis In May International
Festival, Bobbi Gillis summed up the
2017 festival as “a fast moving roller
coaster ride.”
Rain wasn’t a problem for the
month-long set of events. But lightning
and straight-line winds were.
MIM president and CEO Jim Holt
could joke Thursday, Aug. 10, at the
organization’s annual meeting that the
festival was “electrifying.”
Tom Lee Park had to be evacuated
during the barbecue contest because of
nearby lightning strikes, only the third
time that has happened in the 41-year
history of the festival.
That was followed by the Tom Lee
Storm during the Memorial Day weekend as the park was hosting 901Fest.
The storm got its name because the
sudden onset of straight-line winds
at the front of the storm toppled the
1950s-era Tom Lee stone pillar in
the park.
The winds destroyed almost all of
the festival’s infrastructure in the park.
But the Great American River Run event

was only delayed by an hour in the
recovery effort.
“The weather had a significant impact,” Holt said at the Memphis Botanic
Garden gathering on Thursday evening.
The box office was another story.
The 2017 events honoring Colombia posted a $278,000 surplus, according to financial statements released at
the meeting. Visitors came from all 50
states and 14 countries, with 63 percent
of visitors coming from more than 200
miles away.
The 2017 festival brought in $9.9
million in revenues against $9.7 million in expenses. That compares to a
$329,689 loss for the 2016 festival and
a $493,225 surplus in 2015.
Memphis In May’s biggest event in
terms of expense, revenue and attendance – the Beale Street Music Festival,
held on the month’s opening weekend
– grossed $3.7 million, a festival record
and a 19 percent increase from 2016.
The net occupancy rate at Memphis
hotels for the music festival was 92.5
percent, MIM officials revealed.
Holt said an economic impact study
on Memphis In May will be released
in a few weeks and will show the impact exceeds the $88 million impact
reported from the 2016 festival.
A highlight of her tenure, Gillis said,

was leading 45 people on an eight-day
visit to Columbia in the spring, including Memphis student ambassadors.
She only thought she knew how important MIM was to the city before serving
as chairwoman.
“I have fallen in love with our volunteers who work their hearts out for
the love of the festival and the love of
this city,” she said.
The Czech Republic will be the honored country for the 2018 Memphis In
May International Festival. And Kristen
Wright, senior vice president, general
counsel and secretary of AutoZone Inc.,
is the new MIM chairwoman.
The Czech Republic boasts 2,000
castles in a geographical area the size of
South Carolina. It is the 12th European
nation to be honored by MIM.
The dates for the 2018 events are:
Beale Street Music Festival May 4-6;
International Week May 7-13; World
Championship Barbecue Cooking
Contest May 16-19; and 901Fest & Great
American River Run May 26.
A list of volunteer award winners
from the 2017 Memphis in May International Festival and new board
members for 2018, as well as a video
about the 2018 honored nation, will
be available at www.memphisinmay.
org on Friday, Aug. 11.
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the tipping point

Lazarov Strategizes to Strengthen Memphis Businesses

JAMI LAZAROV
Memphis stands at the threshold of incredible possibility. In this
series, we introduce innovative
Memphians who are driving our
city forward and forging its future
success.
ANNA TRAVERSE
Special to the Memphis News

There’s a lot Jami Lazarov
can’t tell you about her work. The
young attorney – three years into
her position as a senior associate attorney at Wyatt, Tarrant &
Combs LLP – practices the kind

(Ziggy Mack)

of law carried out in high-pressure
offices and boardrooms, not highdrama courtrooms. And the specifics stay between Lazarov and
her many influential Memphis
clients.
She’s one of the team of attorneys at Wyatt who specialize
in mergers and acquisitions.
She shepherds the legal process
involved when one company
acquires another, when two companies merge, or when “entrepreneurs come in to ask, ‘What’s
the best entity to form? How do
I create my business?’ We strategize – we help them to create
solutions.”

But her specialty is not the
only distinguishing feature of
Lazarov’s evolving career; there’s
also the simple fact that she’s a
woman.
The structure of mergers & acquisitions (M&A, in lawyer lingo)
practice has proved particularly
gender-restrictive relative to other
legal fields. It’s a specialty that
requires long hours and highly
individualized workloads.
“I’ve had good mentors, people who are available for questions and to help.”
Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs has
a 200-year history, and, Lazarov
has found, “so much wisdom to
share.”
“But at the end of the day,” she
says, “it’s very siloed work.”
The result of Lazarov’s work,
along with her team, are the kinds
of deals we see reflected in new
storefronts, new business entities,
new collaborations – in the moment when an innovator’s work is
translated into a business model.
“I can’t get into who the clients are – for confidentiality
reasons,” Lazarov says, “but I can
drive down Poplar and say, ‘Oh,
I helped this tenant move into
their space,’ or, ‘I helped draft
the paperwork to get the capital
for that project.’”
What motivated Lazarov to
practice this demanding, high-

impact, low-publicity area of law?
The Houston, Texas, native and
daughter of an insurance company CFO believes in the positive
impact business can have on a
community.
While in college at the University of Texas at Austin, where she
majored in government and sociology with a minor in business,
Lazarov saw her own strengths
growing in the direction of legal
practice. Today, she combines
her business acumen, legal savvy
and commitment to the community to foster the business
growth helping to propel Memphis forward.
American Lawyer observes
that while women make up 36
percent of 16,500 lawyers surveyed, women comprise only 30
percent of the lawyers practicing
M&A law. The gap has narrowed
somewhat over the past few years,
but Lazarov – a young woman
starting a family – remains an
outlier in her field.
“I see a lot of opportunities,”
Lazarov says. “In the Memphis
legal market, there are not many
women transactional attorneys,
period – and especially not a lot
of women in mergers and acquisitions.”
She does see gradual shifts
in the gender balance, but says
the change is slow – genera-

tionally slow.
And she sees a lot of opportunities for increased growth and
collaboration across all sectors of
the Memphis business map. From
large companies to medium-sized
private companies to entrepreneurs, Lazarov points to projects
all over town that are “starting to
blossom” as they acquire other
businesses and launch new developments in areas like Broad
Avenue or Downtown.
Lazarov puts her energy behind local growth into action in
her personal commitments, too.
She was on the inaugural board
of Temple Israel’s ConnecTI
program, an engagement group
for members of the Jewish community in their 20s and 30s. And
she helped facilitate that group’s
recent opening of a meeting space
in Crosstown Concourse.
She sees her work as a contribution to the Memphis community.
“When companies buy other
companies, they’re helping to create jobs. When companies merge,
they’re growing, getting bigger,
and that’s a big driver in this city.
We need more of that.”
Jami Lazarov is a graduate of
New Memphis’ Embark program. Learn more at newmemphis.org.

C O M M E R C I A L R E A L E S TAT E

266 Lofts Project to Begin Second Phase
PATRICK LANTRIP
plantrip@memphisdailynews.com

The area surrounding developer Vince Smith's project 266
Lofts, located at the corner of
Front Street and Martin Luther
King Jr. Avenue, has already seen
its share of changes since it broke
ground last year, and it’s about to
change even more.
Now that Phase I of the project
has officially entered the leasing
stage, Smith and his partners,

Robert E. Mallory and John H.
Dicken Jr., have their sights set on
the next phase, which will include
a courtyard, pool and 5,000 square
feet of speculative retail space
with a patio.
“The site previously contained
a small, nondescript office building with over 150 surface parking
spaces and crumbling sidewalks,”
Smith said. “Now, 266 Lofts is
home to an urban contemporary
apartment building, adding vibrancy and activation to Down-

town.”
Phase II is to break ground in
the next 60 days and wrap up in
the summer of 2018.
Price points at the 266 Lofts
development are similar to, if not
below, average price points for
new units in the Midtown/Downtown corridor, Smith said.
“We might be slightly below
market averages for new construction,” Smith said. “One-bed, onebathroom spaces start at $1,175,
or $1.50 per square foot, and two-

bed, two-bathroom apartments
range from $1,550 to $1,975, or
$1.48 per square foot.”
Like many of the other multifamily projects in the Downtown
area, Smith said they are after
the coveted young professional
demographic.
“We’ve already welcomed
young professional residents
from ServiceMaster and St. Jude,”
he said. “Downtown density is
growing, and we’re glad to accommodate new talent in the

Your source for accurate and unbiased real estate data you can trust.
www.ChandlerReports.com

neighborhood.”
The developers have already
filled 30 of the 77 units in Phase I.
On the retail side, Smith said
they are in the very early stages
of finding tenants, and have had
preliminary talks with several
restaurant/bar operators. But the
partners are considering many
types of retail tenants.
“We want the space to complement and add to the already
incredibly strong amenities in the
area,” he said.
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Renewed Focus on Redevelopment
Of Fairgrounds Comes With New Ideas
recommendations.
Their presence is part of
a greater sense
of urgency because Strickland has to
have a plan that
offers at least
some specific
uses of the Fairgrounds when
he takes the
TDZ proposal
to state officials
this year. The
The first of three meetings on Fairgrounds redevelopment at the c i t y d o e s n ’ t
Salvation Army Kroc Center drew a large crowd.
(Memphis News/Bill Dries)
want it to linger
into next year
because there
have
been
some
criticism
of TDZs in the
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com
Tennessee Legislature that might turn
into at least a temporary ban on creating
any new zones.
The ULI plan is part of the framework
The shorter, more compressed drive to
a Fairgrounds redevelopment plan feels, Strickland’s administration is using to
at the outset, more certain and much build its plan on such a short time frame.
But specific elements of ULI’s plan
less tentative than versions that surfaced
during the administrations of previous may not be in the new plan, said Paul
mayors Willie Herenton and A C Wharton. Young, director of the Memphis Division
Unlike those previous versions, there of Housing and Community Developwere different interests in the room last ment.
“It certainly provides us with a large
week at the Salvation Army Kroc Center
for the first of three public sessions on base of knowledge and information, so
Mayor Jim Strickland’s push for a rede- I don’t think it makes it more difficult,”
Young said of plans that go back even furvelopment plan.
Among those in attendance was Bob ther. “I do think that it creates skepticism
Loeb of Loeb Properties Inc., whose in the community because they think the
booming Overton Square development plan is already fixed and set. While we are
using this as our baseline, we’re open to
ideas. … Tell us what you like about the
previous plans, what didn’t you like.”
This time around, Young and his
staff are seeking out the three tenants
of Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium – the
University of Memphis, the AutoZone
Liberty Bowl and the Southern Heritage
It's an opportunity with this
Classic – who also felt left out of the previous process.
central location to bring
Their concern is what new uses may
some urban kids into the
do to Fairgrounds parking and tailgating
sport of baseball.”
for the nine annual football games in the
65,000-seat stadium.
–Reggie Williams,
Memphis native and teacher
And there are new ideas in the mix.
Former Major League Baseball player
Former Major League Baseball player
and Memphis native Reggie Williams
wants to return baseball to the Fairgrounds lot where Tim McCarver Stadium
would be included in a tourism develop- once stood with a youth league baseball
ment zone the city is seeking. The TDZ program.
Williams refers to the now-vanished
would finance the redevelopment with
property tax revenues from a three-mile ball field that was home to the Memphis
Blues as well as the resurgent Memphis
area around the Fairgrounds.
Children’s Museum of Memphis Chicks as “hallowed ground.”
“Baseball is a part of Memphis history
fundraiser and former Memphis Mayor
Dick Hackett was also present. Hackett is and I would like to see that back in the fold
among those who have been vocal about of what goes on here,” said Williams, who
being left out in 2015 when the Urban recently returned to Memphis and is now
Land Institute’s team visited and made its teaching. “It’s an opportunity with this

“

central location to bring some urban kids
into the sport of baseball. Before Jackie
Robinson, the NBA and NFL were not a
part of the African-American culture. …
Why not go back to the roots?”
There was a version of an amateur
baseball tournament complex in previous plans overseen by then-Housing and
Community Development director Robert
Lipscomb during the Herenton and Wharton administrations.
Lipscomb also pushed hard for the
demolition of the Mid-South Coliseum,
but by doing so fueled a movement to save
the 12,000-seat arena in some form and
a larger effort to make the Fairgrounds
a conservancy similar to those at Shelby
Farms Park and Overton Park.
The ULI recommendations
de-emphasized the role of amateur
sports tournament sites that Wharton and Lipscomb had argued could
bring a lot of revenue into the site and
sustain plans for a hotel.
But the ULI experts recommended
a narrower, more specific approach so

ACCESS
MADE
EASY
1,100 - 3,873 SF AVAILABLE

Atrium I
6800 Poplar Avenue
John Mercer 901.683.2444
john.mercer@highwoods.com

amateur sports tournaments might be
pursued, citing tournament sites already
in the Memphis area.
Since the restart of the administration’s plan, Friends of the Fairgrounds
founder Marvin Stockwell has talked of
remaining true to the ties the organization has made with neighboring Orange
Mound community leaders.
Just before Strickland announced the
restart, Stockwell had submitted a draft
agreement to the administration for the
group to manage the Fairgrounds for
the city.
The city’s plan is to conduct another public hearing Sept. 21 toward
a draft plan and then present a draft
plan at a Nov. 6 public hearing. Reaction from the Nov. 6 meeting could lead
to further changes before the TDZ request
heads to Nashville.
“We don’t have any firm plans,” Young
said. “But we do want to figure out how
can we advance activities, how can we
improve commercial nodes. We will look
at what the community wants to do.”
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ALS Research Breakthrough Found
With Help from St. Jude Scientist
ANDY MEEK

found an abnormal version of a protein
produced by the ALS/FTD gene mutation,
a protein that in ALS kills neurons that
control muscles. In FTD, that accumulation kills neurons in the brain.
Taylor describes the findings as a
promising stepping stone to what could
be the first effective treatments for ALS/
FTD.
“It’s a very important, I would say,
discovery,” Taylor said. “Both in terms of
the way the cells normally work and what
specific aspect of cellular function is disturbed by the disease mutation. Without
that, we would have really been grasping at straws to try to understand what
therapy’s needed to treat these patients.”
The findings are also instructive for
scientists and researchers, he continued,
because of the new insights it has provided into how cells organize things to get
them to the right place at the right time,
so that material in the cells are compartmentalized correctly.
As far as the population that could
be affected by news of the discovery, as

ameek@memphisdailynews.com

A team of scientists that includes
researchers from St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital and the Mayo Clinic has
made a breakthrough discovery about the
causes of Lou Gehrig’s disease, paving the
way for the development of treatments.
It’s significant news, in part because
no effective treatment is currently available for Lou Gehrig’s disease – formally
called amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or
ALS – as well as the related genetic disorder frontotemporal dementia, or FTD.
The researchers, including St. Jude
scientist Dr. J. Paul Taylor, basically
identified a biological mechanism that
kills neurons as part of ALS. Taylor, who
is the chair of the St. Jude Cell and Molecular Biology Department and a senior
investigator for the recent project, said
the disease-causing mutation identified
is the first of its kind.
The findings appeared this week in the
scientific journal Neuron. The researchers
EVP-Daily News-HallfPg-Ad-mech.pdf

1
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many as 30,000 Americans may currently but reverses the course of the disease
be affected by ALS, according to the ALS so that patients that are weak becomes
strong again.”
Association. And the averHe explained that the
age life expectancy of a
basis of that therapy inperson with ALS is two to
volved identifying the gefive years from the time of
netic basis of the disease
diagnosis.
and then not targeting the
“I think we will see the
disease gene, but rather
mitigation of ALS in your
creating a mechanism to
lifetime,” Taylor said. “I’ve
counterbalance the conbeen doing this for some
sequences of the mutation
time, and I did not say
– “exactly analogous to the
that for most of my career.
type of thing I’m talking
But I will say that now
about (with ALS).”
with some degree of conMeanwhile, the
fidence. And I’ll tell you a
study’s findings have pocouple of data points that DR. J. PAUL TAYLOR
tential applications begive me that confidence.
yond ALS/FTD. Taylor
“In 2017, we saw the
first FDA-approved therapy that changes noted that some of the same work the
the course of the neurodegenerative team found happening in cells may also
disease called spinal muscular atrophy, underlie other neurodegenerative diswhich is the number one genetic killer of eases, such as Alzheimer’s disease, and
children. It’s very similar to ALS – like a Taylor is helping researchers in applying
childhood form. And there’s a therapy that the same research approach to the study
not only halts the progress of the disease, of Alzheimer’s.
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South City Redevelopment Heats Up
With Renovations, New Construction

Patterson Flats, a 175-unit apartment community developed by Elmington Capital
Group, is among the projects underway in South City.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

MICHAEL WADDELL
Special to The Memphis News

The up-and-coming South City neighborhood is enjoying a resurgence of
redevelopment activity lately, with the
restoration of several historic properties,
new multifamily construction and talk of
bringing in a grocery store. The city and the
Downtown Memphis Commission have
been instrumental in the renewed interest,
with noteworthy projects including the
Clayborn Temple, the Universal Life Building and the demolition of Foote Homes.
“Our two main goals are to grow Downtown’s population and to increase commercial property values over time,” said
Brett Roler, vice president of planning and
development for the Downtown Memphis
Commission. “We do those things to help
strengthen the tax base of Memphis and
Shelby County. When you look to South
City, I think it’s a prime opportunity to do
both of those things.”
The portion of South City that is within
the Central Business District covered
by the DMC contains a high percentage
of former industrial properties, and the
area includes many vacant and blighted
buildings.
“Until recently that area has been
largely overlooked the development
community, but with the new Choice
Neighborhoods Initiative, where the city
is going in and working with the Choice
Neighborhood funding to redevelop the
Foote Homes site, we’re seeing that start to
change and we’re seeing more interest in
development headed towards South City,”
said Roler, who cites the recent success

with development on South Main Street.
Oden & Associates Inc., a business-tobusiness marketing and communications
firm, plans to relocate its headquarters into
a currently vacant and blighted 77-yearold warehouse space at the corner of
Vance and B.B. King Boulevard, two blocks
from FedExForum. The firm has operated
Downtown for nearly 22 years, with its
current offices in Pembroke Square across
from Peabody Place Tower.
“We love Downtown, and we had been
looking for several years at opportunities
to own our own building in order to have a
little more control over our own destiny,”
said Oden principal and CEO William F.
Carkeet.
Carkeet and business partner Bret Terwilleger, Oden principal and COO/chief
creative officer, purchased the property,
which most recently had housed a commercial printing company, a couple of
years ago for $500,000. Total renovation
costs are expected to approach $3 million.
The property actually consists of two
buildings joined by a connector. The
newer 14,000-square-foot building was
built in 1990s and will be used as a parking garage for the company’s employees.
“We are gutting the older building, and
completely reconfiguring the inside,” said
Carkeet. “We’re really looking forward to
bringing some life to that corner and hopefully being a catalyst for future development in the area.”
Demolition work will get underway in
the coming weeks, and Carkeet estimates
that they could move in by March. ArchInc
is working on the layout designs, and
Montgomery Martin Contractors is the
general contractor.

“We think it’s significant that there’s a
creative firm that wants to plant a flag in
the neighborhood,” said Roler. “We think
that’s a good indicator of renewed interest
and people’s willingness to start to develop
in that area.”
The Memphis Music Initiative has
leased the historic Firehouse #3 at the
corner of B.B. King Boulevard and Martin
Luther King Jr. Avenue. The 10,000-squarefoot former firehouse – which later housed
a music recording studio followed by a
couple of nightclubs before being shuttered altogether – is being renovated by
landlord Orgel Family LP, with design work
by Self+Tucker Architects and construction by Metro Construction.
“Our goal is to be able to provide
more music engagement and youth development opportunities, particularly to
brown and black youth in Memphis who

don’t have enough access to those kind
of positive, creative activities,” said MMI
chief operating and strategy officer Amber
Hamilton.
The nonprofit has aspirations to hold
community meetings and block parties
at the new location, which will feature an
interior with high ceilings and vibrant use
of color. The renovation includes installation of new mechanical systems, electrical,
plumbing and an elevator, and glass work
will likely be added to the signature doors,
which currently have no glass.
“Being on MLK and B.B. King of course
has historical significance and being so
close to Beale Street and its historical
legacy, particularly around black music
art forms, really resonated with us,” said
Hamilton. “The space itself felt like somesouth city continued on P36
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Amid Retail and Industrial Growth,
DeSoto County Office Market Lags
JODY CALLAHAN
Special to The Memphis News

In the last few years, DeSoto County
has become a magnet not only for retail
development, but also for the industrial
market.
Numerous new retail ventures have
opened, and several other companies
have opened industrial locations there,
including FedEx Supply Services, XPO
Logistics and Sephora.
But missing in all that development
is the office market. Right now, officials
said, virtually all office space in DeSoto
County is typically what would be considered – at best – Class B space. That
means it’s typically small space in one- or
two-story buildings, home to insurance

“

Somebody’s going to have
to be a pioneer in DeSoto,
to a degree, to launch a
multistory building down
there.”
–Steve Guinn, Highwoods Properties

agents or medical offices. There are no
office towers or office parks, and virtually
nothing that most people would consider
Class A space.

Tanger Outlets is among a spate of industrial and retail projects to go up in DeSoto
County in recent years, but Class A office space hasn’t followed suit. (Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
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SWC Memphis Arlington & Airline Road
Arlington, TN 38002
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• Track #1: 4.6 Acres on corner of Memphis Arlington and Airline Road
• Track #2: 6.2 Acres just south of the corner on Airline Road
• All utilities to both tracks
• The Town of Arlington is the 2nd fastest growing town in TN
• Centralized location between HWY 70 and I-40
• Call for additional details

Hank Martin

hmartin@saigcompany.com
901-526-3100

But depending on whom you ask,
DeSoto County is either perfectly positioned to capture a portion of the office
market, or they’ve already missed their
opportunity.
Jim Flanagan, president of the DeSoto
County Economic Development Council,
takes the former position. He looks at the
available land in the county, the population density and the upcoming Interstate
269 project and sees opportunity.
“We believe with I-269’s entry into the
market, when it begins to have traffic on
it towards the end of next year, we believe
several key interchanges will be attractive for locations for more of a corporate
office-type campus,” Flanagan said. “We
would hope that that type of development
would begin to occur, or begin to at least
gain some traction.”
Ron Kastner, a senior vice president
for CBRE in Memphis, suspects that
DeSoto County may have already missed
its chance, however.
“That window for DeSoto might be
closing. They might’ve missed the boat,”
Kastner said. “They should’ve started on
this five years ago. We’re about to have a
pretty tremendous wave of supply hit the
market for Memphis, between the new
buildings coming on line and (companies)
vacating about 600,000 square feet of office space with ServiceMaster, Thomas
& Betts.”
But that’s not to say it’s impossible for
DeSoto County to become home to Class
A office space, although most involved
suspect any such development would
take the form of an office campus, such
as Schilling Farms in Collierville, versus

an office tower.
Class A typically is defined as a building or park with structured parking, lots
of greenspace, convenient ingress and
egress and, generally, a more luxurious office environment. Class B is less luxurious
and, Kastner said, is often former Class A
space that hasn’t been kept modern.
Steve Guinn, vice president of Highwoods Properties Memphis, said the right
location would be the starting point for
any Class A development.
“Somebody’s going to have to be a
pioneer in DeSoto, to a degree, to launch
a multistory building down there,” Guinn
said. “The DeSoto County economic development people and the government
would have to really get behind it and go
out and find a site that made sense for
some type of office campus. Really make
a strong push with incentives and those
types of things.”
Flanagan acknowledged the area
didn’t offer much in the way of local
financial incentives, although the state
government does offer some.
“We do have some incentives at the
state level, particularly the Advantage
jobs program that would benefit a company considering relocation,” Flanagan
said. “But the benefit is only 10 years. As
a company determines their long-term
operating expenses, obviously they have
to take into consideration what happens
after 10 years.”
Instead, Flanagan pointed to more
quality-of-life incentives that they would
tout to a developer or potential tenant.
desoto continued on P37
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Avison Young’s Memphis Office Finds
Strength In Diversified Approach

JACOB BIDDLE

SHANE SOEFKER

PATRICK LANTRIP

model harkens back to the days of Weston
Cos. and Trammell Crow.
“Back in the ’80s and ’90s, those were
the two most active developers in our
market,” he said. “Now, on the industrial
side, you have Panattoni, Hillwood and all
those guys, but we think there is a huge
opportunity for a small developer in this
market who can do multifamily, light industrial, office development, and potentially retail development down the road.”
Another advantage the firm feels like
it has is the senior leadership’s unique
combination of local connections and
out-of-market experience.
Soefker is from Memphis but spent
many years working in Miami. Carlisle
spent time in Los Angeles, away from the
family business started by his father, the
late real estate developer Gene Carlisle.
And Biddle, who is from Austin, Texas, has
experience in New York and Baltimore,
and his wife is from Memphis.
“This gives us a totally different perspective on just about everything from a
lot of people in our market,” Soefker said.
“We think having that, combined with
our skill set … makes us unique in the
market, and it has helped us get to where
we are today.”
Biddle added they hope to eventually
leverage these connections to bring in
outside capital to help spur new development within the city.
“That is what’s driving a lot of the
growth in Nashville, Austin, Charlotte and
all these other peer cities – bringing in
outside capital,” Biddle said. “If we have
someone come to us and say, ‘We want to
place capital in this specific geographic
area, so help us figure that out,’ or if we
have an idea and don’t necessarily have

plantrip@memphisdailynews.com

Eighteen months ago, real estate
brokers Jacob Biddle and Shane Soefker
decided they wanted to do things a little
differently, so they left their jobs at a local
brokerage firm and set off on their own.
Since then, they’ve established a
Memphis branch of the principal-owned
brokerage firm Avison Young, made more
than a few key hires and closed on more
than 5 million feet of transactions in 2017
alone.
“We wanted to build an office that
really kind of embraced the entrepreneurial aspect of our business,” Soefker
said. “We also think that in small markets
like Memphis, you need to be somewhat
diversified in your approach from a services standpoint. We do everything from
property management to tenant rep to
capital markets.”
With this approach in mind, they
brought on Chase Carlisle – formerly director of real estate and development for
Carlisle Corp., the Memphis-based firm
behind the Hotel Chisca redevelopment
and proposed One Beale project – to head
up the development arm of their firm.
Having a single company serve as
developer and broker isn’t a new model,
Carlisle said, but it’s one that hasn’t been
seen in the Memphis market in quite
some time.
“We don’t see a conflict,” he said. “As
a matter of fact, we see it more as that we
are aligned with our clients and in this
thing together.”
Soefker said the developer/broker

CHASE CARLISLE

the capital or don’t want to put all of the
capital up ourselves, we can go to those
relationships.”
However, all three men agreed the
biggest advantage their multidisciplinary
approach brings is the ability to meet a
client’s needs across all platforms, from
development to leasing to property management.
“Given the diverse style of what goes
on in Memphis and the size of this marketplace, being a multidisciplinary firm
keeps things interesting enough so that
we’re constantly getting to think through
the traps of how to make the best deal for
our clients,” Carlisle said. “Which they
appreciate, because we’re going to spend
that extra effort to put them in the best
position going forward, which in turn will
make them want to come back.”
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REMAKING
CROSSTOWN

The story of the Sears tower and Crosstown Concourse

BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

A

s he was leading tours through Crosstown
Concourse this month, Todd Richardson
took a small group to a set of windows for
a balcony view of an addition being constructed on the north side of the property.
“Yes, we are adding on even with all of
the space we have,” he said of the $11 million performing
arts theater that will host independent films and live music.
The theater adds to a 1.5-million-square-foot tower
that started as a 650,000-square-foot store and distribution
center for Sears, Roebuck & Co. in 1927.
Crosstown Concourse, the “vertical urban village” – as
Richardson, the co-founder of the concept and Crosstown
Arts, described it early on – formally opens 90 years to
the month Sears Crosstown opened the big store in preDepression America and Memphis.
Sears Crosstown was the act of a single corporation.

Crosstown Concourse is a much more complex partnership featuring 20 partners, eight of them founding partners,
operating under a very complex financing structure.
The two stories of each creation nearly 100 years apart
define the times they were made and remade in.
The strategy that brought Sears to Crosstown – and
actually created the Crosstown area – was launched in 1906.
“We do comparatively very little business in cities, and
we assume the cities are not at all our field,” Richard Sears
noted, as quoted in the company’s narrative history. (www.
searsarchives.com). “Maybe they are not – but I think it is
our duty to prove they are not.”
That same year Sears began construction of a “mailorder plant” on 40 acres on Chicago’s West Side. An office opened in Dallas, Texas, and six years later became a
mail-order plant.
The Memphis store and plant was the eighth of its kind

in the country. And when the Sears team came to town to
look at sites, it was as secretive as any modern-day site
consultant.
T.O. Bailey, according to a 50-year history of Sears
Crosstown published in 1977, remembered getting a call
in January 1927 to a private meeting at The Peabody hotel,
which was then two years into its new location on Union
Avenue.
“You go in your car. We’ll follow in a cab and when we
pass a likely site, slow down real slow,” was how Bailey, a
local businessman, remembered the instructions.
He took them to several sites around the city. The old
Southern Rail Yard near the city’s medical center was the
top prospect. But the Sears team would have to get a vote
from the board of directors and the board wouldn’t meet
again until February and that was too long. Bailey said the
company feared real estate prices would go up rapidly once

Looking up at one of the skylights created for the atrium at Crosstown The original Sears Crosstown was completed in 180 days by August of Remnants of the past life of Crosst
Concourse.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
1927, but the tower was expanded years later.
(Crosstown Concourse)
redevelopment plan in 2012.
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Crosstown Concourse is set to open on Saturday, Aug. 19. After eight years of planning and construction, the 1.5-million-square-foot building – formerly a Sears, Roebuck
& Co. store and distribution center – has been brought back to life as a vertical urban village for residential and commercial use.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
land owners realized Sears-Roebuck was the buyer.
So the site that had been an “afterthought” along an
incomplete road became the site, with Sears buying 12
acres in three parcels for $85,800.
AN IDEA IS BORN
Todd Richardson had moved back to Memphis in 2008
to teach at the University of Memphis as an art history professor, his specialty being Renaissance art. A year later, he
was talking with Chris Miner, a video artist, about an artist
residency program in Mississippi. Then they talked about
doing it in Memphis.
From there, the first thought was forming an arts-based
community with economic development opportunities in
the Crosstown area in general. But even vacant for more
than 20 years, the art deco monolith quickly exerted its own
influence and would not be denied.

“It took the building as a reason to motivate the whole
project to get going, but now, we’ve sort of realized that
all of the things that we want to do in the building are 100
percent needed in the community, whether they’re in the
building or not,” Miner said in 2012.
Richardson began talking with Staley Cates of Southeastern Asset Management Inc., who, with his wife, bought
the building in 2007.
“I said, ‘What the hell are you going to do with the Sears
building?’ And he said kind of jokingly, ‘I don’t know. You
got any ideas?’” Richardson remembered. “I was like, ‘Are
you serious? Yea, I’ve got lots of ideas.’ That started the
conversation. It really started with ‘wouldn’t it be cool if…’”
Among the doubters early on was Henry Turley, the
developer of Mud Island’s Harbor Town among other
projects, known for doing things and going places that
were considered big risks.

Turley found out that Cates had bought the building
and went to see Cates.
“It is so overwhelmingly large that you must tear it
down,” Turley recalled telling Cates. “Sell the property, get
whatever property you can, but start over. No matter what
your purpose, the building will inform the purpose rather
than the form deriving from the partnership.”
Turley recalled his advice in 2015 as work began on the
building and its financing was just about secured.
The financing, arranged meticulously by McLean
Wilson, was in itself a harbinger of the complexity that the
project has been and continues to be on multiple levels.
The SunTrust Bank branch inside has a wall that is to
soon be removed to make a connection between it and the
Crosstown Arts lab that Richardson says is a concession to
crosstown continued on P32

town Concourse at the outset of its Julius Rosenberg, left, chairman of the board of Sears,Roebuck & Co., at The book nook in one of the concourse atriums includes large steps
(Memphis News File/Lance Murphey)
the 1927 opening of the Memphis store/distribution center. (Crosstown Concourse) to sit on for reading, lunch or small performances. (Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
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Hattiloo Theatre Wants to Make Bigger
Impact, Expand Audience Regionally
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

The founder of Hattiloo Theatre says
the black theater company is ready to become more regional and professional in its
approach and influence.
“Now it’s time for Hattiloo to become
a major regional theater,” said Ekundayo
Bandele before an opening night performance of “Ruined.”
The comments came at a forum with
about two dozen theater patrons, donors
and supporters that was an introduction
to playwright Katori Hall, Hattiloo’s new
artistic director.
“However, we can’t lose our focus on
our residents or the impact that Hattiloo
can have on our citizens right here in Memphis,” Bandele said.
Hall was named artistic director of the
11-year-old theater company this past May.
The Memphis native’s plays include “The
Mountaintop,” which opened in London
in 2010 and starred Angela Bassett and
Samuel L. Jackson; “Hurt Village”; “Children of Killers”; and “Hoodoo Love.”

The Craigmont High School valedictorian is also a graduate of Columbia
University, Harvard University’s American
Repertory Theater and the Julliard School.
“I feel like it is very important to start
shifting Hattiloo into a place where we are
a professional company, but a professional
company that acknowledges and embraces
this community,” she said. “Over the next
year, we want to be preparing the actors
that are breaking that surface to step into
that next realm, to really think about, ‘Do
I want to do this for a living, for life? Am I
committed to it?’”
Bandele has made the theater a forum
for discussing issues of the day, not just
nationally but locally, with numerous forums and panel discussions as well as the
productions at Hattiloo.
And that involvement plays a role in
Hattiloo’s next move, starting with the
33 percent of the theater’s audience that
comes from outside the Memphis region.
“Many of the wealthier, gentrified
blacks will come to Memphis and they
will have this high artistic experience here
at Hattiloo and other places that they see
as a package,” Bandele said. “They will go

Katori Hall, left, new artistic director of Hattiloo Theatre, is part of an effort to broaden
the reach and impact of the city’s black repertory theater company. (Memphis News/Bill Dries)
back and they will start talking. And the
usual thing is they will be talking about
how green the grass is here. And once they
start talking about how green the grass is
here, then the black population that may
not be as engaged as we would like them
to be – they will become more engaged.”
That’s where he sees Hattiloo’s intent
and impact becoming broader.
“Once that population – that AfricanAmerican population in our city – becomes
more engaged, then they become ambassadors for more people that Hattiloo is bringing. And then that spawns entrepreneurs,”
he told the group. “That spawns chance. …
Right now an entrepreneur may wonder,
‘Will my seed flourish here in Memphis?’
So Hattiloo up here with high artistic
achievement can serve as a lens to show
the possibility of the black population in
our city. The white population is doing a
lot. The black population is doing good but
we could be doing more.”
While she has returned physically, Hall
said Memphis has never been far from her
in her work or thoughts about equity and
similar issues in her hometown.
“I love Memphis really, really hard,”
she said. “There is no after-Memphis. This
is where my foundation is.”
And like other expatriates she has
watched the city’s renewed discussion
in recent years about opportunities particularly for a younger generation of
Memphians who may leave the city at least
initially to seek those opportunities.
“I think it’s kind of on us as a people to
have power … to show that Memphis is a
place where all people can be embraced. I
do feel as though Memphis is dealing with
problems as it connects to our history of
racism in general,” Hall said. “How do we
as a community come together to deal
with problems but also acknowledge the
pride that we all have – and everyone’s
complicity in that. … I think Hattiloo can
be a balm for that.”

Hall will work with and mentor two
playwrights a year. She also talked of hiring
a technical director-production manager
and providing professional development
for stage managers and others who work
behind the scenes as well as actors. The
effort is aimed at making Hattiloo “a new
pipeline for black theaters nationwide.”
Another idea is to move from a six-week
rehearsal period for shows to three weeks,
but with more intensity over a shorter
period of time.
Bandele referred to the transition as
“elevated artistic direction” and “an elevation that is a little steeper” for the only
free-standing black repertory theater in a
five-state region.
He founded Hattiloo, which he named
after his daughters Hatshepsut and Oluremi, in 2006 in a store front in the Edge
district between Downtown and the Memphis Medical District.
Eight years later, the theater company
moved into its current facility in Overton
Square built from the ground up specifically for Hattiloo and owned by Hattiloo
debt free.
Bandele has said the status makes Hattiloo a more stable institution.
Last year, Hattiloo opened a technical
theater center in a former Head Start space
in a $1 a year lease with the city of Memphis.
And earlier this year, Hattiloo opened HattiHouse, a residential space for guest artists
and interns.
Hall continues to write and is currently
starting to work on a television show for
Starz. She is also working with Tina Turner
on a biopic project.
The move to become artistic director
of Hattiloo began when she called Bandele about something else and Bandele
asked her about taking the position with
the theater.
“We are sharing responsibility,” she
said of how her position works with
Bandele’s.
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Stronger Penalties Alone Won’t
Solve State’s Opioid Crisis

SAM STOCKARD

VIEW FROM THE HILL

Rep. Bryan Terry deals with patients
from every demographic caught up in the
web of opiates.
Patients have an array of tolerance
to opioids, as well, from those currently
addicted to those who are recovering addicts. As a result, each patient requires an
“individualized” anesthetic based on their
background and the procedure or surgery
they’re to have, says Terry, a Murfreesboro
anesthesiologist.
“We see all walks of life with addiction
problems,” Terry explains. “Essentially
being the person who has a patient’s life
in their hands, many patients will confess
their drug problems to anesthesiologists
just prior to surgery. I have had that happen
several times.”
In his profession, Terry knows well the
effects pain medication has on people. As
he prepares to sponsor legislation in 2018
designed to toughen the laws on illicit opioid activity, the second-term Republican
lawmaker takes a clinical approach to this
madness sweeping the nation, as well as
one targeting dealers.
Drugs such as fentanyl, sufentanil and
their analogues, because of their chemical
properties and the pain associated with
surgery, are “great” opioids before, during
and after operations, he says.
“Fentanyl has use outside the hospital
setting for chronic pain, as well. However,
as with all narcotics, there are risks, including addiction and even death,” says Terry,
who chairs the House Health Subcommittee.
With that in mind, Terry and state Sen.
Steve Dickerson, a Nashville anesthesiologist, are planning legislation giving the state
a new angle for fighting illicit opioid use by
increasing the penalties for sales, manufacturing, distribution and intent to traffic.
Rather than a Class C felony charge
for Schedule II drugs, opioids would join
cocaine and methamphetamine, also
Schedule II controlled drugs, in the Class B
felony range with fines of $100,000 or Class
A felonies with a $500,000 fine, Terry says.
He also notes methamphetamine violations come with a 100 percent minimum
sentence of 180 days.
Terry knows better, though, than to
think harsher punishments alone will solve
this scourge, which is claiming more lives
every year, many of them in their early 20s
who don’t understand the danger posed
by fentanyl and other pain medications.
Comprehensive measures will be
needed to combat the national crisis, explains Terry, who is working with the state’s
Opioid Task Force, Tennessee Bureau of
Investigation, Tennessee Association of
Chiefs of Police, medical organizations and
the governor’s staff to attack the situation
with a multi-pronged effort.

The key to dealing with people’s desire
to take opioids has to start with prevention
and education about the risks they pose,
he adds. For instance, fentanyl is 100 times
more potent than morphine, and sufentanil and carfentanil are 1,000 to 10,000
times more potent than morphine.
But getting tough is crucial, as well.
In addition to being available in hospitals across the state, these pain relievers
are being manufactured and smuggled into
the United States and reportedly used to
lace heroin, cocaine and marijuana, which
increases the risk of addiction, death and
neonatal abstinence syndrome in babies,
Dickerson and Terry say.
One recent drug bust in Tennessee led
to the seizure of more than 100,000 pills
containing fentanyl, they say.
“This is a nonpartisan problem in need
of bipartisan solutions. Our legislation
addresses just one part of a multifaceted
problem,” Terry acknowledges. “The goals
should be to ensure that patients have
adequate treatment options and adequate
access to treatment while decreasing the
overuse, abuse and illegal use of opioids.
“From a patient care perspective, I am
concerned that some may want to restrict
access too much or impose too many regulations such that we lose providers who
are willing to treat acute pain and chronic
pain. Any solutions must keep the patients
in mind.”
RAISING AWARENESS
The tragic overdose death this summer of Max Barry, the 22-year-old son of
Nashville Mayor Megan Barry and husband
Bruce, gave Tennesseans a dose of the
harsh reality stemming from opiate abuse.
To their credit, they are willing to talk about
Max’s life, his struggles with drug use and
the exact causes of his death, an apparent
mixing of dangerous drugs.
Tennessee congressional candidate
Steven Reynolds and wife Shelley also
recently spoke publicly for the first time
about the December 2015 death of her
son, Brandon Fraser, from an accidental
overdose at his Florida apartment.
“It’s easy for us to get out of bed in
the morning and fight this fight,” Steven
Reynolds says. “We think about Brandon,
and I don’t want to see another mother go
through what my wife has been through.
We don’t want to see other families go
through this anymore. This is one of the
drivers behind our campaign.”
President Donald Trump is weighing
in, too, declaring the opioid epidemic a
national emergency, which can mean
more funding for states to deal with drug
problems.
Of course, this is hardly a new thing.
The state Legislature has been trying
to quell the increase of opioid abuse for
several years with numerous new laws, yet
the number of people dying in Tennessee
from opioid abuse has increased nearly
every year for last two decades, rising to
1,451 in 2015 and some 1,600 in 2016, with
more than 6,000 people succumbing to it
over the last five years.
With those figures playing prominently,

the state’s Opioid Task Force, appointed
by House Speaker Beth Harwell, has been
taking testimony and gathering information and is set to make recommendations
within the next few weeks.
“Although I do not think another massive federal program is the answer to this
epidemic, I look forward to the president’s
ideas on how we can tackle this together,"
Harwell says. "I am hopeful the president
will return Tennesseans’ tax dollars in
block grants that we can use to increase
access to treatment.”
TAKING STOCK
The Sycamore Institute gives the state
good marks for significant progress in cutting opioid prescribing and dispensing, in
addition to making a few “targeted investments” in substance abuse treatment.
In 2012, the Legislature passed the
Prescription Safety Act setting up a controlled substance monitoring database at
the same time the state started cracking
down on pain management clinics. A
year later, the Safe Harbor Act took effect,
enabling women whose pregnancy is affected by a prescription drug problem to
seek treatment without risking the loss of
child custody.
Lawmakers passed another prescription safety act in 2016, making the 2012
changes permanent while providing $1.3
million for drug recovery courts, and this
year put $6 million in the budget for safety
net treatment services.
It’s not enough, and they’re beginning
to see it.
Despite the legislation passed, the
number of opioid-related hospitalizations,
deaths and neonatal abstinence cases
keeps rising. The state averaged 1.4 opioid
prescriptions per Tennessean in 2012, the
second-highest rate in the nation, and
prescription opioids surpassed alcohol
as the main substance of abuse treated
through Department of Mental Health and
Substance Abuse Services funding.
Congressional candidate Reynolds
points out that opiate and heroin abuse
was once considered a big-city problem
confined to places such as New York and
Los Angeles.
People who grew up in the ’70s and ’80s
didn’t face the same temptations as today’s
20-year-olds, either, he says.
“Tennessee is ground zero for this
issue, and West Virginia is the only state
that’s bigger than we are,” Reynolds adds.
“What’s happened is all of these big, powerful drugs came to market, and they let
it rock on for about 10 years before they
cracked down on it, and then when they
started cracking down on it, they had this
entire class of addicted people, and there
was nowhere for them to go."
Sam Stockard is a Nashville-based
reporter covering the Legislature for the
Memphis Daily News. He can be reached
at sstockard44@gmail.com.

For complete story, visit
www.memphisdailynews.com

COMPELLING COLUMNS.
BREAKING NEWS. 24/7.
MEMPHISDAILYNEWS.COM
The Memphis News features columns
from guest contributors writing about
a variety of topics, ranging from
small-business strategies to personal
finance advice to effective marketing
tips. To read these columns as well
as up-to-the-minute news coverage,
please visit memphisdailynews.com.

RAY & DANA BRANDON

RAYS OF WISDOM

When building an investment portfolio, figuring out the number of funds to own can be
confusing. Columnists Ray and Dana Brandon share advice for assembling a well-diversified mix to help reach your goals.

MICHAEL GRABER

LET’S GROW

Innovators are the sense-makers, serving in
a role similar to a modern-day shaman, says
columnist Michael Graber. This week, he
shares the countercultural secrets that define
today’s successful innovators.

LANCE WIEDOWER

THE DAILY TRAVELER

The French Riviera is an intoxicating mix of
sun, sea, fast cars and beautiful people – but
it’s not exclusively for the wealthy, says travel columnist Lance Wiedower, who shares
how the rest of us can make the most of a
trip to this seaside getaway.

MEL & PEARL SHAW

FUNDRAISING GOOD TIMES
Author Jimmy LaRose poses some provocative thoughts about nonprofit boards. While
LaRose’s position may not be the right remedy for fixing all board challenges, columnists
Mel and Pearl Shaw say it raises questions
that are worth discussion.

JULIANNE WATT

GUERRILLA SALES & MARKETING
Today’s consumers are more likely than ever
to make a purchase based solely on a friend’s
review, says columnist Julianne Watt, who
suggests ways companies can improve
their service to turn customers into brand
advocates.
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ANGELA COPELAND
CAREER CORNER

How Long
Should This
Job Search
Take?
One of the number one questions I hear
from job seekers is, “How long should my job
search really take?” It’s a good question. Knowing what’s “normal” can help you to know
whether you’re winning or losing at this game
we call the job search.
Unfortunately, there’s no normal. Some
job offers show up in days. Others may take
months. And for a few, it can take a year or
more.
If you’re feeling frustrated by your job
search timing, there are a few things to keep in
mind. For example, is this the first time that you
have proactively looked for a new job? When
you look back through your resume, think
about how you landed each job. Did you find
your past jobs, or did they find you? For many
people, jobs have landed in their laps over the
years. At some point, they begin to want to take
a more proactive approach and start searching
on their own instead of waiting. Although this
proactive search is preferred, it’s also more
time consuming.
Are you changing industries or job functions? If you are switching from a for-profit to
a nonprofit, or from technology to marketing
(for example), your search is likely to take
longer. When you’re transitioning from one
job to another very similar job, it’s easy for the
hiring manager to see how your skills fit into
their organization. But when you make a big
switch, you’ve got to find an open-minded hiring manager. They’ll need to be someone who
is open-minded, who believes in you and is
willing to take a risk on you. This will take time.
Is your job function unique, and are you
highly compensated? The higher you go up the
company ladder, the fewer jobs are available.
The more you make, the smaller your pool of
options is. If you’ve been at the same company
for a long period of time, you may not think
about this at first. Perhaps you started at an
entry-level job and worked your way up. When
you were hired, finding a job was easy. You
were at the bottom of the pay scale and there
were many roles for your job function. But after
receiving promotions, the number of available
jobs shrinks. So finding a new job on the outside
will take longer than you remember.
Do you need to stay in a specific location,
or are there other constraints on your search?
Requirements are a good thing to have. They
help you to target the right opportunities. But
the more targeted you become, the harder it
is to find a job that meets your specific needs.
And the harder it is to find a job, the longer it
will take to land it.
When you’re looking for a new job, remember that it’s not the same search you did years
ago. Therefore, the time it takes will be different. Focus more on your search rather than the
perfect timing.
Angela Copeland, a career coach and
founder of Copeland Coaching, can be
reached at copelandcoaching.com.

Hause Cooks Up Strategy
To Enhance L’Ecole Culinaire
KATE SIMONE
ksimone@memphisdailynews.com

Editor’s note: Read our full Q&A with Ken Hause at memphisdailynews.com.

L'Ecole Culinaire-Memphis has added Ken Hause its campus
director. In his new role, Hause is responsible for overseeing
operations of the Memphis campus, including ensuring a rich
student experience that leads to employment in the culinary field,
while enhancing the school’s reputation for educational excellence,
compliance and operational performance.
Hometown: Northern Virginia, just outside of D.C.
Experience: Over 15 years’
experience in higher education leadership, with over 12
years in culinary education,
helping to build and leading
the Auguste Escoffier School
of Culinary Arts in Boulder,
Colorado, and as president
of Le Cordon Bleu College of
Culinary Arts, Las Vegas.
Higher education is a second
career for Ken, whose background includes leadership
roles in the utility industry.
He has a bachelor’s degree
with dual majors in business management and accounting.
What talent do you wish
you had? To be better in the
kitchen. Working closely with

great culinarians highlights
the gap between the amateur
home cook – me – and a real
chef. These are professionals who in many cases have
worked for years in some
of the top properties across
the country and around the
world, who have chosen to
share their knowledge and
passion with students. To see
their talent is humbling. And
I wish I were a better downhill skier!
How did you become involved in the culinary education field, and what attracted
you to L’École Culinaire?
After several years working
in a corporate finance role, I
wanted to do something that
would help change lives. I
chose higher education, and
culinary education in partic-

The Cecil C. Humphreys School of
Law Alumni Chapter has named its
2017 Pillars of Excellence honorees.
They are: Homer Boyd Branan III of
Farris Bobango Branan; Hon. Julia
Smith Gibbons of the U.S. 6th Circuit
Court of Appeals; John I. Houseal Jr. of
Glankler Brown; Jim N. Raines, retired
from Glankler Brown; Hon. James Dale
Todd, senior U.S. district judge of the
U.S. District Court for the Western District of Tennessee; and James C. Warner
of Martin, Tate, Morrow & Marston PC.
The Law Alumni Chapter also named
former University of Memphis president Shirley C. Raines as Friend of the
Law School.
ALCO Management Inc. has added
Jacob Harris as marketing and social
media coordinator and Bruce Hagan as
development and construction project

ular because of the passion
and personality of the students who choose it.
Along with offering classes, L’École operates an oncampus restaurant and
the Le Food Truck. How do
these operations enhance
what students learn in the
classroom? Our students
come from a variety of backgrounds. Not all have worked
in a restaurant before. Working in the restaurant gives
students real-world work
experience including interaction with the most important person: the guest. Also,
students will serve as well as
prepare food in our restaurant. This gives them an appreciation for the important
role servers play in a restaurant’s success.

manager. Harris earned his MBA from
the University of Tennessee at Martin.
In his new role, he will focus on creating and delivering marketing efforts for
ALCO communities and the corporate
office. Hagan is an independent certified residential contractor who brings
more than 20 years of combined experience in construction and electrical engineering to ALCO, where he will manage and oversee all of the company’s
rehab projects.
Felipe Vasquez has joined Tioga Environmental Consultants as a facility regulatory compliance specialist. Vasquez
previously provided stormwater and
environmental compliance tasks such
as sampling and analysis across Southern California, including work for the
John Wayne Airport.

KEN HAUSE

Are any changes underway
or planned for the Memphis
campus? L’Ecole Memphis
is a great school now. But
not enough people know
about it or what we do. It’s
Memphis’ best-kept secret!
Together with the school
team, we will define and enhance the brand, improve
the facility and programs,
and build on the already high
confidence of our students,
alumni and the community
to make L’Ecole a nationally
recognized culinary institution.
If you could give one piece
of advice to young people,
what would it be? Invest
in yourself with education,
hard work and the courage
to take risks. And have some
fun doing it!

Gurtej Sodhi, chief information & operations officer of the Crye-Leike Group
of Companies, has been named to the
board of managers of Broker Public
Portal LLC. BPP is the collaborative
venture between real estate brokerages and real estate multiple-listings
services nationwide to create a national consumer home search experience defined by simplicity, integrity
and common sense.
SRVS, a service provider for people with
disabilities, received honors at the at the
2017 TNCO (Tennessee Community Organizations) Awards in Nashville. Dorothy Abraham won Outstanding Manager for the West Tennessee Division for
her work at a SRVS Intermediate Care
Facility in Memphis, and SRVS' public relations department received the
Community Outreach award.
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MEMPHIS GRIZZLIES

Arrested in Los Angeles on Pot Charge,
Z-Bo Will Remain a Hero in Memphis
DON WADE
dwade@memphisdailynews.com

Chick-fil-A ® Mid-South

………………..

It would take more than an arrest for pot possession to taint the memories many
Memphis fans hold dear about former Grizzly Zach Randolph, whose donations
helped residents like Cassie M. Traylor pay their utility bills.
(Memphis News File/Andrew J. Breig)
Z-Bo helped inspire that nickname.
Even after coming to Memphis, there
were unsettling incidents that didn’t stick
or really stain Randolph’s reputation here.
A close friend was arrested in Indianapolis
in 2010 on charges of possessing and dealing marijuana and was driving a Cadillac
Escalade registered to Randolph, who is
originally from Marion, Ind. More disturbing were media reports citing a probable
cause affidavit filed in Marion County
Superior Court identifying Randolph as a
“financier” for known drug dealers.
And then there was the story from
2011: At Randolph’s Portland-area mansion a man told police he was there to sell
pot at a party when he was beaten bloody
with pool cues.
Our reaction in Memphis? Hahaha,
Z-Bo’s dope dealer got the doobie beat
out of him!
Sacramento gave Randolph a two-year,

AUTOZONE PARK
Register @

CHICKFILA5K.COM
……...

Benefitting:

 celebrating 15 years 

$24 million contract this summer. If the
past is any indication, Randolph will come
out of his current case with only scratches.
He might serve a short suspension at the
behest of the NBA or the Kings, but ultimately he’ll do his low-post thing on the
court for Dave Joerger.
Which means Randolph will return
to FedExForum this season, to the place
where he made two NBA All-Star teams. He
will be introduced into the Kings’ starting
lineup and fans – many wearing their No.
50 Grizzlies jerseys – will stand and roar.
And then Z-Bo, who can turn on the
charm and be as cuddly and lovable as
a huge stuffed teddy bear, will flash that
giant grin and perhaps fling his headband
into the crowd.
It will feel good, like family coming
home for the holidays. And when you’re
with family, at the end of it all, you’re safe.
No harm to Memphis, no foul.

8 AM | Sept. 4th

……...

Change the location. Change the
month and the year, too.
Instead of Sacramento Kings freeagent signee Zach Randolph being arrested at the Nickerson Gardens housing
project in Watts in August of 2017, our
beloved Z-Bo is arrested here.
At, say, Foote Homes in April of 2014
– the year after the Grizzlies’ run to the
Western Conference Finals, and just days
before the next postseason is set to begin.
How would you feel then?
Or, better question, could that have
ever happened?
Randolph, 36, was arrested on Wednesday, Aug. 9, by the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department for possession of
marijuana with intent to sell – the latter
being a felony and based on the quantity
of weed he allegedly was holding. Another
man was arrested for carrying a gun as
an ex-convict and police seized two guns
and impounded two vehicles during the
arrests.
Raymond Brothers, Randolph’s agent
and attorney, told the Associated Press
on Thursday, Aug. 10: “The charges are
false and misleading. We’re looking at all
options to resolve this matter.”
A Los Angeles TV station reported that
Randolph and two other men fled the area
when deputies came to break up an unruly
crowd. Police cars were vandalized and
people were blocking a street. Randolph
was brought out of a nearby housing unit
and detained on $20,000 bond.
Surprised by this? Shocked?
Or were you stunned that the rehabilitated Randolph – at least that was the
public perception – made it through eight
seasons in Memphis without anything like
that happening here?
Truth is, there was a persistent and
widespread rumor around town that Randolph had nothing to fear from our local
law enforcement. That his value to the
hometown NBA team and his good works
in the community, which were many and
substantial, outweighed any need or desire
to curtail his lifestyle or intrude upon any
ancillary business with which he might be
associated.
And yes, I just talked around things on
purpose. Consider it an echo to the way
things were while Randolph lifted this
team onto his shoulders and started carrying it places it had never been.
Because make no mistake, on the court
Z-Bo was the chief difference-maker, the

player who most brought a new level of respect and toughness to the Grizzlies. Tony
Allen played his part, sure, but with his
limited offense he was Randolph’s wing
man.
Yes, Marc Gasol and Mike Conley eventually became the team’s best players. But
that took time. And no small point: They
both come from privilege. They are appreciated and even adored, but not beloved
at the grassroots level the way Zach Randolph has been. That, of course, is very
much a Memphis thing.
When Z-Bo told Oklahoma City’s Kendrick Perkins, “I don’t bluff,” we knew
he was being real and we nodded along.
Memphis has felt better about itself during
this seven-year Grizzlies playoff run – no
shame in that, by the way – and Randolph
was the instigator in the best possible
sense.
So if you’re a cop in Greater Memphis,
maybe you’ll cuff anybody who is even one
step outside the law. Then again, maybe
you ask – or your superiors ask – where is
the benefit to crashing the civic party just
because a star player might enjoy smoking
a plant that today is legal for recreational
use in eight states and the District of Columbia?
Yet there were all those incidents – red
flags – before Randolph arrived. Remember those? He once punched Portland
teammate Ruben Patterson in the face,
breaking his eye socket. That was 2003 and
that same year he was charged with driving
under the influence of intoxicants (pot).
Over the next few years Randolph was
never far from trouble – from a citation for
street racing in downtown Portland in the
wee hours of the morning to reportedly
lying to investigators about a nightclub
shooting that ultimately resulted in his
brother receiving a three-year prison
sentence.
Remember the Portland JailBlazers?

Chick-fil-A®, Chick-fil-A Stylized®, and The Chick-fil-A Cows® are registered trademarks of CFA Properties, Inc.
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MEMPHIS FOOTBALL

Memphis O-Line Works Without
Glory So Teammates Can Shine
will wear you down after a while.”

The University of Memphis football team practices Monday, Aug. 14, in preparation for the start of the 2017 season. The offensive
line features four returning starters – Drew Kyser, Gabe Kuhn, Dustin Woodard and Trevon Tate – along with some intriguing
newcomers.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
DON WADE
dwade@memphisdailynews.com

All those points, all those plays. Riley
Ferguson’s record-setting passing. Anthony Miller’s record-setting receiving.
When the University of Memphis 2016
season was done, the offense had produced
at a level that put it among the best in the
country.
The 38.8 points per game ranked 15th
nationally. The 304.4 yards per game was
good for 14th. And the Tigers’ 463.7 yards
per game was 28th.
Memphis finished 8-5 and not, say,
5-8, mainly because of its high-powered
offense.
But how often did you think about the
big fellas up front doing the blocking? Not
that they were perfect and don’t believe
there is room for improvement – they’ll be
the first to tell you their play has to get better – but it was good enough for Ferguson
and Miller and the rest of the so-called skill
players to have a lot of fun.
Which brings up a question before
going any further: Isn’t it insulting to be
set apart from the headliners, to not be

considered a “skill” player? As though to
play your position requires no technique,
only body mass?
“I like to pretend I’m a skill player
sometimes,” said junior center Drew Kyser.
“But then again, I’m fat. So there’s difference in us. It is what it is.”
JUST WIRED DIFFERENTLY
For the record, Kyser stands 6-5 and
carries 300 pounds on his sturdy frame. So
“fat” is a relative word.
Kyser and senior guard Gabe Kuhn – 6-4
and 295 – are the leaders of an offensive line
that returns four starters (Dustin Woodard
and Trevon Tate are the others) and has
some intriguing newcomers.
But at their core, O-Linemen are pretty
much the same.
Kuhn says he’ll “get crazy” for a pancake block, but crazy is also a relative term.
He’s not showing out the way a receiver or
a running back will when making a big play
or finding the end zone.
“To the untrained eye, you can’t see it,”
Kuhn said. “I’m bobbing a little bit. Jumping up and down.”
And again, that’s relative. Jumping two
or three inches off the ground, yeah, you

could miss that.
Here’s Miller on the difference between
the Big Uglies and wide receivers: “Our
swag is different. The offensive linemen,
they just put on their socks, their cleats and
knee brace. It maybe takes a little more time
for us to get dressed. We gotta make sure
our socks are perfect, tape right, have the
right gloves on, right cleats. Your swagger’s
gotta be just right. I don’t think the offensive linemen worry about that.”
Consider all-purpose threat Tony Pollard talking about the experience of returning a kick for a touchdown: “When I know
it’s going to the house, I like to look on the
big screen and try to race myself.”
Offensive linemen don’t score touchdowns and they don’t race (only our
dignified restraint prevents mentioning
their pace might quicken when headed
for a buffet).
Simply put: Their job is make sure the
big plays can happen; and that means not
undoing them by getting caught holding.
“You don’t want to be that person that
gets a play called back,” Kuhn said. “Getting
off the field in one play, a 90-yard run, that’s
a good thing. A really good thing, because
we run a really fast-tempo offense and it

BE A PRO
No one much thinks about the pace,
about these giants working in the trenches
and having to play at a speed that suits a
5-11, 190-pounder like Miller a lot more
than it does them.
The first year in head coach Mike Norvell’s offense was a transition. Kuhn says
in year two the O-Line expects more from
itself and the veterans are cutting the young
guys no slack.
“Keeping a standard we have set,” said
Kuhn, who is on the Outland Trophy and
Rimington Trophy watch lists. “This year,
we want to try to sustain more drives, get
more first downs.”
Said Kyser: “Our motto is ‘be a pro.’ Not
only do you need to play like a pro, but off
the field.”
Miller’s 95 catches for 1,434 yards last
season was a Memphis record. Same for
Ferguson’s 32 touchdown passes.
Knowing the O-Line never gets a
chance to strut, Miller says he tries to find
them after he scores – shouldn’t be too difficult – to share the love.
“At least you can give them that,” he
said.
Ferguson, like any good quarterback,
approaches the big fellas with motivation
and self-preservation in mind.
“I love them. I hang out with them.
They’re great people,” said Ferguson. “I
always tell them, ‘Y’all keep me off my back,
I’ll take y’all to dinner.’ I don’t have much
money now, but I’ll figure it out.”
It seems only right.
The O-Line is actually a football team’s
first line of defense. Keep the starting quarterback healthy. That’s essential. Allow him
and all those skill guys to do what they do.
And make sure you don’t sabotage their
work by filling the air with officials’ flags.
Do all that – over and over – and you’ve
done your job. You’re a touchdown enabler.
“I like to put people ahead of me,” said
Kyser, who is from Opelika, Alabama. “I
guess that’s something I learned in the
Bible and from my parents. Like if I take my
girlfriend fishing or other people fishing or
hunting, I’d rather them catch something
or kill something because I’ve done all that.
“I get more joy seeing other people
have joy.”
So go ahead, all you Tiger skill players:
Share the ball, score the points and show
out to your skinny little hearts’ content.
Because Drew Kyser, Gabe Kuhn and
all the rest were born to block.
In the shadows.
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SPORTS NOTEBOOK

Good Chance LeBron Plays FedExForum This Season
DON WADE
dwade@memphisdailynews.com

The Grizzlies’ 2017-2018
schedule is highlighted by the
return of the MLK Game on MLK
Day (imagine that) and the one
and only visit from the defending
NBA champion Golden State Warriors before Halloween.
Last season, the Grizzlies
played the holiday game the
night before MLK Day. But NBA
commissioner Adam Silver and
schedule-makers gave Memphis
a 4:30 p.m. home game on Jan.
15 vs. the Los Angeles Lakers on
national television (TNT) this
season.
The regular season for Memphis opens at FedExForum on
Wednesday, Oct. 18 vs. the New
Orleans Pelicans. The Warriors,
with Steph Curry and Kevin Durant, then play here on Saturday,
Oct. 21.
The Grizzlies start the season
with six of the first eight games at
home. The season ends with five
of seven games on the road.
There are three four-game
homestands and two five-game
road trips, including one from

Dec. 26 through Jan 2; thus, the
Grizzlies miss out on home games
during the Christmas/New Year’s
holidays.
Assuming Zach Randolph
comes through his current legal
trouble, he’ll return with the Sacramento Kings for the first time
on Friday, Jan. 19. The Kings also
play here on April 6.
Memphis has four games with
the revamped Houston Rockets,
who have added point guard Chris
Paul, and they all come before
Thanksgiving. The Rockets play
in FedExForum on Oct. 28 and
Nov. 18.
Last season, LeBron James
did not accompany the Cleveland
Cavaliers to Memphis. If he’s
healthy, he should here this year
as the Cavs’ second game after
the All-Star break is Feb. 23 at
FedExForum.
CRAFT LOST FOR SEASON;
FUTURE ELIGIBILITY A
QUESTION
The University of Memphis
offense lost a valuable piece
before even getting to the first
game of the season. Fifth-year
senior Sam Craft will miss the
2017 season after tearing his ACL
in a practice.
Craft, who was limited last

year because of injury, had moved
from running back to wide receiver.
The NCAA granted Craft a
hardship waiver for 2017 after
a back injury cut short his 2016
season. Craft and Memphis could
pursue a hardship waiver for a
sixth year of eligibility.
TIGER WOODS WAS A
VERITABLE MEDICINE
CABINET WHEN ARRESTED
According to a report from
ESPN, Tiger Woods had five drugs
in his system when arrested in
Florida on suspicion of driving
under the influence: two painkillers, two sleep drugs and THC
(tetrahydrocannabinol, the active
ingredient in marijuana). ESPN
obtained a toxicology report from
the Palm Beach County Sheriff’s
Office.
The ESPN report said it was
not known if Woods had prescriptions for any or all of the drugs
found in his system; medical
marijuana is legal in Florida.
Woods was arrested on May
29 and in June checked into a
clinic to get help with his use of
prescription drugs. He said in July
he had completed treatment.
RIP FRANK BROYLES
Former Arkansas football

Grizzlies guard Tony Allen leaps to swing at the ball against Cleveland Cavaliers forward LeBron James in Memphis’ Oct. 28, 2015,
season opener at FedExForum.
(AP Photo/Brandon Dill)

coach and athletic director Frank
Broyles died on Monday, Aug. 14,
at the age of 92 due to complications from Alzheimer’s disease.
During Broyles’ run as head
coach (1958-1976), the Hogs
won a national championship
and seven Southwest Conference titles. He served more than
30 years as athletic director and
continued to help Arkansas as
a heavy-hitting fundraiser after
leaving his AD post.

He was AD in the early 1990s
when the Razorbacks moved to
the SEC, a program-changing
leap.
In 1999, the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette said of Broyles: “He’ll
be known for turning a college
sports lemonade stand into a
Fortune 500-type operation. Piece
by piece, Broyles helped give the
nation something else to associate
with Arkansas besides Li’l Abner
and the desegregation crisis.”

Believe It: 61 and 755 are Real Home Run Records
DON WADE

THE PRESS BOX

A few weeks ago I was at the Atlanta
Braves’ new home, SunTrust Park. Predictably, the Braves were not up to the
task of competing with baseball’s best
team, the Los Angeles Dodgers.
But give the Braves credit for the instadium exhibits on the concourse honoring their greatest players. Especially the
one dedicated to the true all-time home
run king, Hank Aaron.
Using bats, the display spells out 7-55 – the number of home runs Aaron hit
over his magnificent 23-year career. He
did this without ever hitting more than
47 home runs in a single season.
Consistency was Hammerin’ Hank’s

weapon of intimidation as he eight times
hit at least 40 home runs. His career ended
in 1976, long before everyone from Lenny
Dykstra and Brady Anderson to Mark McGwire, Sammy Sosa and Barry Bonds were
juicing their single-season and career
home run numbers with performance
enhancing drugs.
This year, home runs are again front
and center as major leaguers are on track
to hit more than in any season in the
game’s history. The ball, the strike zone,
and a stealth-like return of more PED use
are all in the conversation.
Yet the two hitters attracting the most
individual attention for the long ball
are, for the moment at least, outside the
arena of suspicion. The Miami Marlins’
Giancarlo Stanton is 6-6 and 245 pounds.
New York Yankees rookie Aaron Judge (a
name of poetic justice?) is 6-7 and 282
pounds.
They seem to be natural giants. Crushing baseballs makes sense. Hank Aaron
was, amazingly, just 6 foot and 180 to
190 pounds for much of his career. He

also had forearms that would make a
longshoreman blush and was a complete
hitter (.305 career batting average).
Judge, 25, is just getting started. But he
had hit 37 home runs in his first 115 games
this season and one he hit landed in the
third deck at the Mets’ Citi Field; the ball
reportedly traveled 457 feet.
Perhaps more telling, the exit velocity
was 117 mph and that was only Judge’s
fifth-best velocity this season. He also has
hit balls at 121.1, 119.4, 118.6 and 118.4
mph. In sum: They are the five hardest-hit
balls in the majors this season. And yes,
Judge also won the Home Run Derby as
he hit four balls more than 500 feet.
Through Aug. 16 Stanton, 27, was sitting on 44 home runs, his career high. He
was on pace to reach 60, which would tie
him with Babe Ruth’s old record and leave
him one short of Roger Maris’ 61 in 1961
with the Yankees.
“When you grow up watching all the
old films of Babe Ruth and (Mickey) Mantle and those guys, 61 has always been
that printed number,” Stanton told media

after he fell two games short of matching
his manager Don Mattingly’s streak of
homering in eight straight games.
Stanton went on to say that Ruth’s
record was tainted because it came before
baseball integrated. Fair point. He also
has reservations about the authenticity
of Bonds’ “record” 73 home runs in 2001.
“Considering some things, I do,”
Stanton said, adding, “At the same time, it
doesn’t matter. The record is the record.”
Actually, no, it’s not. Neither is Bonds’
career 762 home runs the real record.
If Stanton can get to 62 this season
(forget the five times McGwire and Sosa
hit from 63 to 70 homers in a season), he’ll
be the single-season home run leader.
Provided, of course, we don’t later
have to consider some things we’d
rather not.
Don Wade’s column appears weekly
in The Daily News and The Memphis
News. Listen to Wade on “Middays with
Greg & Eli” every Tuesday at noon on
Sports 56 AM and 87.7 FM.
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T E N N ESS E E VO L S

Wolf, Offensive Playmakers Look
To Prove 2017 Predictions Wrong

Wide receiver Jauan Jennings, who will forever have a spot on the UT football highlight reel after last
year’s game-winning catch against Georgia, might be the only player at the position already penciled
in as a starter.
(Tennessee Athletics File/UTsports.com/Craig Bisacre)
DAVE LINK
Knoxville Sports Correspondent

It’s championship or bust for
Tennessee senior tight end Ethan
Wolf.
Bowl victories are nice. So are
nine-win seasons. But Wolf wants
a lot more in his final season with
the Vols.
“Our goal here at Tennessee every single year is to win a
championship, and that’s going
to remain the goal,” Wolf says.
“Yeah, there may have been a little
bit of excitement the first year,
maybe the second year winning
the bowl game. It’s always exciting, but that’s the bare minimum
right now.”
Coach Butch Jones enters
his fifth season at UT with three
consecutive bowl victories and
back-to-back 9-4 seasons. But the
Vols didn’t win the SEC East last
year as preseason favorites, and
the team couldn’t capitalize in
2015 when they also had a chance.
Now, the Vols are underdogs,
picked third in the East behind
Florida and Georgia, and No. 24
in the nation in the preseason
Amway Coaches Poll.
Wolf isn’t worried about pre-

dictions.
“We don’t really look into
the preseason hype and stuff like
that,” he explains. “We hear about
it, but truthfully, who’s to say
we’re whatever, the seven, eight,
nine team in the country last year
(preseason No. 9) as opposed to
whatever we are now.
“Of course, we don’t like hearing negative things about our
team, but we’re going to come out
and play as hard as we possibly
can Week 1, and the rankings will
go from there.”
UT starts the season Sept.
4 against Georgia Tech in Mercedes-Benz Stadium in Atlanta.
Georgia Tech finished 9-4 last
season after a 33-18 win over
Kentucky in the TaxSlayer Bowl.
Wolf, a three- and four-star
recruit out of Minster (Ohio)
High, has been a starter since his
freshman season in 2014 (11 starts
in 12 games). He has 34 career
starts and 66 career catches for
737 yards and four touchdowns.
Wolf will line up alongside
UT’s most experienced position
group. Its offensive line has a
combined 111 starts. Yet, it has
plenty to prove. The Vols gave
up 25 sacks last year with mobile
Joshua Dobbs at quarterback and

gained 240 fewer rushing yards
than in 2015.
But they won’t have Dobbs,
now a Pittsburgh Steeler. Dobbs
led the Vols in rushing (831 yards)
and rushing touchdowns (12)
and threw for 2,946 yards and 27
touchdowns last year.
He’s not the only playmaker
gone. Josh Malone, now with the
Cincinnati Bengals, was Tennessee’s leading receiver (972 yards,
11 touchdowns). Alvin Kamara,
now with the New Orleans Saints,
was third in rushing (596 yards,
nine TDs) and tied for second in
receiving (40 catches, 392 yards,
four TDs).
Wolf has confidence in UT
quarterbacks Quinten Dormady
and Jarrett Guarantano, among
others on the 2017 offense.
“Josh did a lot last year, and
we had playmakers, and we still
do have playmakers this year,
who maybe just weren’t showing
as much last year,” Wolf points
out. “Nobody’s going to be like
Josh, and nobody’s going to be
like Quinten, nobody’s going to
be like Jarrett. They’re all their
own player. But we definitely
have playmakers at all the skill
positions.”
As the Vols complete their

third week of preseason camp,
here’s a look at the offense.
QUARTERBACKS
Dormady (6-4, 222 pounds),
a junior from Boerne (Texas)
High, left spring practices with
a slight edge over redshirt freshman Guarantano (6-4, 200) in the
most-watched duel for a starting
job, and that hasn’t changed as
the Vols prepare for their final
week of fall camp.
Dormady, who’s played in 10
games in two years, has worked
with the first-team offense this
fall, but don’t be surprised if Jones
and staff plan to play both quarterbacks in the first two games.
With a tune-up against Indiana
State on Sept. 9 at Neyland Stadium, Jones wants to make sure
he has the right guy behind center
for the Sept. 16 game at Florida.
Look for Dormady to take the
first snap of the season, and look
for Guarantano to get his snaps,
too, in the first couple of games.
Offensive coordinator/tight
ends coach Larry Scott said last
week the quarterbacks are progressing.
“They’re just constantly being challenged in every way for
our overall quarterback development,” Scott acknowledges. “Kind
of happy with where those guys
are right now, but like I said, it’s
still really early.”
True freshman Will McBride of
Clear Springs High in League City,
Texas, is No. 3 and the only other
scholarship quarterback, thanks
to the departure of Sheriron Jones
in January. Walk-on Zac Jancek,
who played at Knoxville Catholic
High, is no longer on the roster;
he’s the son of former UT defensive coordinator John Jancek, who
recently took an administrative
job on Kentucky’s football staff.
McBride, a three-star recruit,
is a dual-threat quarterback who
seems to fit the Vols system. He
led Clear Springs, which is near
Houston, to a 9-2 record last year
against some of the best competition in Texas.
Fans need to keep an eye on
McBride in case the loser of the
Dormady-Guarantano competition opts to transfer.
RUNNING BACKS
It’s John Kelly (5-9, 206) and

the competition. That sums up
Tennessee’s running back situation.
The junior from Oak Park
High in Detroit was UT’s secondleading rusher last year behind
Dobbs with 630 yards, and his 6.4yard rushing average led the team.
Kelly’s backup is the big question. Sophomore Carlin Fils-aime
(5-11, 183), who played in seven
games last year and rushed for
58 yards, must fend off three
freshmen for the No. 2 running
back’s job.
Ty Chandler (5-11, 195) of
Montgomery Bell Academy in
Nashville is the highest rated of
the three – a consensus four-star
and the No. 5 prospect in Tennessee by Rivals and 247Sports.
However, Tim Jordan (5-11,
196) of Bartow High/Winter Haven, Florida, has shown in camp
he could challenge Chandler and
Fils-aime for the backup job – despite being a two- and three-star
prospect.
Trey Coleman (5-11, 214) of
West Monroe (Louisiana) High is
the third freshman running back.
He’s a consensus three-star who
ran for 1,369 yards and 12 touchdowns as his team finished state
runner-up in Class 5A.
Jones said all three freshmen
should play this year.
WIDE RECEIVERS AND TIGHT
ENDS
There’s been plenty of competition in the wide receiver group.
Only junior Jauan Jennings (6-3,
209) of Murfreesboro Blackman
High appears to have locked
down one of the three starting
jobs.
Jennings, who started nine
games and played in 13 last year,
tied for second on the team in
catches with Kamara’s 40, and his
580 receiving yards and seven TD
catches were second only behind
Malone. His Hail Mary catch to
beat Georgia was a 2016 highlight,
and if UT has a playmaker, it’s
Jennings.
Dave Link is a freelance journalist living in Knoxville.

For complete story, visit
www.memphisdailynews.com
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Freshman Impact: Vols Have Three
Impressive Rookie RBs Joining Kelly
regime, it was common for freshmen to
redshirt. And running backs were no exception. That included such talents as Chuck
Webb and Reggie Cobb.
But that changed in 1991.
The Vols were short of experienced
running backs so two talented true freshmen – James “Little Man” Stewart and
Aaron Hayden – were pressed into action.
They alternated at tailback in a seasonopening victory at Louisville and finished
the year with a combined 1,643 yards and
15 touchdowns.

#31: Had Jamal Lewis been better at picking up the blitz, UT might have
gone undefeated and played for a national title in 1997.
(UTsports.com)
back was lacking until the
recruiting class of 2016 arrived on campus.
It’s been years since the
Vols signed three running
backs in the same class.
Jones signed just one running back in each of the
previous two classes – Alvin
Kamara in 2015 and Carlin
Fils-Aime in 2016.
Kelly likes what he has
seen out of the freshmen.
He calls them “little pit
bulls.”
#33: Tennessee running back James Stewart ran for 939
“They’re just holding
yards as a freshman while sharing carries with another
the chains back, trying to
freshman, Aaron Hayden. Stewart compiled 2,890 career
make sure they don’t bite
yards in four seasons.
(AP Photo/Athlon Sports)
everybody,” he says. “…
These freshman running
backs,
they’re
physical
right now, definitely
DAVID CLIMER
a
lot
more
physical
than
the running backs
Nashville Sports Correspondent
we’ve had in the past.”
Chandler, who prepped at Montgomery
Bell
Academy in Nashville, hit the UT camButch Jones let us in on a little secret recently when he said his freshman running pus amid great expectations. He ran for a
combined 4,810 yards and 70 touchdowns
backs will play for Tennessee this season.
in his final two high school seasons. At
That’s plural – running backs.
Jones’ plan is to use all three freshman 5-foot-11 and 195 pounds, he hits the hole
backs – Ty Chandler, Tim Jordan and Trey in a hurry and quickly reaches top-end
Coleman – in some sort of rotation behind speed. He also carries a bit more power
junior John Kelly. Given the nature of the than expected.
Jordan has raised some eyebrows, in
game, putting the football in the hands of
freshmen is risky business. But Jones is part because many did not view him as a
big-time prospect when he arrived from
taking the plunge.
“All three are going to have to play, and Bartow High in Winter Haven, Florida.
Both Rivals.com and Scout.com rated
they’re going to be important to the success
Jordan a two-star prospect in their five-star
of our season,” Jones says.
“I see them continuing to get better and systems. The website 24/7 Sports ranked
better and not just in terms of running the him the No. 244 prospect in Florida.
As for Coleman, he flew under the radar
football but in pass protection and also in
during the recruiting process but has been
playing on the perimeter.”
It is a decision born of necessity. While impressive in preseason training camp.
Kelly closed with a flourish last season He has great hands as a receiver out of the
(421 of his 630 yards came in the final backfield or in the slot.
Most observers expected one or more
five games), the depth chart at running

of the freshman backs to be redshirted this
season, but Jones has stated otherwise.
During the John Majors’ coaching

Reach David Climer at dclimer1018@
yahoo.com and on Twitter @DavidClimer.

For complete story, visit
www.memphisdailynews.com
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Titans Linebacker Williamson
Must Show He’s Worth ‘Big Money’
TERRY MCCORMICK
Nashville Sports Correspondent

Seven years ago, the Titans had a
young, productive linebacker who was in
the final year of his contract and wondering whether his future would be in Tennessee or elsewhere.
Stephen Tulloch had been a homegrown, fourth-round pick of the Titans in
2006, a middle linebacker who had proven
to be a sure tackler and had established
himself as a solid starter. Tulloch was
credited with 160 tackles in 2006, including 111 solo stops.
The knock on Tulloch, however, was
that he didn’t produce enough big plays.
In fact, in a statistical oddity that’s still

hard to fathom, Tulloch had not been
credited with any forced fumbles in his
four years with the Titans.
So, when the Titans and Tulloch’s
agent, Drew Rosenhaus, could not agree
on what the linebacker’s worth was, they
parted ways. The Titans figured that there
was not another level to Tulloch’s game,
that he was what he was, a sure-tackling
linebacker who was consistent but did not
produce many spectacular plays.
That move proved to be a mistake.
Tulloch went on to sign with former Titans
defensive coordinator Jim Schwartz’s Detroit Lions and had a productive five-year
run, totaling more than 100 tackles in four
of those five years.
Tulloch finally announced his retirement earlier this year after playing one

The Tennessee Titans have to decide whether inside linebacker Avery Williamson is
worth a multi-year contract when his rookie contract ends.
(AP Photo/Mark Humphrey)
final season of an 11-year career with the
Philadelphia Eagles.
Meanwhile, the middle linebacker
spot became a revolving door for the Titans after Tulloch’s departure until they
switched to a 3-4 system four years ago.
Tennessee tried to fill Tulloch’s shoes with
the likes of Colin McCarthy, Barrett Ruud
and Moise Fokou, none of whom came
close to matching Tulloch’s consistency.
Fast forward to 2017 with the Titans
running the 3-4 system that employs two
inside linebackers, including a middleround pick from 2014 in Avery Williamson, who is coming to the end of his rookie
contract.
Like Tulloch, Williamson has been
a consistent tackler since entering the
starting lineup about a third of the way
through his rookie year.
And like Tulloch, Williamson is a
player that the Titans wonder how much
they should invest in time and money.
For all of Williamson’s play as an effective run stopper, he has sometimes come
up a little short in pass coverage, an area
even he admits he wants to improve upon.
“I would say I definitely made a lot
more plays than I did in my second year,”
Williamson says. “I was a lot better on my
technique. In my man-to-man coverages,
I felt like I was out of position sometimes.
I feel like I’ve I improved on that in OTAs
and in camp.
“I’m trying to be more patient, and
not trying to jump things and just do the
things that I’ve been doing on the practice
field. … In the passing game, I just want
to make sure I’m more efficient and using
better technique.”

While the Titans and Williamson have
yet to engage in any talks about a contract
extension, GM Jon Robinson must be
weighing his worth. Is there another level
to his game, as Tennessee discovered too
late with Tulloch?
Robinson says the Titans are not
averse to in-season negotiations in the
right situation. They handed Jurrell Casey
a four-year extension early in camp, with
his deal still having two years remaining.
When asked in general terms what
the Titans look for when they contemplate contract extensions, Robinson was
matter-of-fact.
“Their competitiveness, their interaction with their teammates, their ability to
be coachable and take the instruction the
coaches are giving them in the meeting
room and out here on the field and apply it
to game-type situations that we put them
through,” he says. “We’ve got a lot of guys
that have really, really bought in to the
style of football we’re going to play here.”
Williamson has 2017 to prove he fits
into that mold.
“I want to show them that I can be a
player that is deserving of the big money,”
he says. “I’ve just got to go out there and
put it in the back of my head and not worry
about it and just go out there and do what
I’ve been taught to do.
“I just try not to think about it at all,”
Williamson says. “It’s hard, but I try go
out there and have fun, because when you
start focusing on that, that’s when it gets
too stressful.”
Terry McCormick covers the Titans for
TitanInsider.com
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Novel Evokes Memories of Davis-Kidd,
Updated With New Revenue Elements
JODY CALLAHAN
Special to The Memphis News

If you turn your head and
squint your eyes just right, you
can almost believe that DavisKidd Booksellers is back.
That beloved Memphis institution closed in 2011 after
more than 25 years in operation.
The store was soon renamed
the Booksellers at Laurelwood,
but while it had the same location and the same employees,
it wasn’t quite the same as its
predecessor. Then, after barely
six years in business, that store
also closed down in February,
leaving a gaping hole in the city
for readers who still liked to visit
bookstores.
Now, a group of Memphians
has, in many ways, resurrected
what was once the city’s biggest
independent bookstore. Housed
in the same location where its
predecessors stood for many
years, the new Novel bookstore is
set to open Friday, Aug. 18.
And if it reminds you of what
Davis-Kidd used to be – a warm,
friendly atmosphere where you
could browse thousands of books,
sip coffee or hear an author speak
– well, that’s by design.
“Davis-Kidd was a very successful model,” said Matt Crow,

one of 27 investors who pooled
equal shares to finance Novel.
“It did very well. It had the right
inventory for this market and
people responded very well.”
Added Christy Yarbro, another investor and, with Crow
and restaurateur John Vergos,
one of the store’s managing
partners: “Davis-Kidd was very
people-oriented.”
Store owners held a media
event this week to show off their
space at 387 Perkins Extended in
the Laurelwood shopping center.
The store will be open from 9 a.m.
to 8 p.m. Monday through Saturday and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday.
Longtime customers will see
many familiar faces, as most of
the 20 or so employees from the
previous bookstores will be working at Novel, the partners said.
“I’m so excited about it. It’s all
the people that worked out there.
I think it’s so great that they kept
the staff, and it’s locally owned. I
think it’s fantastic and it’s going
to be better than it ever was,”
said Cheryl Mesler, who co-owns
Midtown’s Burke’s Book Store
and was a vocal advocate for
keeping the city’s largest independent bookstore in operation.
“Bookstores are complementary.
Honestly, the more independent
bookstores the better. I’m so
happy that Memphis said, ‘We’re

going to step up and support this.’
I’m so thrilled that Memphis said,
‘This needs to be there.’”
While it will certainly evoke
memories of Davis-Kidd, the
space is different these days.
First of all, it’s been reduced to
about 18,000 square feet, down
from 25,000 square feet for the
Booksellers. Gone are the CDs,
movies and used books as well
as the customer loyalty program
both previous iterations offered.
What has been added, the
managing partners said, are more
books, totaling at least 50,000
volumes.
“Having a good, current inventory is vital,” Crow said.
The bookstore’s café – called
“Libro,” Latin for “book” – will
also return, although it’s not expected to be open until September. It will be operated by Sabine
Bachmann, who also runs Ecco
in Midtown.
The bookstore will also feature locally crafted pieces such as
clothing and the like, something
that the owners thought was
important.
“We’re going to have a large
focus on local merchants,” Yarbro
said. “We want to focus on doing
business with local merchants.”
One of the biggest changes,
though, involves an event space.
Previously, when authors spoke

(Left to right) Matt Crow, Christy Yarbro and John Vergos were
among 27 investors who pooled equal shares to finance Novel. The
independent bookstore opens Friday, Aug. 18.
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
at Davis-Kidd or the Booksellers,
they had a space that could perhaps seat 50. Anyone arriving late
would just have to fill in available
gaps around the shelves.
The new store, however, will
feature a dedicated 1,500-squarefoot space not only for author
talks but also for private events
such as meetings, reunions or
even wedding rehearsals.
The new space should be
able to comfortably seat 125-150
people for an author’s talk, easily
twice what the old space could
offer. It will also provide another

revenue stream for a business
that has been rocked for years
by the internet and digital publishing.
Add all that together, and
the managing partners are very
optimistic for the future.
“I think it’s going to do very
well. I think the staff understands
the customers very well,” Crow
said. “We’ve got the ownership
group organized very well to support them.”
Perhaps Vergos, though, put
it best: “We hope that we’re here
for 20, 30 years.”

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Orion Federal Credit Union Looks to Impact Momentum
In Edge District by Moving Its Headquarters There
ANDY MEEK
ameek@memphisdailynews.com

Orion Federal Credit Union
is in talks to move its corporate
headquarters to the former
Wonder Bread bakery building.
That’s according to Orion
CEO Daniel Weickenand, who
said Thursday, Aug. 17, the
credit union saw an opportunity to relocate its headquarters from 7845 U.S. 64 in the
Wolfchase area “to transition a
visibly neglected neighborhood

in Memphis.”
“Development in the Edge
District is a crucial link to the
positive changes taking place
Downtown and in the Medical
District,” Weickenand said.
“Orion’s presence in this neighborhood will make an impact in
our city.”
Orion’s renovation of its
portion of the Wonder Bread
building – which was built in
1921 and has been vacant for
several years – is expected to be
finished in 2019. The $73 million

mixed-use project, which is slated to include 286 apartments,
a 481-unit parking garage and
150,000 square feet of office and
retail space, received approvals from two of the Downtown
Memphis Commission’s affiliate boards and is now pending
the approval of the Memphis
City Council, Shelby County
Commission, and both mayors.
Orion sold its current headquarters to New York-based
Pergament Properties, doing
business as 7845 Highway 64

LLC, on June 30 for $3.4 million.
Local real estate brokerage
firm Malmo Memphis Real Estate was tapped to handle leasing for the 53,000-square-foot
building, which is located on
3.5 acres at the southeast corner
of U.S. 64 and Kate Bond Road.
The Shelby County Assessor
appraised the property at $4.2
million this year.
The credit union had been
thinking about playing more of
a role in the heart of Memphis
for a while now. The com-

pany opened a Medical District
branch at 821 Poplar Ave. in the
fall, the result of its purchase of
a former gas station property
back in March 2015.
At the time, Weickenand
said the branch would help
rejuvenate an underused street
corner on a main thoroughfare
connecting Downtown with the
rest of Memphis.
Memphis News reporter
Patrick Lantrip contributed to
this article.
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crosstown continued from P21

his specialty of Renaissance art.
“My life is about big buildings. They
were cathedrals at the time, but big buildings,” Richardson said of the Renaissance
link in a building that not only has bank
branches but spaces for founding partners
Church Health Center, Methodist Healthcare, Rhodes College, Christian Brothers
University, St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital and its ALSAC fundraising arm,
and Memphis Teacher Residency.
When Crosstown Arts began talking
publicly about the plan, the arts uses got
much of the attention – so much, that
Richardson and others quickly adjusted and
began talking about the other uses to make
sure that the public knew their vision wasn’t
artists setting up in a big empty space and
hoping for financial benefactors.
The arts is a “spark,” one that Richardson had seen work elsewhere in Europe and
California, “almost all of which were redevelopments that were sparked by the arts in
some way – whether it be through studios
or exhibition space and then a coffee comes
in and then a restaurant and then there’s a
park and then it kind of evolves from there.”
Enter Philipp von Holtzendorff-Fehling,
a former ServiceMaster chief marketing
officer who is founder of Mama Gaia and a
Crosstown true believer and tenant.
“Mama Gaia is a new form of business
where profit is important for revenue to
grow. We have to keep our focus,” he said
of the vegan restaurant that bills its cuisine
as “organic love food.”
“We want to create something that
hasn’t been done before. Crosstown does
it in a similar way. They really have this vision first and foremost to create something
good,” von Holtzendorff-Fehling said.
“They have the heart and then everything
else follows. … Everybody thought they
were going to tear this building down and
they are revitalizing it.”
Eight years later, the complexity has
moved from construction to what happens
in the building, where 3,000 people a day
circulate inside with a principle tenet being
that they will not circulate in isolation from
one another.
“We’re moving from development to
operations and having this mix of uses
together is a very daunting challenge,” Richardson said two weeks before the formal
opening Aug. 19. “There’s no real model.
You‘ve got to learn it on your own. It is an
ecosystem in the sense of different tenants,
different uses aren’t just collocating. They
are interacting in a lot of different ways.”
PAINE’S INFLUENCE
Memphis Mayor Rowlett Paine broke
ground on the Sears-Roebuck project Feb.
22, 1927, with a goal of opening Sept. 1. At
that point, there still wasn’t a proper road in
place in front of the signature tower facing
North Watkins Street.
Paine was what historian Paul R. Coppock, in his book “Memphis Sketches,”
would later call a “mugwump” – defined
in politics as “the entry of businessmen
and professional men into politics as a
group long enough to establish some kind
of city-county reform and then a return to
their ordinary occupations.”
Paine was a businessman elected mayor
in 1919 at the head of a pro-business slate
backed by a “Committee of 100” local business leaders. The “committee” formed as
E.H. Crump was forced from the mayor’s office by an ouster suit for refusing to enforce
prohibition. Crump ran for re-election and
won, but resigned immediately because it

would have meant another round of ouster
proceedings.
From Crump’s 1915 resignation to the
1919 election, Memphis had seven mayors
or acting mayors, including three in less
than a day.
Crump was running for Shelby County
Trustee on the 1919 ticket and endorsed
Paine, leading some historians to label
Paine as part and parcel of the Crump organization, while other historians contend
he was independent of Crump.
William D. Miller, in his definitive
Crump biography “Mr. Crump of Memphis,” defines Paine’s tenure as mayor as “a
period in which Crump had no determinative voice in the affairs of city government.”
“One of the most irritating of Paine’s
problems was Crump, who sometimes set
himself against an administration policy
with rigid inflexibility,” Miller added. “But
through it all, Paine provided Memphis
with honest progressive government.”
Paine began by hiring Harland Bartholomew to come up with something the
city had been lacking to date – any kind of
plan or enforceable guide for development
– and with it, a planning commission.
Memphis was booming on numerous fronts and a series of skyscrapers and
high-rises were beginning to form the city’s
modern skyline during Paine’s tenure.
Those included the 22-story Columbian
Mutual Tower – the city’s tallest building for
five years until it was topped by the Sterick
Building in 1930. There was also the Shrine
Building, the Cotton Exchange Building, the
Dermon Building and the Claridge.
Russwood Park was built and Southwestern Presbytery University moved to
Memphis from Clarksville, Tennessee.
Chickasaw Gardens, which had been part
of Clarence Saunders’ Cla-Le-Clare estate,
including a pink marble mansion, was
subdivided with 462 lots. And the Pink
Palace that Saunders never actually made
his home before financial problems hit was
donated to the city as a museum.
The original Orpheum Theater, also
known as the Grand Opera House, burned
to the ground during Paine’s tenure and
was built new from the ground up while
he was mayor.

ROWLETT PAINE

(Memphis and Shelby County Room, Memphis Public Library & Information Center)

Crump’s forces had waited until the
day before the 1923 election to come to
Paine’s aid in his re-election bid, according to Miller.
Paine and the Crump machine faced a
challenge from the Ku Klux Klan, which ran
a ticket for city offices. Lois Bejach, a judge
allied with the machine, told a historian in
an archival interview 30 years later that he
witnessed Crump operatives during the
vote count ballots marked for the Klan mayoral candidate, Joe Wood, in favor of Paine.
Seven years into his time as mayor,

Crosstown Arts founders Chris Miner, left, and Todd Richardson, right, with board
chairman Doug Carpenter, standing, in 2012 before renovations. (Memphis News File/Lance Murphey)
Richardson puts it, “Amazon before Amazon.” Goods of all shapes and sizes, to the
tune of 45,000 orders a day, were taken from
those floors by conveyor belt to a set of 280
hoppers on the second floor and then put
on chutes to the first floor for shipping.
Four of the old hoppers, which look like
HVAC chillers in size, remain on the second
floor of the concourse as a reminder of the
building’s past, which Richardson said has
proven to be a critical motivation in the
effort to create a new institution.
“At the end of the day, if Memphis is
America’s distribution center, this building
goes a long way to defining that identity
IMPRESSIVE NUMBERS
Crosstown Concourse’s goal is to have a from the early 1920s,” he said. “As we had
ripple effect in bringing back Klondike and these events and talked to people, there was
surrounding areas from decades of neglect. this constant momentum – there was so
The deterioration began as the store first much positivity around it. Equally crucial
scaled down in the 1980s, then was closed was how many different types of people
by Sears, leaving only the distribution would have stories from different sociocenter, which was then also closed in the economic classes, different skin colors. For
us that was a real motivating factor.”
early 1990s.
With the opening, the daunting di“The Church Health Center is not coming to gentrify this neighborhood. That is a mensions of the physical building are now
no-go for us,” Church Health founder Dr. partnered with some equally significant
Scott Morris said as the renovation work numbers on the other side of the ledger.
The building is 95 percent leased, with
was getting underway in 2015. “This is
about the people who live there now – not the new theater to come online next year
driving them out, but giving them more along with Crosstown High School charter
hope and giving them more opportunity. school. Of the 610,000 square feet of ofThat is totally what I am convinced will fice space inside, only 70,000 square feet
remains available. The apartments in the
happen.”
As the building was being transformed building’s tower are 90 percent leased.
By mid-August 1927, Sears had scrapped
from retail giant to “vertical urban village,”
the scale of the undertaking was reflected the Sept. 1 opening date and wanted to go
in what it took to complete a signature earlier – to make the construction period
concept – two atriums stretching from the a record 180 days for a $5 million project.
In its Aug. 15 edition, The Daily News
floor to new skylights at the top of the tower.
The effort bore through 3.5 miles and 42 noted that 200 train-car loads of merchanmillion pounds of concrete, with 22 million dise had already been delivered to Crosspounds of metal taken out. Restoring the town, even though rail lines into and out
vintage windows, which was essential to ob- of the city were still in a state of recovery
taining preservation tax credits in financing from spring into summer flooding that set
the project, was daunting considering that a record high water level for the Mississippi
60 percent of the façade is glass. Although River at Memphis.
On Aug. 26, North Watkins was paved
the seven million bricks in the structure are
and completed north of Poplar Avenue and
a significant second.
“Thank goodness we all had a similar the Crosstown streetcar made its first trip
mindset of one step at a time, one day at a on the just completed road, with Paine as
time, one bite at a time,” Richardson said. the motorman.
The next day, the store
“Any time you think about this
opened,
again with Paine cutting
project, this building holistically, it
See pages
the ribbon and Sears board chairjust is overwhelming. So we would
9 and 11
man Julius Rosenberg among the
have an event, gauge interest and
for
related
speakers in a ceremony broadcast
learn. We would have a conversastories
live on WMC radio.
tion with potential tenants, gauge
Three months after he cut the
interest and learn. We would go
ribbon at Sears Crosstown, Paine
back to the drawing board on
design and the mix of organizations and lost his bid for re-election to Watkins Overton, who was backed by Crump.
people.”
In the city’s prosperity, Crump had once
The third through 10th floors of the
building were warehouse shelving, or as again found his political voice.
the city had set about the task of better
streets for developments in nearby areas
like Klondike to the north of the Crosstown
site. Klondike was one of the first subdivisions in racially segregated Memphis for
African-Americans. And as Sears was being
built, Tom Lee, the river laborer who had
rescued 32 people from the Mississippi
River in 1925, had settled with his wife into
a modest house with a wood-burning stove
nearby on Mansfield Street, provided and
paid for, including annual property taxes,
by the Memphis Engineers Club.
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public notices
Foreclosure Notices
Fayette County
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
August 31, 2017 at 1:00PM local time,
at the south door, Fayette County Courthouse, 16755 Highway 64, Somerville,
Tennessee pursuant to Deed of Trust
executed by Sheila R. Mullins, to Arnold
M. Weiss, Esq., Trustee, as trustee
for Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. on April 19,
2007 at Instrument No. 07003925;
conducted by Shapiro & Ingle, LLP,
having been appointed Substitute or
Successor Trustee, all of record in the
Fayette County Register’s Office. Default
has occurred in the performance of
the covenants, terms, and conditions
of said Deed of Trust and the entire
indebtedness has been declared due
and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
Wells Fargo Bank, NA, its successors
and assigns.
The following real estate located in
Fayette County, Tennessee, will be sold
to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Fayette
County, Tennessee, to wit:
The following described tract of land
situated in the 8th District of Fayette
County, Tennessee. to-wit:
BEGINNING at a cotton picker spindle
set in the centerline of McFadden Road
(50 feet wide) at the northerly prolongation of an easterly line of Parcel II
of lands conveyed to Gordon Fayette
Company, LLC by deed of record in
Book 494, Page 784 of the Register’s
Office of Fayette County, TN: thence
continuing along said centerline North
71 degrees 09 minutes 00 seconds
east a distance of 150.0 feet; thence
continuing along said centerline North
81 degrees 18 minutes 59 seconds
east a distance if 157.50 feet to a
cotton picker spindle set; thence continuing along said centerline North 80
degrees 43 minutes 41 seconds east
a distance of 228.52 feet to a cotton
picker spindle set at the principal place
of beginning of the premises herein
intended to be described; thence
continuing along said center line North
81 degrees 33 minutes 54 seconds
east a distance of 140.00 feet; thence
continuing along said centerline North
86 degrees 05 minutes 10 seconds
cast a distance of 55.0 feet; thence
continuing along said centerline South
83 degrees 53 minutes 47 seconds
east a distance of 55.0 feet to a cotton picker spindle set; thence South
12 degrees 59 minutes 26 seconds
west a distance of 211.29 feet to an
iron rebar with cap set; thence South
00 degrees 00 minutes 00 seconds
west a distance of 859.51 feet to an
iron rebar with cap set; thence South
90 degrees 00 minutes 00 seconds
west a distance of 200.55 feet to an
iron rebar with cap set; thence North
00 degrees 00 minutes 00 seconds
east a distance of 1046.96 feet to the
principal place of beginning, containing
5.00 acres of land, per survey of Earl
T. Beckwith (R.L.S. #2251)
Being the same property conveyed
to the grantor(s) herein by Inst.
#07003924 being simultaneously
recorded herewith.
Street Address: 1690 McFadden
Drive, Oakland, Tennessee 38060
Parcel Number: 100 00605 000
Current Owner(s) of Property: Sheila
R. Mullins
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be
1690 McFadden Drive, Oakland, Tennessee 38060, but such address is
not part of the legal description of the
property sold herein and in the event of
any discrepancy, the legal description
herein shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable
recorded plat; any unpaid taxes; any
restrictive covenants, easements, or
setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of any
governmental agency, state or federal;
any prior liens or encumbrances including those created by a fixture filing or any
applicable homeowners’ association
dues or assessments; all claims or other
matters, whether of record or not, which

may encumber the purchaser’s title and
any matter that an accurate survey of
the premises might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property
to be affected by the foreclosure: any
judgment creditor or lien holder with an
interest subordinate to the said Deed of
Trust or any party claiming by, through, or
under any of the foregoing. Such parties
known to the Substitute Trustee may
include: Oakland Deposit Bank of The
Farmers Bank of Lynchburg TN.
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to
the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Sheila R. Mullins,
and those claiming through him/her/
it/them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead
are waived in accord with the terms of
said Deed of Trust, and the title is believed to be good, but the undersigned
will sell and convey only as Substitute
Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn the
day of the sale to another day, time, and
place certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. If you
purchase a property at the foreclosure
sale, the entire purchase price is due
and payable at the conclusion of the
auction in the form of a certified/bank
check made payable to or endorsed
to Shapiro & Ingle, LLP. No personal
checks will be accepted. To this end,
you must bring sufficient funds to outbid the lender and any other bidders.
Insufficient funds will not be accepted.
Amounts received in excess of the
winning bid will be refunded to the
successful purchaser at the time the
foreclosure deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds
the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid
towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the purchaser tenders the purchase price, the
Substitute Trustee may deem the sale
final in which case the purchaser shall
have no remedy. The real property will be
sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no warranties
or representations of any kind, express
or implied, including without limitation,
warranties regarding condition of the
property or marketability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
10130 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28216
Phone: (704) 333-8107
Fax: (704) 333-8156
www.auction.com
File No. 14-058959
Aug. 4, 11, 18, 2017
Fmn13440
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
August 31, 2017 at 1:00PM local time, at the south door, Fayette
County Courthouse, 16755 Highway
64, Somerville, Tennessee pursuant
to Deed of Trust executed by Mark L
Reavis and Patricia L Reavis, to John W
Byrd, Trustee, as trustee for Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.
as nominee for Bartlett Mortgage, Inc.
on February 15, 2008 at Instrument
No. 08001783; conducted by Shapiro
& Ingle, LLP, having been appointed
Substitute or Successor Trustee, all of
record in the Fayette County Register’s
Office. Default has occurred in the performance of the covenants, terms, and
conditions of said Deed of Trust and the
entire indebtedness has been declared
due and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., its successors
and assigns.
The following real estate located in
Fayette County, Tennessee, will be sold
to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Fayette
County, Tennessee, to wit:
Lot 12, Phase III, Wilkinson Subdivision, as shown on plat of record in

Plat Book 6, Page 61, in the Register’s
Office of Fayette County, Tennessee,
to which plat reference is hereby made
for a more particular description of
said property.
This being the same property out of
what has been designated in the Tax
Assessor’s Office of Fayette County,
Tennessee as Parcel No. 11.13 on
Tax Map 106.
Street Address: 2795 Clay Pond Dr,
Oakland, Tennessee 38060
Parcel Number: 106 011.13
Current Owner(s) of Property: Mark L.
Reavis and Partricia L. Reavis
The street address of the
above described property is believed
to be 2795 Clay Pond Dr, Oakland,
Tennessee 38060, but such address
is not part of the legal description of
the property sold herein and in the
event of any discrepancy, the legal
description herein shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable
recorded plat; any unpaid taxes; any
restrictive covenants, easements, or
setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of any
governmental agency, state or federal;
any prior liens or encumbrances including those created by a fixture filing or any
applicable homeowners’ association
dues or assessments; all claims or other
matters, whether of record or not, which
may encumber the purchaser’s title and
any matter that an accurate survey of
the premises might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property
to be affected by the foreclosure: any
judgment creditor or lien holder with an
interest subordinate to the said Deed of
Trust or any party claiming by, through, or
under any of the foregoing. Such parties
known to the Substitute Trustee may
include: American Express Centurion
Bank c/o Zwicker & Associates PC.
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to
the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Mark L Reavis and
Patricia L Reavis, and those claiming
through him/her/it/them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead
are waived in accord with the terms of
said Deed of Trust, and the title is believed to be good, but the undersigned
will sell and convey only as Substitute
Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn the
day of the sale to another day, time, and
place certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. If you
purchase a property at the foreclosure
sale, the entire purchase price is due
and payable at the conclusion of the
auction in the form of a certified/bank
check made payable to or endorsed
to Shapiro & Ingle, LLP. No personal
checks will be accepted. To this end,
you must bring sufficient funds to outbid the lender and any other bidders.
Insufficient funds will not be accepted.
Amounts received in excess of the
winning bid will be refunded to the
successful purchaser at the time the
foreclosure deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds
the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid
towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the purchaser tenders the purchase price, the
Substitute Trustee may deem the sale
final in which case the purchaser shall
have no remedy. The real property will be
sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no warranties
or representations of any kind, express
or implied, including without limitation,
warranties regarding condition of the
property or marketability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
10130 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28216
Phone: (704) 333-8107
Fax: (704) 333-8156

www.auction.com
File No. 17-112136
Aug. 4, 11, 18, 2017
Fmn13443
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated October 31, 2013,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded November
6, 2013, Document No. 13006722,
and modified on June 8, 2016, Document No. 16003359 in Office of the
Register of Deeds for Fayette County,
Tennessee, executed by Nicki Michelle
Tracy, conveying certain property therein
described to John W Bryd as Trustee
for Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems, Inc., as nominee for Bartlett
Mortgage Inc, its successors and assigns; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been
appointed Successor Trustee by Wells
Fargo Bank, NA.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by virtue
of the power, duty, and authority vested
in and imposed upon said Successor
Trustee, by Wells Fargo Bank, NA, will,
on August 31, 2017 on or about 1:00
PM, at the Fayette County Courthouse,
Somerville, Tennessee, offer for sale
certain property hereinafter described to
the highest bidder FOR certified funds
paid at the conclusion of the sale, or
credit bid from a bank or other lending
entity pre-approved by the successor
trustee. The sale is free from all exemptions, which are expressly waived in
the Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Fayette County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Lot 55, Phase 11, Oakland’s Reserve
Subdivision, as shown on plat of record in Plat Book 7, Page 163, in the
Register’s Office of Fayette County,
Tennessee, to which plat reference
is hereby made for a more particular
description of said property.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 235 Winding Creek
Dr, Oakland, TN 38060
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded
plat; any unpaid taxes; any restrictive
covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; any prior liens
or encumbrances as well as any priority
created by a fixture filing; and to any
matter that an accurate survey of the
premises might disclose. In addition, the
following parties may claim an interest
in the above- referenced property:
NICKI MICHELLE TRACY
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above. W&A No.
323398
DATED August 2, 2017
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Aug. 4, 11, 18, 2017
Fmn13449
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
September 11, 2017 at 2:00PM local time, at the south door, Fayette
County Courthouse, 16755 Highway
64, Somerville, Tennessee pursuant to
Deed of Trust executed by Anh Duong
Phan and Khoe Le, to James E. Shumaker, Jr., Trustee, as trustee for Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems,
Inc. as nominee for Trustmark National
Bank, a National Banking Association
on August 28, 2013 at Instrument
No. 13005597; conducted by Shapiro
& Ingle, LLP, having been appointed
Substitute or Successor Trustee, all of
record in the Fayette County Register’s
Office. Default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of said Deed of Trust
and the entire indebtedness has been
declared due and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
Trustmark National Bank, its successors and assigns.
The following real estate located

in Fayette County, Tennessee, will be
sold to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Fayette County, Tennessee, to wit:
Lot 185, The Gardens of Hidden
Springs PD-M, Section “B”, as shown
on plat of record in Plat Book 8, Page
192, in the Register’s Office of Fayette
County, Tennessee, to which plat reference is made for a more particular
description of said property.
Street Address: 40 Green Willow Dr,
Oakland, Tennessee 38060
Parcel Number: 100I C 054.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: Anh
Duong Phan and Khoe Le
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be
40 Green Willow Dr, Oakland, Tennessee 38060, but such address is
not part of the legal description of the
property sold herein and in the event of
any discrepancy, the legal description
herein shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements,
or setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of
any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior liens or encumbrances
including those created by a fixture
filing or any applicable homeowners’
association dues or assessments; all
claims or other matters, whether of
record or not, which may encumber the
purchaser’s title and any matter that
an accurate survey of the premises
might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property to be affected by the foreclosure:
any judgment creditor or lien holder
with an interest subordinate to the said
Deed of Trust or any party claiming by,
through, or under any of the foregoing.
Such parties known to the Substitute
Trustee may include: None.
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to
the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Anh Duong Phan and
Khoe Le, and those claiming through
him/her/it/them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead are waived in accord with the
terms of said Deed of Trust, and the
title is believed to be good, but the
undersigned will sell and convey only
as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn
the day of the sale to another day,
time, and place certain without further
publication, upon announcement at the
time and place for the sale set forth
above. If you purchase a property
at the foreclosure sale, the entire
purchase price is due and payable at
the conclusion of the auction in the
form of a certified/bank check made
payable to or endorsed to Shapiro &
Ingle, LLP. No personal checks will be
accepted. To this end, you must bring
sufficient funds to outbid the lender
and any other bidders. Insufficient
funds will not be accepted. Amounts
received in excess of the winning bid
will be refunded to the successful
purchaser at the time the foreclosure
deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds
the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid
towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the
purchaser tenders the purchase price,
the Substitute Trustee may deem the
sale final in which case the purchaser
shall have no remedy. The real property
will be sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no
warranties or representations of any
kind, express or implied, including
without limitation, warranties regarding
condition of the property or marketability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
Continued on Page 34
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File No. 14-062352
Aug. 18, 25, Sept. 1, 2017
Fmn13455

Foreclosure Notices
Madison County
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
August 30, 2017 at 10:00AM local
time, at the north door, Madison County
Courthouse, 100 East Main Street,
Jackson, Tennessee pursuant to Deed
of Trust executed by Patricia R. Obi
and Emanuel Obi, to Holmes, Rich, &
Sigler, Trustee, as trustee for Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. as
nominee for American Brokers Conduit
on February 23, 2007 at Instrument
No. 07003698; conducted by Shapiro
& Ingle, LLP, having been appointed
Substitute or Successor Trustee, all of
record in the Madison County Register’s
Office. Default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of said Deed of Trust
and the entire indebtedness has been
declared due and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
U.S. Bank Trust National Association,
as trustee of Bungalow Series F Trust,
its successors and assigns.
The following real estate located in
Madison County, Tennessee, will be
sold to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Madison County, Tennessee, to wit:
Being Lot No. Four Hundred Twelve
(412), Section IV, Chapel Creek Subdivision, a plat of which appears of
record in Plat Book 6, at Page 226,
in the Register’s Office of Madison
County, Tennessee, Reference to
which plat is made for a more particular description of said lot.
Being the same real estate conveyed
to Emmanuel Obi and wife, Patricia
Renee Obi on 10/16/1996 of record
in Deed Book D567, page 791 in the
Register’s Office of Madison County,
Tennessee.
Street Address: 175 Chapel Creek Dr,
Jackson, Tennessee 38305
Parcel Number: 044E H 038.00
000
Current Owner(s) of Property: Emmanuel Obi and Patricia Obi
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be
175 Chapel Creek Dr, Jackson, Tennessee 38305, but such address is
not part of the legal description of the
property sold herein and in the event of
any discrepancy, the legal description
herein shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements,
or setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of
any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior liens or encumbrances
including those created by a fixture
filing or any applicable homeowners’
association dues or assessments; all
claims or other matters, whether of
record or not, which may encumber the
purchaser’s title and any matter that
an accurate survey of the premises
might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property to be affected by the foreclosure:
any judgment creditor or lien holder
with an interest subordinate to the said
Deed of Trust or any party claiming by,
through, or under any of the foregoing.
Such parties known to the Substitute
Trustee may include: None.
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to
the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Patricia R. Obi and
Emanuel Obi, and those claiming
through him/her/it/them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead are waived in accord with the
terms of said Deed of Trust, and the

title is believed to be good, but the
undersigned will sell and convey only
as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn
the day of the sale to another day,
time, and place certain without further
publication, upon announcement at the
time and place for the sale set forth
above. If you purchase a property
at the foreclosure sale, the entire
purchase price is due and payable at
the conclusion of the auction in the
form of a certified/bank check made
payable to or endorsed to Shapiro &
Ingle, LLP. No personal checks will be
accepted. To this end, you must bring
sufficient funds to outbid the lender
and any other bidders. Insufficient
funds will not be accepted. Amounts
received in excess of the winning bid
will be refunded to the successful
purchaser at the time the foreclosure
deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds
the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid
towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the
purchaser tenders the purchase price,
the Substitute Trustee may deem the
sale final in which case the purchaser
shall have no remedy. The real property
will be sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no
warranties or representations of any
kind, express or implied, including
without limitation, warranties regarding
condition of the property or marketability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
10130 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28216
Phone: (704) 333-8107
Fax: (704) 333-8156
www.shapiro-ingle.com
File No. 10-011221
Aug. 4, 11, 18, 2017
Fmn13442
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated November 20, 2006,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded November
27, 2006, in Book No. T1780, at Page
1805, in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Madison County, Tennessee,
executed by Lakeesha Currie and Kirby
Holloway, conveying certain property
therein described to Trace Robbins
as Trustee for Beneficial Tennessee
Inc.; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been
appointed Successor Trustee by U.S.
Bank Trust, N.A., as Trustee for LSF9
Master Participation Trust.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by U.S. Bank Trust,
N.A., as Trustee for LSF9 Master Participation Trust, will, on August 24,
2017 on or about 11:00 AM, at the
Madison County Courthouse, Jackson, Tennessee, offer for sale certain
property hereinafter described to the
highest bidder FOR certified funds
paid at the conclusion of the sale,
or credit bid from a bank or other
lending entity pre-approved by the successor trustee. The sale is free from all
exemptions, which are expressly waived
in the Deed of Trust, said property
being real estate situated in Madison
County, Tennessee, and being more
particularly described as follows:
Being Lot No. 91 of Hickory Hills
Subdivision, Section VII, A Plat of
which appears of record in Plat Book
4, Page 203, in that Register’s Office
of Madison County, Tennessee.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 30 Millsap Drive,
Jackson, TN 38305
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive cov-

enants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
LAKEESHA CURRIE KIRBY HOLLOWAY
PHH MORTGAGE CORPORATION
CAVALRY SPY I, LLC
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above.
W&A No. 312882
DATED August 1, 2017
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Aug. 4, 11, 18, 2017
Fmn13447
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on August
31, 2017 at 10:00 a.m., local time,
at the North Entrance of the Madison
County Courthouse, 100 East Main
Street, Jackson, Tennessee 38301,
pursuant to Deed of Trust executed by
Danny W. Cole, to Robert M. Wilson, Jr.,
as Trustee for Countrywide Bank, FSB,
dated May 15, 2008, of record in Book
T1833, Page 1069, in the Register’s
Office for Madison County, Tennessee
(“Deed of Trust”), conducted by Padgett
Law Group, having been appointed
Substitute Trustee, all of record in
the Madison County Register’s Office.
Default in the performance of the covenants, terms, and conditions of said
Deed of Trust has been made; and the
entire indebtedness has been declared
due and payable.
Party entitled to enforce the debt:
Ditech Financial LLC
Other interested parties: CACH, LLC;
Chejuan Brown
The hereinafter described real property
located in Madison County will be sold
to the highest call bidder subject to all
unpaid taxes, prior liens and encumbrances of record:.
Legal Description: The following described lot and parcel of real estate
situated, lying and being in the Fifth
Ward of Madison County, Tennessee
and more particularly bounded and
described as follows, to wit: BEGINNING at a point in the South margin
of McDaniel Drive, said point being the
Northwest corner of Lot No. 1, of the
Crestmont Development Subdivision, a
plat of which appears of record in Plat
Book 3, Page 171, in the Register`s
Office of Madison County, Tennessee;
runs thence with the West line of Lot
No. 1 South a distance of 141.5 feet to
a point in the North margin of Tinker’s
Dam, Inc. property said point also being the Southwest corner of Lot No. 1;
runs thence with the North margin of
Tinker`s Dam, Inc. property South 89
degrees 50 minutes West a distance
of 90 feet to a point, said point being
the Southeast corner of Lot No. 5 of
said Crestmont Development Subdivision; runs thence with the East line of
Lot No. 5 North a distance of 141.75
feet to a point in the South margin of
McDaniel Drive, said point also being
the Northeast corner of Lot No. 5;
runs thence with the South margin
of McDaniel Drive East a distance of
90 feet to the point of beginning, the
same being Lot No. 3 of the Crestmont
Development Subdivision, platted as
aforesaid.
Street Address: The street address
of the property is believed to be 14
McDaniel Drive, Jackson, TN 38305
but such address is not part of the
legal description of the property. In
the event of any discrepancy, the legal
description herein shall control.
Map/Parcel Number: 055M D 02600
000
Current owner(s) of Property: Chejuan
Brown
This sale is subject to all matters shown
on any applicable recorded Plat or Plan;
any unpaid taxes and assessments;
any restrictive covenants, easements
or setback lines that may be applicable;
rights of redemption, equity, statutory

or otherwise, not otherwise waived
in the Deed of Trust, including rights
of redemption of any governmental
agency, state or federal; and any and
all prior deeds of trust, liens, dues,
assessments, encumbrances, defects,
adverse claims and other matters that
may take priority over the Deed of Trust
upon which this foreclosure sale is
conducted or are not extinguished by
this Foreclosure Sale.
THE PROPERTY IS SOLD WITHOUT ANY
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES,
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, RELATING
TO TITLE, MARKETABILITY OF TITLE,
POSSESSION, QUIET ENJOYMENT OR
THE LIKE AND FITNESS FOR A GENERAL
OR PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE.
The title is believed to be good, but
the undersigned will sell and convey
only as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn the
sale to another time certain or to
another day, time, and place certain,
without further publication upon announcement on the day, time, and
place of sale set forth above or any
subsequent adjourned day, time, and
place of sale.
If you purchase a property at the foreclosure sale, the entire purchase price
is due and payable at the conclusion
of the auction in the form of a certified
check made payable to or endorsed
to Padgett Law Group. No personal
checks will be accepted. To this end,
you must bring sufficient funds to outbid the lender and any other bidders.
Insufficient funds will not be accepted.
Amounts received, in excess of the
winning bid will be refunded to the
successful purchaser at the time the
foreclosure deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender or
trustee. This sale may be rescinded by
the Substitute Trustee at any time.
THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT
A DEBT, AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT
PURPOSE.
Padgett Law Group,
Substitute Trustee
6267 Old Water Oak Road
Suite 203
Tallahassee, Florida 32312
PH: (850) 422-2520
FX: (850) 422-2567
PLG#17-004714
Aug. 4, 11, 18, 2017
Fmn13450
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Default having been made in the
payment of the debts and obligations
secured to be paid by a certain Deed
of Trust executed September 30, 1988
by Ronald A. Knox to R. Conner McAllister, as Trustee, as same appears of
record in the office of the Register of
Madison County, Tennessee, in Book
777, Page 583, and the undersigned
having been appointed Substitute
Trustee by instrument recorded in the
said Register’s Office, and the owner of
the debt secured, MidFirst Bank, having
requested the undersigned to advertise
and sell the property described in and
conveyed by said Deed of Trust, all of
said indebtedness having matured by
default in the payment of a part thereof,
at the option of the owner, this is to
give notice that the undersigned will, on
Thursday, October 12, 2017 commencing at 10:00 AM, at the North Entrance
of the Madison County Courthouse, 100
East Main Street, Jackson, TN 38301,
Madison County, Tennessee proceed
to sell at public outcry to the highest
and best bidder for cash, the following
described property, to-wit:
Situated in County of Madison, State
of Tennessee.
BEGINNING: at an iron pin in the West
margin of Ridgemont Drive, said pin
being located 30 feet from the centerline of said Drive at the Southeast
corner of Lot No. 176, Section IV of
Woodland Hills Subdivision, a plat of
which appears of record in Plat Book
2, page 93, in the Register’s Office
of Madison County, Tennessee; runs
thence North 86 degrees 15 minutes
West with the south margin of Lot No.
176 a distance of 175 feet to an iron
at the Southwest corner of said Lot No.
176; runs thence South 03 degrees 45
minutes West a distance of 100 feet
to an iron pin at the Northwest corner
of Lot NO. 178; runs thence South 86

degrees 15 minutes East with the north
line of Lot No. 178 a distance of 175
feet to an iron pin in the west margin
of Ridgemont Drive; runs thence North
03 degrees 45 minutes East with the
West margin of Ridgemont Drive a
distance of 100 feet to the point of
beginning. Being Lot No. 177, Section IV, Woodland Hills Subdivision,
platted as aforesaid and as surveyed
by THOMAS L. DEAN ASSOCIATES on
September 28, 1988.
Tax Parcel ID: 56N-A-2.00
Property Address: 265 Ridgemont
Drive, Jackson, TN.
Other Interested Parties: Carolyn
Knox, 265 Ridgemont Drive, Jackson,
Tn 38305
All right and equity of redemption,
homestead and dower waived in said
Deed of Trust, and the title is believed
to be good, but the undersigned will
sell and convey only as Substitute
Trustee.
ARNOLD M. WEISS, Substitute
Trustee
Weiss & Cummins, PLLC
208 Adams Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38l03
90l-526-8296
File # 1882-128887-FC
Aug. 11, 18, 25, 2017 Fmn13454
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed
of Trust Note dated April 2, 2008,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded April 3,
2008, in Book No. T1829, at Page
113, in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Madison County, Tennessee,
executed by David R Neal, conveying
certain property therein described to R.
Bradley Sigler as Trustee for Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.,
as nominee for American Financial
Resources, Inc., its successors and
assigns; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been
appointed Successor Trustee by Wells
Fargo Bank, NA.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority
vested in and imposed upon said Successor Trustee, by Wells Fargo Bank,
NA, will, on October 26, 2017 on or
about 10:00 AM, at the Madison
County Courthouse, Jackson, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the
Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Madison County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at a stake in the south
margin of Holland Lane at the northeast corner of Lot No. 5 in Section I
of Sandwood Estates, a plat of which
appears of record in Plat Book 3,
Page 190, in the Register’s Office
of Madison County, Tennessee, runs
thence south with the east line of
said Lot No. 5 a distance of 200
feet to a stake in the north line of
property now or formerly belonging
to White; thence east a distance
of 100 feet to a concrete corner
marker; thence north 200 feet to the
south margin of Holland Lane; thence
west a distance of 100 feet to the
point of beginning. Being Lot No. 6
of Section I of Sandwood Estates,
platted as aforesaid. The southern
and eastern 5 1/2 feet of said lot
are subject to a telephone easement
as shown on the recorded plat.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 200 Holland Lane,
Jackson, TN 38305-9546
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
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public notices
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
DAVID R NEAL
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above.
W&A No. 323610
DATED August 15, 2017
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Aug. 18, 25, Sept. 1, 2017
Fmn13456
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated December 7, 2012,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded December 14, 2012, in Book No. T1942,
at Page 82, and modified on June 4,
2016, In Book No. T2027, At Page
210 in Office of the Register of Deeds
for Madison County, Tennessee, executed by Mark A Barnes, conveying
certain property therein described to
Brad Sigler as Trustee for Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.,
as nominee for Primelending, a Plainscapital Company, its successors and
assigns; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been
appointed Successor Trustee by Wells
Fargo Bank, NA.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority
vested in and imposed upon said Successor Trustee, by Wells Fargo Bank,
NA, will, on October 26, 2017 on or
about 10:00 AM, at the Madison
County Courthouse, Jackson, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the
Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Madison County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
BEGINNING on a point in the west
margin of Brindlewick Drive and being 25 feet from the center of said
drive and also being the northeast
corner of Lot 316 of River Chase
Subdivision, Section III, thence with
the north line of Lot 316 North 81
degrees 02’ West a distance of 95.8
feet to a point being the northwest
corner of Lot 316, thence North 5
degrees 36’ West a distance of
154.1 feet to a point being the
southwest corner of Lot 314,
thence with the south line of Lot
314 South 63 degrees 02’ East a
distance of 145.1 feet to a point
in the west margin of Brindlewick
Drive and being the southeast corner
of Lot 314, thence with the margin
of said drive and with the arc of a
curve to the left having a radius of
225 feet a distance of 73.8 feet
to a point, thence South 4 degrees
17’ West a distance of 31.2 feet to
the point of beginning. This being
the exact same Lot 315 of Chase
Subdivision, Section 111 as shown
on a plat in Plat Book 6, page 128
in the Register’s Office of Madison
County, Tennessee.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 21 Brindlewick
Drive, Jackson, TN 38305-5926
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:

MARK A BARNES
SECRETARYOF HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT
COLORADO CAPITAL AS ASSIGNEE OF
PROVIDIAN NATIONAL BANK
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above.
W&A No. 323651
DATED August 15, 2017
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Aug. 18, 25, Sept. 1, 2017
Fmn13457

Foreclosure Notices
Tipton County
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of Trust
Note dated December 29, 2006, and
the Deed of Trust of even date securing
the same, recorded January 8, 2007,
in Book No. 1318, at Page 794, in
Office of the Register of Deeds for
Tipton County, Tennessee, executed by
Valerie Stout and Paul Stout, conveying certain property therein described
to Robert M. Wilson, Jr. as Trustee
for Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems, Inc., as nominee for America’s
Wholesale Lender, its successors
and assigns; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee by
Wilmington Savings Fund Society, FSB,
d/b/a Christiana Trust, not individually but as trustee for Carlsbad Funding
Mortgage Trust.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by Wilmington
Savings Fund Society, FSB, d/b/a
Christiana Trust, not individually but as
trustee for Carlsbad Funding Mortgage
Trust, will, on August 30, 2017 on
or about 10:00 AM, at the Tipton
County Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity preapproved by the successor trustee. The
sale is free from all exemptions, which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Lot 7, STOUT SUBDIVISION, as
shown by plat of record in Plat Cabinet H. Slide 216, Register’s Office for
Tipton County, Tennessee, to which
plat reference is hereby made for a
more complete legal description.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 118 Stout Cove,
Covington, TN 38019
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
VALERIE STOUT
PAUL STOUT
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above.
W&A No. 315677
DATED July 28, 2017
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee

Aug. 4, 11, 18, 2017

Fmn13441

NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated June 25, 2008,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded July 14,
2008, in Book No. 1403, at Page 314,
in Office of the Register of Deeds for
Tipton County, Tennessee, executed by
Thelma L Hamilton and Russell Hamilton, conveying certain property therein
described to Lincoln Hodges as Trustee
for Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems, Inc., as nominee for First
Tennessee Home Loans, a Division of
First Tennessee Bank N.A., its successor and assigns; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee
by JPMorgan Chase Bank, National
Association.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by JPMorgan
Chase Bank, National Association,
will, on September 28, 2017 on
or about 10:00 AM, at the Tipton
County Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the Deed
of Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Description of Lot 13 and 14 of Twin
Lake Subdivision, Section B, as recorded at Plat Cabinet A Slide 195
and 196, said property situated in
Tipton County, Tennessee and being
located on the East side of Lake
Shore Drive and the South side of
Twin Lake Circle. Beginning at a
found iron post (broken off) being
on the East Right of Way of Lake
Shore Drive (60 foot total Right of
Way) being the Westernmost Southwest corner of Lot 13 of Twin Lake
Subdivision, Section B, as recorded
at Plat Cabinet A Slide 195 and 196,
also being the Northwest corner of
Lot 12 of said subdivision; thence in
a Northeastwardly direction, along
the East Right of Way line of Lake
Shore Drive and the West line of Lot
13, along a curve to the left having
a radius of 199.42, a delta of 48
degrees 54 minutes 21 seconds,
an arc length of 170.22 feet, a
tangent distance of 90.68 feet, a
chord bearing North 25 degrees 40
minutes 53 seconds East, a chord
distance of 165.10 feet to a point
of reverse curvature; thence In a
Northeastwardly direction, along an
entrance curve for Twin Lake Circle,
along a curve to the right having a
radius of 50.00 feet, a delta of 79
degrees 50 minutes 10 seconds, an
arc length of 69.67 feet, a tangent
distance of 41.83 feet, a chord
bearing of North 41 degrees 08
minutes 47 seconds East, a chord
distance of 64.17 feet to a point of
tangency; thence in Northeastwardly
direction, along the South Right of
Way line of Twin Lake Circle (having 60 foot total Right of Way), also
being the North line of Lot 13 and
Lot 14 of said subdivision, North 81
degrees 03 minutes 52 seconds East,
a called distance of 260.28 feet, but
a measured distance of 260.47 feet
to a found iron post on said Right of
Way line being the Northeast corner
of Lot 14 and Northwest corner of
Lot 15 of said subdivision; thence in
a Southeastwardly direction, along
the East line of Lot 14 and the West
line of Lot 15, South 08 degrees
55 minutes 00 seconds East, a
called distance of 533.01 feet,
but a measured distance of 532.08
feet to the Southeast corner of Lot
14 and the Southwest corner of Lot
15, also being the North line of Twin
Lake Subdivision, Section A; thence

in a Southwestwardly direction,
along the South line of Lot 14, South
82 degrees 15 minutes 48 seconds
West, passing a found iron post at
17.04 feet, but in all a distance of
130.05 feet to a found iron post being
the Southwest corner of Lot 14 and
the Southeast corner of Lot 13, also
being an angle point in the North line
of Twin Lake Subdivision, Section A;
thence In a Northwestwardly direction, along the South line of Lot 13,
also being the North line of Twin
Lake Subdivision, Section A, North
69 degrees 35 minutes 59 seconds
West, a distance of 200.00 feet to
a found Iron post being the Southwesternmost Southwest corner of
Lot 13 and the Southeast corner of
Lot 12; thence in a Northwestwardly
direction, along a West line of Lot
13 and a East line of Lot 12, North
08 degrees 56 minutes 09 seconds
West, a distance of 198.73 feet to
an interior corner of Lot 13, also
being the Northeast corner of Lot
12; thence in a Northwestwardly
direction, along a South line of Lot
13 and a North line of Lot 12, North
69 degrees 35 minutes 57 seconds
West, a distance of 113.48 feet to
the Point of Beginning and containing 3.68 acres, more or less.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 108 Lake Shore
Drive, Munford, TN 38058
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
THELMA L HAMILTON
RUSSELL HAMILTON
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above.
W&A No. 214832
DATED July 31, 2017
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Aug. 4, 11, 18, 2017
Fmn13444
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated December 8, 2006,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded February
7, 2007, in Book No. 1323, at Page
706, in Office of the Register of
Deeds for Tipton County, Tennessee,
executed by Danny E Foster and Mattie
Sue Foster, conveying certain property
therein described to Brandon G. Polito
as Trustee for Wells Fargo Financial Tennessee 1, LLC; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee by
Wells Fargo USA Holdings, Inc..
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by Wells Fargo USA
Holdings, Inc., will, on September 6,
2017 on or about 10:00 AM, at the
Tipton County Courthouse, Covington,
Tennessee, offer for sale certain
property hereinafter described to the
highest bidder FOR certified funds paid
at the conclusion of the sale, or credit
bid from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the
Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Tipton County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at an iron pin the northeast corner of parcel described,
said pin being the northwest corner
of Ralph Robbins, said beginning

corner being in the east line of the
right-of-way of U.S. Highway #51
north bound lane, which is 30 feet
from the center of said highway:
thence with west line of Ralph
Robbins south 44 deg. east 745 to
an iron stake the southeast corner of
parcel described said line passing
through the barn near the center,
with an iron stake against the barn
said corner stake being a reentrant
corner of Ralph Robbins, the same
being 6 feet from the property line
of the I.C.R.R. Co., thence 6 feet
from and parallel with said railroad
property line, south 50 deg. west
150 feet to a steel fence post, the
southeast corner of the Morris D.
Moore lot former a part of the Billy
C. West 5.82 acre tract of which
this survey is a part; thence with
the east line of the Moore lot, north
44 deg. west 724.3 to an Iron stoke
Morris Moore’s northeast corner,
said line passing an iron stake at
approximately 523 feet, said corner being the northwest corner of
parcel described and 30 feet from
the center of the north bound lane
of U.S. Highway North 51; thence
with the right-of-way of said highway
North 42-1/4 east 150 feet to the
beginning.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 15244 Highway
51 South, Atoka, TN 38004
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
DANNY E FOSTER
MATTIE SUE FOSTER
LEE OTIS FOSTER
ESTATE OF LEE OTIS FOSTER
HEIRS OF LEE OTIS FOSTER
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above.
W&A No. 323505
DATED August 4, 2017
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Aug. 11, 18, 25, 2017 Fmn13451
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated April 9, 2002, and
the Deed of Trust of even date securing
the same, recorded May 10, 2002, in
Book No. 1001, at Page 835, in Office
of the Register of Deeds for Tipton
County, Tennessee, executed by John
S. Glass and Melissa Glass, conveying
certain property therein described to
Title Enterprises as Trustee for First
Franklin Financial Corporation; and
the undersigned, Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having been appointed
Successor Trustee by U.S. Bank
N.A., in its capacity as Trustee for
the holders of Morgan Stanley Dean
Witter Capital I Inc. Trust 2002-HE1
Mortgage Pass-Through Certificates,
Series 2002-HE1.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by U.S. Bank N.A.,
in its capacity as Trustee for the holders
of Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Capital
I Inc. Trust 2002-HE1 Mortgage PassThrough Certificates, Series 2002-HE1,
will, on September 6, 2017 on or
about 10:00 AM, at the Tipton County
Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property hereinafter
described to the highest bidder FOR
certified funds paid at the conclusion
of the sale, or credit bid from a bank
Continued on Page 36
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or other lending entity pre-approved
by the successor trustee. The sale is
free from all exemptions, which are
expressly waived in the Deed of Trust,
said property being real estate situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Beginning at the northwest corner of
the lot conveyed by Edward F. Glass
and wife, Kathryn M. Glass, to Harvey
Ray Overbey, Sr., and wife, Brenda
Glass Overbey, by deed of record in
Record Book 624, page 173, in the
Register’s Office of Tipton County,
Tennessee; thence westwardly 431
feet with the north line of a lot
conveyed by Edward F. Glass and
wife, Kathryn M. Glass, to Harvey
Ray Overbey, Sr., and wife, Brenda
Glass Overbey, by deed of record
in the Register’s Office of Tipton
County, Tennessee, in Record
Book 620, Page 173, to an east
line in of Helen T. Maples; thence
northwesterly with the east line of
Helen T. Maples 300’ to a point;
thence in a straight line eastwardly
560 feet to a point; thence south
35 degrees 39 minutes west 138
feet to the point of beginning. This
conveyance is made subject to a 14foot easement for ingress and egress

beginning at the northwest corner
of the lot conveyed by Edward F.
Glass and wife, Kathryn M. Glass to
Harvey Ray Overbey, Sr., and wife,
Brenda Glass Overbey, by deed of
record in Record Book 624, 624,
Page 173, in the Register’s Office
of Tipton County, Tennessee; thence
eastwardly 316.70 feet along the
north line of said lot to Wilkinsville
Road; thence northwardly with west
right-of way line of said road 14 feet
to a point; thence westwardly in a
straight line and parallel with said
north line of said lot to a point in the
east line of the lot being conveyed by
Glass to Glass in this deed; thence
with said east line of said lot south
35 degrees 39 minutes west 14 feet
to the point of beginning.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 523 Wilkinsville
Road, Atoka, TN 38004
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:

JOHN S. GLASS
MELISSA GLASS
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above.
W&A No. 59560
DATED August 8, 2017
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Aug. 11, 18, 25, 2017 Fmn13452
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated November 7, 2012,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded February
21, 2013, in Book No. 1580, at Page
375, and modified on May 25, 2016,
In Book No. 1687, At Page 142 in
Office of the Register of Deeds for
Tipton County, Tennessee, executed
by William L. Smith, conveying certain
property therein described to Larry
A. Weissman, Atty. as Trustee for
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., as nominee for Reliance
First Capital LLC, its successors and
assigns; and the undersigned, Wilson
& Associates, P.L.L.C., having been

appointed Successor Trustee by Wells
Fargo Bank, N.A..
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority
vested in and imposed upon said Successor Trustee, by Wells Fargo Bank,
N.A., will, on October 12, 2017 on or
about 10:00 AM, at the Tipton County
Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property hereinafter
described to the highest bidder FOR
certified funds paid at the conclusion
of the sale, or credit bid from a bank
or other lending entity pre-approved
by the successor trustee. The sale
is free from all exemptions, which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
LOT 49, WOODLAWN SUBDIVISION,
SECTION D, AS SHOWN ON PLAT
OF RECORD IN PLAT CABINET C,
SLIDE 74, OF THE REGISTER’S OFFICE OF TIPTON COUNTY, TENNESSEE, TO WHICH PLAT REFERENCE
IS HEREBY MADE FOR A MORE
PARTICULAR DESCRIPTION OF SAID
PROPERTY.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 730 Melanie Lane,
Munford, TN 38058-4273
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thing we could customize, make our own and
add a creative flavor to.”
MMI should move in by early next year.
Self+Tucker is also heavily involved with the
Universal Life Insurance building at the corner
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue & Danny
Thomas Boulevard. The firm’s partners, Jimmie Tucker and Juan Self, bought the building
more than a decade ago with plans to redevelop
it before the Great Recession of 2009 put a halt
to their plans.
“Thanks to a challenge grant we secured
three years ago from the federal government,
we’ve finally been able to move forward with
the project,” Self said.
Now, the firm plans to occupy roughly 5,000
square feet of the 33,000-square-foot, threestory building, and the remaining space will be
leased out to other office tenants. The city of
Memphis is a major partner with Self+Tucker on
the project and will be leasing out a significant
portion of the extra space.
“We’ve been successful in attracting several
other tenants, so the building should be close to
85 percent to 90 percent occupied when it opens
in March of next year,” Self said.
Montgomery Martin Contractors and Bricks
Inc. are leading the renovation work on the $4.5
million project, which will include new electrical, heating, plumbing, air conditioning systems,
and roofing, along with replacement of exterior
windows and restoration of the facade.
Construction is underway on a new restaurant and bar concept (still to be named) going
in at Carolina Avenue just west of Third Street.
The DMC provided an exterior improvement
grant for the location, which sits near to Wayne’s
Candy. Brad Barnett is the property owner, and
he is working with developer Matt Hopper.
Nashville-based developer Elmington
Capital Group, doing business as ECG Patterson
Development LLC, has built several affordable
housing developments in Memphis, including
Crescent Bluffs I and II, Second Street Flats and
the 155-unit Uptown Flats. The company is currently working on the 175-unit Patterson Flats
in South City, and they are planning a project
called Forum Flats just south of FedExForum.

This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
WILLIAM L. SMITH
CITIBANK VELOCITY INVESTMENTS
LLC
MBNA AMERICA BANK, N.A.
SUNTRUST BANK
GRANITESTATE INSURANCE
UNIFUND CCR ASSIGNEE OF CITIBANK
SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above.
W&A No. 304147
DATED August 9, 2017
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
Aug. 11, 18, 25, 2017 Fmn13453

“We’re really excited about those projects.
They promise to bring high-quality affordable
housing to the neighborhood,” Roler said.
The former Foote Homes site is being
cleared, with demolition work still underway on
the western end of the large property. Buildout
is expected by 2021 for 712 units of housing,
480 of which will be placement units for public
housing.
A grocery store could also be on the way to
the area, but there are no concrete plans yet.
“We’re always looking for ways to attract a
grocery store to Downtown,” Roler said. “It’s a
high priority.”
In addition to tax incentives, development
loans and grants, the DMC recently pledged
$50,000 per year for five years to create a special
grant tailor-made for the unique challenges and
opportunities in the South City neighborhood.
The focus of the program will be to work with
commercial property owners to make exterior
improvements and repairs to their buildings and
sites in the neighborhood.
Once it is fully developed, the new grant will
be unveiled later this fall.
“We want to spur investment in the neighborhood, enhance the pedestrian experience by
making the fronts of buildings and the perimeters of sites look nicer, strengthen the character
of important places and businesses within South
City, and help new businesses succeed by enhancing their curb appeal in a way they might
not be able to do without a grant,” Roler said.
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Church Health will hold its 11th annual Rock for Love summer music
event Friday and Saturday, Aug. 18-19, in collaboration with the grand
opening of Crosstown Concourse. All events are free with a $10 suggested donation that benefits Church Health. Visit churchhealth.org/
events for full details and lineups.

Buckman Arts Center at St. Mary’s
School will present “Magic Carpet: On
Your Toes with the Sugar Plum Fairy and
Roudnev Ballet,” part of the Magic Carpet
series for children ages 2-8, Saturday, Aug.
19, at 10 a.m. at 60 Perkins Road Extended. Tickets are $5 for children and free for
adults. Visit buckmanartscenter.com.
The Crosstown Concourse Grand
Opening Celebration will take place
Saturday, Aug. 19, from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. at
1350 Concourse Ave. Events include live
music, dance performances, art exhibitions, a Concourse documentary screening, tenant open houses, and more. Visit
crosstownconcourse.com/events for a full
schedule.
The National Civil Rights Museum’s 2017
Drop the Mic Poetry Slam will take place
Saturday, Aug. 19, from 5 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. at Minglewood Hall, 1555 Madison
Ave. Qualifying poets and spoken word
artists in three age categories will compete for cash prizes in the slam, which
is a sanctioned event of the MLK50
yearlong commemoration and centers
on the theme “Where Do We Go From
Here?” Free and open to the public. Visit
civilrightsmuseum.org/drop-the-mic
to RSVP.
Flying Saucer Draught Emporium will host
the eighth annual Stumblin’ Elvis Pub
Crawl 2017 Saturday, Aug. 19, from 5 p.m.
to midnight at its Memphis location, 130
Peabody Place. Guests are encouraged to
wear their best Elvis or Priscilla Presley attire for a costume contest. An adult-sized
tricycle race will begin at 5:30 p.m., with
winners receiving T-shirts and beer. Visit
beerknurd.com for details.
The 15th annual Memphis Tri-State
Blues Festival is Saturday, Aug. 19, at 6:30
p.m. at the Landers Center, 4560 Venture
Drive in Southaven. The festival features

entertainment by Entertainment by Bobby
Rush, Pokey Bear, Sir Charles Jones, Willie
Clayton, Shirley Murdock, Nellie Tiger Travis, J-Wonn and Terry Wright. Tickets start
at $35 at ticketmaster.com.
SRVS will host the 19th annual Sparkling
Nights Auction, Wine and Food Tasting Saturday, Aug. 19, from 7 p.m. to
11:30 p.m. at the Holiday Inn University of
Memphis, 3700 Central Ave. The fundraiser will feature a legacy tribute to SRVS
co-founder Dorothy Wilson, plus vintage
wines, appetizers from local restaurants,
silent and live auctions, and more. Tickets
are $100 in advance or $110 at the door.
Visit srvs.org.
Eric Roberson will perform in concert
Saturday, Aug. 19, at 8 p.m. at The Halloran Centre, 225 S. Main St. Roberson,
a Grammy-nominated singer, songwriter and producer, released his new EP,
“Wind,” in July. Tickets start at $45. Visit
orpheum-memphis.com.
The Downtown Neighborhood Association will meet Tuesday, Aug. 22, at 6 p.m.
on Pembroke Square’s rooftop deck, 125
S. Main St. Riverfront Development Corp.
president Benny Lendermon and vice
president Dorchelle Spence will present
the “State of our Riverfront.” Cost is free
for DNA members and $10 for visitors.
Visit memphisdna.org for details.
Talk Shoppe will meet Wednesday, Aug.
23, from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. in NovaCopy’s
conference room, 7251 Appling Farms
Parkway. Edward Jones financial adviser John Keller will present “Financial
Market Update 2017.” Cost is free. Visit
talkshoppe.com.
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5 Delight
9 Not so bright
14 Sightseeing trip
15 Give a hoot
16 Cruise
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54 Ride, so to
speak
58 Ring thing
61 Bucolic
62 Indian yogurt
dip
63 Looking,
perhaps
66 Musical
composition
67 Room at Rikers
68 Beak
69 "So ___!"
70 Long haul
71 Big fat mouth

“The consolidation of public schools,
the quality of public education, the retail
amenities, the suburban environment,
low crime rates, a stable tax base – all of
those really combine to set the stage for
office development,” he said. “As far as
tax incentives go, we think just the quality of life and the setting next door to a
metropolitan area lends itself to that type
of development in the future.”
Flanagan also acknowledged another drawback to such a development
in DeSoto County: the state income tax.
Flanagan said that could affect potential relocations, particularly if it was a
company from Tennessee, which has no
state income tax.
“The company that might consider
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Lift up
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fear
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Dickens title
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Lack of color
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Scruggs
60 Tiny pest
Olympic sled
51 Class cutter
64 Pub offering
Black, in poetry
53 Establish as law 65 Breed
Carry on
55 Leafy shelter
Coordinate
___ Royal
Highness
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relocation out of Memphis has to seriously consider that particular financial
(issue),” he said. “That’s been somewhat
of an impediment to relocations.”
Still, Flanagan remains hopeful that
an ambitious office park could work in
DeSoto County, if they can find the right
tenant and the right space.
“We have taken that initiative to be
proactive in identifying sites that would
be appropriate for that development.
We would hope that a type of Schilling
Farms development would be attractive
to this area,” Flanagan said. “I think it’s
very likely, simply because of the availability of land, the lower taxes, the state
tax base, the availability of skilled workers, just the population growth we see of
young professionals who are choosing
DeSoto County.”
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Make the System Take
Down Monuments

I

nstead of changing the names of
its Confederate-themed parks,
Memphis should have been going directly after its Confederate
monuments in 2013, before the
Tennessee Legislature enacted procedures that seem designed to draw out
the process for as long as possible.
That’s hindsight.
There are other ways of doing this.
The best way would be for the
Tennessee Legislature to repeal the
law that leaves these monuments as
rallying points for neo-Nazis, white
supremacist groups and everyone else
who mistakenly believes such tributes
are the equivalent of indelible and undeniable history.
We find the clamor to do something
about these monuments where it was
in June 2015 following the Emanuel
AME Church massacre by a person
who used the Confederate flag and Lost
Cause mythology as his murderous
racist credo.
But the Legislature doesn’t go back
to work until January. Lawmakers who
don’t want to see these monuments
touched, much less removed, are depending on outrage in the wake of the
Charlottesville, Virginia, violence to be
long gone by then.
The Tennessee Historical Commission has no reason nor inclination to
grant the city’s appeal without massive
political pressure from the people who
appoint the body. A move to the Tennessee Supreme Court will take even
more time.
Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam has
said he still does not believe that Na-

than Bedford Forrest should be honored with a bust in the state Capitol.
And he has again strongly encouraged
the historical commission and the
Capitol Commission to act.
We can’t continue to encourage
or cover up that which has always
hidden behind something, whether
it’s a sheet or a fake history with a racist purpose.
Frankly, if Haslam had vetoed the
bill that bars the removal of the monuments and been more vocal about this,
we would be in a better place.
This has to be done the right way. If
it isn’t, we abandon a process that has
an obligation to be on the right side of
this and other issues.
It is time to apply real, legitimate
political pressure.
This movement isn’t swiping the
symbols of the Confederacy. It is using
those symbols with the permission of
so-called heritage groups and amateur
historians with family trees to protect.
Silence is consent.
Confederate apologists are big
on the force of standing in the same
position from one generation to another. Yet, here we are again, just
as in the 1960s, with violent racists
adopting the symbols of the Confederacy and rallying around its latter-day monuments erected during the 20th-century resurgence of
white supremacy.
How many times do you let these
folks pass through your lines before you begin to see what everyone else has known for a long time?
You are them.

2017, The Musical
DAN CONAWAY
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“GRANT US WISDOM, GRANT US
COURAGE.”
Episcopalians sing every week, as I’m
sure many of you do, but most of us aren’t
listening to the words. Their familiarity has
bred if not contempt at least complacence.
Maybe that helps explain why so many
so-called Christians can so ignore – so endorse – what’s happening at the top of our
government; how Evangelicals can meet in
the Oval Office to lay hands on the president
for some other purpose than picking him up
and throwing him out.

They’re not listening.
Last week, I sang, as my pew can painfully attest, but I also listened. The words
spoke to me. Out loud, if you will. They were
from a hymn by Harry Emerson Fosdick,
first a Baptist preacher, then Presbyterian
minister, and then called to be pastor of
Manhattan’s ecumenical Riverside Church
in 1930 – the same year he penned “God Of
Grace, God Of Glory,” and the same year
he graced the cover of Time for the second
time. He was prophetic for his time and
ours. So much so, the hymn is in Methodist and Moravian hymnals, Lutheran and
Latter Day Saints, Catholic and the United
Church of Canada, Presbyterian and Pilgrim – 128 hymnals in all, including mine
on page 594.
Just listen.
“God of grace and God of glory,
on your people pour your power;
crown your ancient church’s story,
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This week in Memphis history:

1968: James Brown at the Mid-South Coliseum. Brown is touring the nation against a backdrop of two political assassinations – Martin Luther King
Jr. in April and Robert Kennedy in June – racial and generational turmoil, and
a heightened police response to gatherings like concerts where authorities
believe the chance of violence is greater as a result. By the time he arrives
backstage in Memphis, Brown’s April 4 concert in Boston, televised live there
the night of King’s assassination, has become a legendary chapter in the entertainer’s career. Brown isn’t resting on that, recording the breakthrough “Say
It Loud, I’m Black and Proud” the same month the tour reached Memphis. By
a year later, the anthem is gone from his set, with Brown later saying it had
become obsolete in times that were changing fast.

1950: On the front page of The Daily News. The World War II bomber Memphis Belle is dedicated as a memorial in front of the National Guard Armory
on the southwest corner of Central and Hollywood. The plane’s restoration
and placement is a project of American
Legion Post #1. Mayor Watkins Overton
does the honors for city government.
1927: Opening of Sears Crosstown is
moved up to Aug. 27 to put the construction period for the $5 million department
store, warehouses and offices of SearsRoebuck at North Parkway and North
Watkins at 180 days – a record for building construction in modern Memphis.
Work began March 1 when Mayor Rowlett
Paine turned the first spade of dirt. Paine
will turn the keys to open the store at its
opening at 9 a.m. “By extra shifts, working hundreds of Memphis craftsmen and
by doing everything possible to rush materials to the job, this record was made
possible,” The Daily News reports.

bring its bud to glorious flower.”
Power to the people, people. Even the least
of these. Worth not measured in personal
wealth. Truth not measured in personal
gain. It’s hard to smell the flowers for the
fertilizer, hard for so many to even see
them when they’ve already been picked
for so very few.
“Grant us wisdom, grant us courage,
for the facing of this hour,
for the facing of this hour.”
God knows we need it.
“Lo! the hosts of evil round us
scorn the Christ, assail his ways!
From the fears that long have bound us
free our hearts to faith and praise.”
Fear not the other. In fact, do unto others …
you remember the rest of that, right?
“Grant us wisdom, grant us courage,
for the living of these days,
for the living of these days.”
Lord, Lord.
“Cure your children’s warring madness;
bend our pride to your control;
shame our wanton, selfish gladness,
rich in things and poor in soul.”

An August 1950 ad in
The Daily News.

That isn’t even subtle. I mean, really. Could
that be any more on point?
“Grant us wisdom, grant us courage,
lest we miss your kingdom’s goal,
lest we miss your kingdom’s goal.”
The goal tears down walls; it doesn’t build
them.
“Save us from weak resignation
to the evils we deplore;
let the gift of your salvation
be our glory evermore.”
Read the words and sing along, Congress.
Raise your hands, cross the aisle, and head
down front.
“Grant us wisdom, grant us courage,
serving you whom we adore,
serving you whom we adore.”
Not you, Mr. President, it’s not about
you. Amen.
I’m a Memphian, and grant us wisdom,
grant us courage.
Dan Conaway, a communication
strategist and author of “I’m a Memphian,” can be reached at dan@wakesomebodyup.com.

Are home prices rising in
your neighborhood?

In 2016 Shelby County
recorded the highest
average home sales
price on record.

Our exclusive Neighborhood Profile Report provides an overview of your subdivision with
home sales activity for the past three years including current, year-to-date figures.
Review changes in home sales values, examine foreclosure activity and monitor recent sales
activity. Your home is your largest investment, be sure you’re protecting it.
Download your report and review sample reports at www.mychandlerreports.com or call
901-528-5273 for more information.
Chandler Reports has been providing premium, unbiased real estate data in Memphis and Shelby County for over 45 years.
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SEMINAR SERIES
SMALL BUSINESS

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14th
3:30 PM @ Memphis Brooks Museum
Wine & cheese reception to follow
#MEMbiz

Memphis has earned a national reputation as a “foodie town.” We’re more than just
barbecue, as evidenced by a nascent brewing and distilling industry that is thriving. Join
some of the key players in the local food and beverage trade as they discuss opportunities
and challenges facing these small businesses and offer tips and advice for all small
businesses owners.

Panelist

Deni Reilly

Brice Timmons

CO–OWNER
The Majestic Grille

ATTORNEY AND
CO-FOUNDER
High Cotton Brewing
Company

Panelist

Panelist

Chris W. Canale, Jr.

Alan Crone

PRESIDENT
Old Dominick Distillery, LLC

SPONSORED BY:

Panelist

ATTORNEY AND FOUNDER
The Crone Law Firm

PRESENTED BY THE DAILY
NEWS PUBLISHING CO.

SEATING IS LIMITED – REGISTER ONLINE NOW
seminars.memphisdailynews.com

